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Editorial Direction
Journalism as Public Service
By

MARCELLUS ELLIOTT FosTER

President and General Manager, Houston ( Tex.) Chronicle
For the guidance of a great modern newspaper, published in this wonderful twentieth century of glory and grandeur, peace and plentitude, I recommend five short texts, all from the Old Testament:
"Precept must be upon precept, precept upon precept; line upon line,
line upon line; here a little and there a little ."
"A word spoken in due season- how good it is."
"Woe unto them that call evil good, and g)od evil."
.
"Tell it not in Gath; publish it not in the streets of Askelon."
"As water is spilled upon the ground \\'hich cannot be gathered up again."
Now for my first text:
"Precept must be upon precept, precept upon precept; line upon line;
here a Ii ttle and there a Ii ttle."
Has there ever been anything said in all the speeches made by man and all
the columns written, so clearly and concisely defining the modern daily
newspaper? May I interpolate here that I love and honor the profession of
which I am an humble member? No one who doesnot love his work should
ever enter this great field of activity. Love tells the whole story of every
successful business. I pity the man who does not go to his daily task with
love in his heart.
I love everything connected with a newspaper. The hum of the typesetting machines is an inspiration to me; the sight of a busy editorial room
with the reporters pounding stories out on their typewriters sends a thrill to
my heart; then when I go to the basement and hear the roar of the great
presses sending forth printed pages, I get another exhilaration.
But what does that printed page mean? It is the assembling of news and
thought from every section of the globe.
They come by telegraph wires; across barren deserts and towering mountains; by cables and undern,e ath the seas; by telephone; by radio; by word of
mouth. Reporters, editors, staff correspondents, have worked for a few short
hours and laid before the world what has happened that day or that night
or the day before.
Some have faced death to get the news that men hastily read and toss
aside. Some have crawled into dungeons; met disease and gaunt famine or
gone into the midst of the shrieking shells of battle to gather stories for you
and me. "Here a little and there a little"; all assembled in one day's time.
Editors have grasped the sheets as they came by telegraph wires and written
their comments. It must go on day after day and year after year. "Line
upon line; precept upon precept."
Tell the story. Tell it truthfully. Tell of the things that others fail to see;
give it light. Give the world encouragement; give it amusement; give it entertainment. Look behind the scenes; see what there is back of the stories of
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graft and corruption. Warn your readers of something that they may not have
grasped from the telegraph messages or the reporter's simple statement of
facts. Love your work, but above all love your fellow man. Serve your newspaper by se'r ving mankind.
"A word spoken in due season-how good it is."
I sometimes wonder if the world knows how easy it is for a newspaper to
speak a word in due season. To turn our backs or to look the other way is so
natural. vVhy should we of the newspaper profession look beneath the surface,
interpret the meaning, dissect the story, or lay bare the facts b'ehind it all?
Is that a necessary part of our duty? Couldn't we perform our mission by
merely printing the news and leaving it to our readers to draw their own conclusions? Not if you love your work or honor your profession. We cannot turn
aside when the problem of city, state and nation confront us. We cannot ignore
the evils that exist, or carry messages only of peace, goodness, contentment or
smirking self-satisfaction.
Recently we have been told that the daily press prints too much crime
news, and it seems to me in recent years that terrible crimes have been too
much exploited. And yet we have our jails, our penitentiaries, our homes for
deserted children, our numerous charities to relieve the poverty-stricken, the
infirm and the aged. We spend millions to prevent crime; to catch criminals;
to punish them; tb imprison them; to kill by law. We have more g ciards,
detectives and policemen in this country than any other nation on earth.
We have more laws against crime and we have more criminals.
Do you know how much this nation spends annually on crime or as a
result of crime? Untold millions. Of every dollar you pay in taxes, 25 cents is
because of some form of criminality. It is partly for prevention, partly punishment and partly the hope of eradicating evil. It is partly to relieve the distress
of those who are in poverty, sickness or degradation di.ie to man's crime or
neglect.
Yes, the newspapers should print crime news; they must print it. Nearly
all literature that lives has recognized it. What great plays are still preser:red
before the world, hundreds of years after they were written? The tragedies of
Shakespeare: Hamlet, Macbeth, King Lear, Julius Caesar, King Henry Iv.
The novels of Dickens are in every home that pretends to have a library, and
yet what greater stories of crime are there than those written by that great
Englishman? Nicholas Nickle by is a story of poverty, of crime, of brutality, as
well as a story of beauty and encouragement. Oliver Twist furnishes us with
criminal characters that have become historic.
What abou't the Bible? It starts with temptation and evil in the Garden
of Eden. It describes the son of Adam killing that son's brother; it tells of old
Noah getting drunk; of the thousand wives of Solomon, and there is nothing
more graphic that has ever been printed in a newspaper than the story of the
death of Absalom and the crimes that led up to it. Debauchery of sister
by brother, murder of brother by brother; war of son upon father; the terrible
death of the son while fleeing from a father's wrath.
Should the daily newspaper print stories of crime? Yes. Why? Let me
tell you first a story that I once read in a volume written by Ruskin. He pictures a great banquet. There are assembled beautiful ladies and men of fame.
It is a gay party. The hall is bedecked; the ladies are in beautiful attire:
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there are silks and satins; the banquet bcrard is graced with everything that
money can buy. It shin.e s with cut glass and silver; there are glasses of
bubbling champagne. Suddenly the walls of that banquet hall are made to fall
apart and the gay banqueteers are left there at the table, looking out over the
world. There came trooping before them the crimes of the earth-poverty,
disease, and distress. Murderers do their fiendish acts in the presence of those
who have just banqueted. Mothers, half-starved, appear before them with
hollow breasts; babes, wan, sick, and lacking nourishment, are seen. For one
night, these people who had no thought of the world outside are made t6 see it.
They realize that crime does exist; that evil and poverty are in the world; that
pestilence and famine, murder and sudden d1eath are just around the corner.
That is what the modern newspaper must do. Crime exists; evil exists,
and we must tell it. We must tear down the walls that hide the disease, the
criminality and the poverty of the world. But how must we do it? One of my
texts tells you better than I could if I wrote a volume. "Woe unto them that
call evil good, and good evi I."
I mentioned a few minutes ago that Dickens tells many stories of many
crimes, but how does that great novelist portray them? Do his novels make
any living, normal man desire to become a criminaP No! A thousand times
no! After you have finished, you shudder at the thought of such creatures being
on earth. You are saddened and sickened. You realize that you must teach
you'r children and your neigh hors' children to avoid evil associates. You tell
them that crime is always punished, if not on this earth, then in the hereafter.
Also remember that while there are stories of crime in the Bible they are
always told in a manner to warn and that there are far more beautiful stories
of goodness in that great book than those of evil. It tells the wonderful story of
creation; it tells how beautiful is this old world as created by our great Father;
it comprises poetry, sculpture, painting and the brotherhood of man. When
God created the world, that was poetry-beautiful motion, expression,
rhythm. He formed the world of dry land, of the waters of the sea, of lakes,
and of mountains; that was sculpture, Then he colored it with vast plains,
great forests, green grasses, the blue of the waters-that was painting. Then
there was the greatest drama of all-the human being- and it is the descendants of that man now on earth to whom the newspapers must carry their
messages. We must give them stories of the beautiful things of life, inspiring
thoughts and of high ideals, while we are putting in print the stories of evil
that men do. vVe must portray goodness as well as tell the bad, which cannot
be ended by trying to hide it from our eyes.
Yes, we must a[\tl should print stories of crime, but let us always do it in
a way th.at turns men from crime, not toward it. Let us show the horror and
terror of it, and that pu'nishmen twill follow.
Woe unto the newspaper that makes crime seem attractive; woe unto
tlie ed'itor who dares not expose and denounce crime.
"Tell it not in Gath; publish it not in the streets of Askelon."
That is the text which causes more trouble in the newspaper business
than publishing stories of crime.
I contend that more harm is done by suppressing crime news than by
printing it. The requests not to tell the story worry our profession more than
the actual pu'blication, and if a newspaper listened to the hundreds of pleas
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not to print, the world would suffer far more than it does through the actual
knowledge of crime.
What is it that the criminal fears more than all else? The political grafter,
the man who has defrauded the government, the woman who has slipped
across from Europe with hidden j ewels, endeavoring to escape the payment of
duty? What does he or she first say? "Keep my name out of the paper."
They frequently fear neither the law nor th e courts. They can employ highpriced lawyers; they can ofte n delay punishment or buy immunity, but they
can't keep their names out of the paper.
Just a few months ago a well-known woman in New York, a leader in
society and in charitable work, was caught as she was leaving a great steamer
reaching this country from Europe, with an array of beautiful gems hidden in
her dress, which she had smuggled through. Her lawyers hurried to the newspaper offices, requesting that the story be not told. They pleaded; they tried
to bribe. She was not sorry for her crime, and had no fear of anything of earth
except publicity. "Keep it out of the papers" was her cry. Thank God I
can say, to the honor of our New York newspaper men, the st'Ory was told.
Did it do harm? No; it did good, for it warned others that their crimes could
not be hidtlen.
May I here become a little personal and tell you a story of how crime in
Texas sought to hide itself and how it thrived and increased until the criminals
were exposed in the daily papers?
When a great secret organization ~nvaded our state, selling bed sheets,
hate and fanaticism, the men behind it thought they were all-powerful. They
were taking the law into their own hands; the y s pied upon their neighbors;
they took poor devils from their homes and from the streets and punished them
for doing things that were frowned upon by these saintly representatives of an
"invisible empire". Men were cruelly beaten and maimed; shrinking women
were taken from their homes in the dead of night and carried blindfolded to
lonely spots. These creatures calling themselves men stripped women and
poured hot tar on their naked bodies, covered them with feathers, hacked the
hair off their heads and then carried them back to town, throwing them in the
streets as horrible examples of what would happen to anyone who was accused
b y the great cyclops, the titans, the terrors or the invisible eye. All this
happened in civilized communities in Texas. Men were stricken with terror;
people talked in whispers to each other. This order had brought in to its ranks
officers of the law, police chiefs, sheriffs and even judges of our courts. They
defied all law; they snapped their fingers at the constitution and the rights of
others. But they had forgotten one thing-the press. Yet I must admit to the
shame of our profession that many newspapers failed to denounce the new evil.
It was an intimidating, boycotting and seemingly all-powerful organization.
Many editors looked the other way. They pretend ed it was just a passing
frenzy, and that to denounc e it would only increase the membership. That was
one time when some members of our profession believed that the way to suppress crime was to ignore it, but praise the Lord, there were a few of us who
thought that the way to stop evil was to tell about it; to expose it.
We began our fight with editorials of denunciation. We called upon our
governor, our courts and our officers to enforce the law and to punish the
criminals. The onl y effect, temporarily, was a rush of orders to"stop my paper";
our daily mail was flooded with letters of hate and threats of dire vengeance.
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In my own case, for two long years they forced me to have an armed guard
around my office and at my home. They circulated every character of vile
report about myself and our paper.
Did we stop? We did not. Never a day passed that we did not expose and
denounce them. How did it finally end? By our realizing that it was war,
and that we must adopt the tactics of war. We hired some of their own men to
secretly become our reporters and to publish verbatim reports of their meetings
behind closed doors. We told when, where they met, whether on the bleak
prairies, behind closed doors or in hidden forests. We gave the names of those
who attended. We secured the assistance of a few courageous attorneys.
Several of the criminals were arrested and sent to the penitentiary. But the
main weapon we used was the publishing of names. No man of any reputation
whatever wanted the world to know that he was connected with such an
order. As long as they could secretly slip into a hall or confer behind closed
doors, they were neither afraid nor ashamed. But when the white light of
publicity was thrown upon them they ceased to attend meetings. The membership dwindled.
The mask was torn from their faces. The last Texas Legislature passed a
law making it a penitentiary offense to hold masked meetings or to parade
in bed sheets. Memberships of secret orders must be open to the public.
Men are not permitted behind the highwayman's garb. The law is again
enthroned.
You can't tell the people of Texas today that crime must be hidden, or not
exposed. They know better.

Now I have reached my final text and will conclude with these rambling
remarks.
"As water spilled on the ground which cannot be gathered up again."
Was there ever a more striking comparison? Dash a bucket of water upon
the dry ground; how quickly it disappears. "All the king's horses and all the
king's men" cannot gather it up again.
0, men of the press, waste not your words. Do not scatter them upon
the printed page without thought of their future.
Just twenty-six little letters in that alphabet for our use, and yet think
of the thousands of words we have formed from them. All that brain of man
can conceive of truth, faith and reverence. In these twenty-six little letters lie
all the records of the past and all the possibilities of the future. All history, all
art, and all the sciences. Without them we would be as beasts of the field;
with them and by them we have hope of immortality.
So, in conclusion, let me again warn you to watch your words. Spill them
not as water dashed upon the ground, which no man may gather up again.
Rather make them as the blessed rain which brings new life to the earth.
Make them an honor to the profession, so that you may at all times come
to the defense of that institution-the daily newspaper. Men may hate and men
may revile us. Great interests may seek to undermine the influence of the press.
And yet it is the one thing on which the people must depend. Things of evil
hunt for darkness. Men who fear naught else shrink from newspaper publicity.
"What will the paper say?" is their craven cry. If they can weaken confidence in the press of the country, they will have accomplished their purpose.
God help the people if they ever succeed.
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'l'he Profession of Journalism
By

JAMES THOMAS WILLIAMS, JR.

Editor, Boston American
Nearly a quarter of a century ago there was held in the metropolis of this
state a Press Parliament of the World. President McKinley was represented at
that congress by his secretary of state, John Hay, who said of journalism that
it was "an estate which more than any other controls the world". Now just
as the family is the social unit of the state, so the nation is the social unit of
a civilized world. To be loyal to your family is the beginning of loyalty to
country; to be loyal to the nation to which you profess allegiance is the citizen's contribution to his country's loyalty to humankind.
John Hay's estimate was no exaggeration. Journalism more than ever is
"an estate which more than any other controls the world" because more
than ever it is "an estate which more than any other controls the nation." The
responsibility of the profession, whether viewed from the standpoint of public
welfare, or from the standpoint of the rights of the individual, was never so
great as it is today.
A free press, that is to say, the American press, the product of American
journalism, enjoys the protection of the constitution. To deserve that protection, however, it must acknowledge as its only obligation fidelity to the
public interest; that is to say, fidelity to the public interest of the American
people in their corporate capacity as a nation.
There is an old Italian proverb that runs like this: "When God closes the
door, he opens a window." \,Vhen victory for American arms closed the door
upon the Great \Var, a window was opened through which it was given to
Americans and to the world to see the majesty and the power of America united. For some of us it was a new vision, but for all of us it was a vision that
ought never to be obscured, for American united in war or peace must be, as
we believe, an America triumphant.
The cornerstone of our political union as a people is the Constitution of
the United States, but what Washington called "the cement which binds the
Union" is that American character which he bade us strive to develop at home
and abroad, in war and in peace, to the end that, as he wrote to Patrick Henry
when he offered him the secretaryship of state, "when we act the world may
know that we act for ourselves and not for others." By that he meant that we
should act under the dictates of our own conscience and not under the duress of
alien threats or alien intrigues or alien temptations. He bade us be first and
last Americans in order that we might keep America American. For the tie
that binds us in the household of the nation is not now, and never was, a tie of
birth or creed or walk in life or religious ritual. None of these is the measure of
true Americanism. It is our conduct as citizens of a common country by
birth or adoption and the contribution that we make toward the cultivation of
an American character for the whole country that is the measure of true
Americanism.
Let us never forget that the contribution which America made to the
winning of the war was not made by those who were mere nationals, that is to
say, merely citizens by birth or citizens by adoption. It was made by the
citizens by birth and citizens by adoption who were also Americans by choice.
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To be an American by choice is not only to support the Constitution of the
United States; it is to glory in the spiritual uni on that is ours in the household
of the nation and in the fellowship of the family that is th e indestructible
union of indestructible states. To be an Am erican by choice you must have
more th an a birth certificate or a certificate of naturalization. You must carry
in your heart the spirit of America which is the spirit of unity that makes you
recognize al! Americans by choice whether born here or elsewhere, whether
worshipping God by one ritual or by another, whether following one walk of
life or another, as fellow members of the same famil y, which is the nation.
If good journalism in America today, therefore, is to meet th e supreme
test which is the measure of public service, if good journalism in America
is to rise to the responsibility that distinguishes it as a high calling, American
journalists in their lives and in their work must raise up a standard of leadership for Americans by choice to which the wise and good will repair. This
leadership can only be raised up by nationalists who rem em ber that the
greatest Americans ha ve been intense nationalists. This leadership must be
raised up by American journalists who, to their talents as journalists, join
the power that distinguishes the man of character, the power of making th ei r
talent trusted. Americans by choice, cultivating at all tim es an American
character endowed with a national vision, and holding an American point of
view-such must be the leaders of American journalism in the futur e if the
profession is to rise to its responsibilit y, vindicate its recognition as a high
calling and render to the American people th e public service that will prove
the readiness of the profession to meet the supreme test.
That there is opportunity for such a leadership today in many quarters
you have only to look about you to be certain. And to be doubly certain you
should also recall the counsels of th e "Farewell Address ." Doubtless every
American journ a list has on his desk a copy of the Declaration of Independe nce
and of the Constitution of the United States, but the American journalist who
is to be a leader in his profession should also have close by a copy of th e "Farewell Address." In offering th ese counsels "of an old and affectionare friend,"
vVashington said: "I d are not hope th ey will make th e strong and lasting impression I should wish: . .... but if I may even flatter myself that they may
be productive of some partial benefit, some occasional good; that the y may
now and then recur to moderate the fury of party spirit, to warn against the
mischiefs of foreign intrigues, guard against the impostors of pretended
patriotism; this hope will be full recompense for the solicitude for your
welfare by which they have been dictated."
This way lies the opportunity of American journalism today, this way
lies its obligation, as yo ur speaker believes.
But "to moderate the fury of party spirit," Am erican journalists must
emancipate themselves alike from th e curb of party control and the temptation of party reward. To hold great parties to great causes must more and
more beco me the task of great newspapers, to the encl that throughout the
party system of American government there shall be spread the knowledge
that "h e serves his party best who serves his country best."
"To warn against the mischiefs of foreign intrigues" and warn and warn
again, this is alike the opportunity and obligation of American journalists if
they would be worthy of a great profession and in their respective regions
encourage the people to maintain at all times and against all intrigues that
eternal vigilance which is the price oiliberty.
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"To guard against the impostors of pretended patriotism," regardless of
whether they mask their faces or their purposes, and to drive from the premises
reserved b y the constitution to the states, all those who trespass th ereon,
regardless of whether they trespass in the name of the church, in the name of
business, in the name of education, morality, or any of the other alibis that
impostors of pretended patriotism are in the habit of employing.
These are tasks that call for more than talent. Here is public service that
no weaklings can perform. These are tasks, however, worthy of a great profession, for which men and women will be willing and eager to train.
And for thuse who persevere in this high calling, for those who take the
responsibilities of their profession seriously, for those who would raise up in
their day anH generation a leadership in American journalism that will be
worthy the support of Americans by choice, there is more than the reward of
honest toil and the satisfaction that comes from seeking the truth with sincerity. There is the eternal promise:
"Strive for the truth unto death, and the Lord God shall fight for thee."

Getting at the 'I'ruth
By

LEWIS CRAIG HUMPHREY

Editor, Louisville ( Ky.) Herald and Post
"Getting at the Truth" is a most important subject for the professional
journalist and young men and women in training for this profession. We all
want to speak the truth and print the truth, but a great many people do not
understand how difficult it is at times to get at the truth.
Here I will pause to express my scorn, detestation and pity and loathing
for that ignorant person who loves to say with a smirk: "You cannot believe what you see in the newspapers." You can believe what you see in the
newspapers, because the overwhelming presumption is that what you see is
correct . In the average day an average metropolitan newspaper will print, let
us estimate, more than five hundred different news items. In each one of these
items there will a number of statements of facts. It is, of course, true that
100 per cent accuracy is impossible in this world. Into a few of those five
hundred items will creep errors. But as a rule, the mistakes are unimportant.
A middle initial of some man's name may be printed wrong, or perhaps the
number of someone's house may be printed inaccurately. But not often is
there substantial error, although at times there is.
Now, let us look at another profession. The law yers think they know it
all, and are constantly telling us so. Nearly all the members of Congress and
of our State Legislature are lawyers. I will say nothing more derogatory to
the bar.
But the judges and the lawyers are always getting things wrong. In
Kentucky, where we have a fine Court of Appeals, one case out of three that
come up from the lower courts is reversed for error-not trivial error, be it
noted, but for substantial error. Now, suppose each day each newspaper out
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of five hundred items, contained one hundred and fifty with substantial
errors. If this happened, the readers of the newspapers would rise up and
throw the editors, and reporters and printers a nd all other employes into th e
ocean or the river or the nearest body of water that could be found. Fortunately, nothing of this kind happens. Not more than once or twice a month does
it happen in the average newspaper office that substantial error occurs.
And there is a good deal more to be said. Truth is mighty and will prevail
but, unfortunately, we cannot always agree as to what is the truth. The trained
newspaper man knows a lot about this. Let us assume that immediately after
this meeting adjourns, two men get into a fight, and one kills the other.
Twenty people see this affray. But, will the twenty agree as to the events that
led up to the tragedy? They will not. Twenty different stories will be given
the reporters when they arrive. Sometimes a man deliberatel y deceives the
newspapers, and we have known cases where men gave out interviews, and
afterward got frightened about wh a t they had said, an d denieci their words.
I could talk a long time (do not be frightened, I am not going to do it)
and tell about the high pressure under which newspaper men work. They
have to work fast, and they have to think fast. And~ above all, they have to
condense. Give a reporter fiv e columns, and he can quote all the witnesses
and let the read ers choose for themselves. Or he can print the full text in an
official report. But usually he is restricted to one column, or a half-column .
He must condense. He must leave out something. He must learn to winnow
the wheat from the chaff; to be on his guard against the improbable; to do no
man injustice, and ye t bring out the truth. Condensing all the time, he mu st
say the same thing over and over again, if he wants to pound the truth
home. By open words and simple, a hundred times made plain; that is th e
only way for newspapers to drive home the truth and make the truth tell.
Something else remains to be said. In the story of political controversy,
newspapers do make mistakes, and at times some of them print lies. This last
is inexcusable; the first ma y be accounted for by the fact that at times newspapers warm up to the battle as do others. Four out of fiv e political contests
may be simply a scramble for the offices; but there will come a time when
big issu·es are invoived. These issues may be purely local; they may relate
only to the s·chools, or the public health or safety in some single city , and yet
they are big issues for that newspaper. But all the good people are never on
one side. The fight grows warm, and the heart beats fast; there are charges and
counter-charges frequently made without full investigation. The men on the
platform make mistakes and so do the newspapers. They should try not to,
and the y are trying and are improving. A decade or two ago, a newspaper
supporting Mr. Smith for governor against Mr. Jones, would not print the
speeches of Mr. Jones. Now, it prints the speeches of both. This is a long
step tow ard getting at the truth.
In the law courts we are required to tell the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth. Must we as newspaper men do the same? The newspaper should be, we are often told, the mirror into which men and women ma y
look and understand what is happening in the community in which they reside. But it is necessary to put up this mirror in all places? When we put up
a mirror in the central part of the city and show the trend of life in the commercial centers, must we also put up a mirror in the slums and show degradation and crime at their worst? I think we must use the rule of reason in printing the whole truth.
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Assuredly, the newspapers should seek at all times to print the truth and
nothing but the truth. But some of the truth we may leave out, and often do.
And here is where the hardest test for the conscientious newspaper man comes.
He knows he should print the truth, and nothing but the truth, but hardly a
day passes when it is not put up to him, whether he will omit something from
his columns because that something might do someone an irreparable harm,
and do no one any good. Newspapers are constantly importuned with requests to protect first offenders, and they do it all the time, and are right.
Crime in the news has already been treated, and I will only give a word to
the subject. There is responsibility, however, upon the newspaper to, under
certain restrictions, print the truth about crime. If a man kills his wife, or his
children, or perhaps kills some other man in a given community, it is important that the community know the facts, for the reason that other crimes
may be prevented by the truth being known. I can give you here, I think, an
interesting illustration. Over in England they have recently been considering
a law prohibiting publication of the testimony in divorce cases. A committee,
including some of the most noted judges, scholars and churchmen in England
was appointed to consider the subject. They recommended against any
abridgment of the right of the newspapers to publish this testimony. They
held first, that the traditional purity of the English law courts was largely due
to publicity. They argued second, that if people elected to take their family
troubles into the court, they had no right to complain if those troubles were
made public. But their last and most important conclusion was, that the
public should know of the bad social conditions that are revealed in this divorce
testimon y, for, otherwise, there would be small chance of an enlightened public
opinion correcting them. I think this applies to the publication of news of
crime with certain restrictions. I boldly affirm that each newspaper should
print quite extensively the news of crime in its home locality, and perhaps all
over its own state. But the publication of news of crime from all parts of
America may easily be overdone.
One silly legend about newspapers and the news they print is, that advertisers dictate what they shall and shall not use. There is simply nothing in
this. It is a myth of the ignorant. In the first place, advertisers differ among
themselves about all sorts of matters . They differ as to politics; about economic conditions, and in regard to various labor problems. What one advertiser
might want s;uppressed, another might want published. But as a matter of fact
the advertisers are too busy with their own business to trouble the newspapers.
I have been in the publishing business for nearly thirty years, and requests
from advertisers for th e suppression or distortion of news have never come.
Advertisers do like to see the newspapers stimulate business by preaching
good times, and that is about all they do care for.
Ever since 1914 people in this country have trembled over that dread
word "propaganda", and many believe the newspapers allow themselves to be
used by propagandists. There is not much in this. The average newspaper man
can see a propagandist a mile away, and will break his neck to get away from
him. Sometimes a wave resembling propaganda will come along, and the
newspapers, or some of them, will be carried with the tide. But this is usually
because the men who own and write the newspapers are of the prevailing
opinion, They write what they think.
I said some time back that truth is mighty and will prevail. But let us not
fall into the mistake of believing that error is not long-lived. Some errors have
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more lives than cats. Take the cheap money fallacy. About once in each
generation someone presents the theory that wealth can be gotten simply by
printing irredeemable paper and calling it money. Then follows a long debate
and truth prevails. But later on the same error reappears. Again I say "by
open speech and simple, a hundred times made plain."
There are lots of other errors that newspapers must fight while seeking
to get at the truth. There is the error of religious intolerance. It is a serious
error and is always coming up, and it never fails to do harm when it does come.
And there are errors put forward by good men and good women. There are
those who cling to the error that men's natures can be changed simply by
passing laws. Do not think I am here opposing prohibition. I voted for it,
although I am not a little disappointed by the resistance it has met with in the
matter of enforcement. But I do think there can be no greater error than to
believe that State Legislatures can go on forever regulating the habits, customs and amusements of the people. While seeking to get the truth, we must
remember that people cling tenaciously to the right to order their own lives.
"Getting at the Truth"- this is what we all want to accomplish, whether
we are newspaper men and women, or just inferior people. And one of the
first requisites is that there must be no fetters upon the search for the truth.
In some states the politicians, who would walk away with everything were it
not for the newspapers, have tried to prevent the publictaion of the truth by
repressive laws of libel. But such efforts have usually recoiled upon those who
brought them forward. More recently we have seen from men and women of
far better purpose, equally ill-advised efforts to restrict the search for the
truth by putting up bars against research work in colleges and universities.
I can think of nothing more incompatible with the eternal laws of truth, than
efforts by government to prevent the examination in the univeristies and elsewhere of scientific facts concerning the antiquity of man; or the slow and steady
changes that nature brings about in animal and plant life; and the wonderful
relics uf the past that are now being brought to life in the dead cities of Mesopotamia and Africa, not to mention the discoveries that time may have in
store for us.
There have been many efforts to stifle the uncontrollable impulses of the
human soul to learn the truth by acquiring knowledge through examining
evidence. They have all failed, and they all must fail. The world accepted
Galileo's theory soon after he was put in prison for uttering it. Columbus
believed the world was round, even when he was put into a dungeon for saying
so. True, there have been scientists and near-scientists, who have put forward
theories that were later exploded. So much the more reason for permitting the
theories, the true and the false, to be put forward, to be checked up with
evidence and then accepted or discredited.
Some hundreds of years ago, in those dark and gloomy days of the past,
there lived in England a great teacher, whose teachings have profoundly
interested others who came after him. He was lucky enough to die in his bed;
but years later, those who would have suppressed the light he had brought to
the world, dug up his grave. His bones were disinterred and burned with fire
and thrown into a neighboring stream, and of that episode was written:
The Avon to the Severn runs,
The Severn to the Sea,
And Wickliffe's dust shall scatter wide,
Broad as the waters be.
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Modern 'l'endencies in Journalism
By ELBERT

H.

BAKER

President, Cleveland Plain Dealer
As I look over the newspaper field from time to time I seem to find the
public's estimate of the newspaper falling into three lines: the great majority
who cordially believe in and depend upon their favorite newspaper; others who
are vocal in condemnation of all newspapers, including their makers; and
others who merely tolerate the newspaper they happen to buy.
I rejoice greatly in our friends, but after an experience of nearly fifty
years in the newspaper business I am inclined to agree most heartily with the
view recently expressed by one of my associates:
"Blessed be the critics of our newspapers."
Their name is legion and whether constructive or merely destructive, it
is a wholesome rebuke to the pride which goeth before a fall or to that smug
self satisfaction which is an effectual bar to progress.
There are many, either as individuals or in groups, who attack the newspaper. Some of them merely by innuendo, others by direct and specific
charges. I sometimes wonder whether such persons realize just what they
are doing. It is not the newspaper itself that suffers most. No sound newspaper is day by da y crying wolf, but there comes a day of crisis, when it is of
vital importance that the one outstanding voice of public opinion, the newspaper, shall speak in no uncertain tone and that its force shall not be abated
one whit through doubts as to its motive, its honesty or its sincerity.
There are those who charge us with venality, that we have sold ourselves
bod y and soul to the advertiser; that we are in his power and must from the
very nature of the case be controlled by him. I do not say for a moment that
such a thing never happened, but by and large it is absolutely untrue.
They point to the large volume of advertising carried by the worth while
newspaper as conclusive evidence. The facts are that the great department
store is under insistent pressure eac'h and every day to use to the full the newspapers that will move seasonable merchandise that in a few days may pass the
peak of value, and that will help to reach a maximum of turnovers in the
twelve months. If the newspaper is serving its community ably and well;
if it is following the rule of common sense and common every-day honesty
in dealing with local, state and national questions, it will deserve and hold the
respect and good will of its community, and all this will be evidenced by a
large and growing circulation. It will be more a question of the space available
to the advertiser than of the rate. Questions of politics, race or religion do not
enter.
I am asked to speak on "Modern Tendencies in Journalism," but I think
it may possibly be worth while first to gain some perspective on the newspaper
itself.
Let us bear in mind that the first newspaper published in America consisted of two pages, each of them 9 x 12 inches in size, and from that initial
venture to the present-day newspaper is indeed a far cry. In the earlier days
of journalism any man burning with the desire to spread religious or political
propaganda or to get even with a hated rival could establish a newspaper.
The only requisites were a Washington hand press, a few fonts of type, a
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compositor's stick, a couple of chases, a composing stone, a deal table and a
couple of chairs, paste pot and shears, and a ream of paper.
I have a fellow feeling for the workman of that day, for my first effort on a
newspaper as a young lad was manipulating the ink roller on a vVashington
hand press to produce a meager edition of a farm paper then published in
Kansas City. Believe me, I can still feel the ache in my back when the run was
off. My first real newspaper experience began on the Cleveland Herald, which
was established in 181!), when Cleveland had a population of about 500 souls.
The difficufties surmounted by the editor and man of all work were gruelling
indeed. When his edition was off the press he carried it to near-by subscribers
and then started on horseback with a valise full of newspapers to serve his
subscribers all the way to Painesville, east by some thirty miles. All mails in
those days were by horseback and one mail a week from Buffalo, Pittsburgh,
Columbus and Sandusky was the limit.
As late as 1837 the rates of postage were:
6 ¼cents for 30 miles.
10 cents up to 80 miles.
12,½ cents up to 150 miles.
18¼ cents up to 400 miles.
25 cents for greater distances.
These were the good old days of which our fathers and grandfathers speak
so glibly.
Not long since I had occasion to go over a Plain Dealer file of 1.854 and
chanced upon this item, and quote it as a specimen of the personal journalism
of that day. J. W. Gray, then editor of the Plain Dealer, was the writer, and
Joseph Medill, then editor of the Cleveland Leader, and later the famous editor
and controlling owner of the Chicago Tribune, was the one referred to in the
editorial, which read as follows:
"There goes the liar again. Jo Medill can win a cool $100 if his article on
the old line Democracy of this morning is true and lose the hundred if he lied.
Walk up to the Captain's office, Jo. Your tricks won't work in this case.
Put that in your lying crop and try again. These lying flannel mouthed
Irishmen like Jo Medill we never did like anyway."
·
It is needless to say that the fight waxed hot for days and the final honors
were bv no means one sided.
F;om these halcyon and vociferous days of personal journalism and the
day of the highly individualistic editor, which continued with gradual abatement in intensity well into the eighties, there has evolved by slow degrees the
highly specialized newspaper of today. Instead of the old-time individualism
there has come the highly organized team work of the present.
In keeping with all our mechanical progress, and giving it the very breath
of life, has come the awakened conscience of the makers of newspapers, who
have responded nobly to the challenge of their vastly widened opportunity.
Today every worth-while newspaper in the land keeps faith with its readers
and with the source of its news, and in the observance of the ethics of its
profession st'ands, I believe, as high as any and higher than most.
What we should all strive for in our making of newspapers is a sound point
of view. If we have the will to be just and fair in all things and can bring to
this great work a clearness of vision, untiring energy, patience and persistence,
we have some right at least to expect that success will crown our efforts.
The tendency is more and more to pain taking effort in the presentation of
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our news. It must be truthful, it must be ably written, it must be so worth
while in every way that the editors jus t cannot leave it out.
There is today a greater editorial page than ever before, less bitter, less
personal than that of old, but with a riper thought, a finer diction, a greater
sincerity and h:rnesty of purpose.
Today there are specialists in important departm ents and this is growing
more and more to be the rule both in the daily and in the vastly expanded
Sunday edition.
I predict that as the days go by we will have fewer newspapers and better,
that we will learn to think more in world terms and not merely in terms of
our own dooryard.
In summing up our competition we usually confine our thought to the
man across the street. As I think of it, I seem to see the automobile and the
seeker for wholesome recreation in the one and the joy rider in the other;
I see the movie, the dance hall, the Coney Islands, and the general reign of
jazz. And latest, but not least, in the sum of our total calculations, the radio.
The day of the radio is here and the part it is yet to play is a question of deep
c01;1cern to many of us.
Among the many agencies that have been created to meet the insatiate
demand for news is that great co-operative organization, the Associated Press.
I cannot forbear presenting to you, in the concise form in which it appeared in the beautiful booklet placed before each member of the Associated Press
at its annual luncheon on April 21, an article entitled "What the Associated
Press Is."
"The Associated Press is a co-operative organization of persons representing more than 1,200 morning, evening and Sunday newspapers, having for
its purpos~ the collection and distribution of the important news of the world.
"The Associated Press has its own leased wires, which form a network
across the continent from Bangor, Me., near the Canadian border, to Seattle,
Wash., and San Diego, Cal., and from Duluth, Minn., to New Orleans,
Laredo, T ex., on the Mexican border and Havana. The total mileage of this
leased wire system is approximately: day wires, 43,000 miles; night wires,
50,000. From various points along the trunk lines the report is sent to adjacent
c1t1es. The mcm bership sore ads from Alaska to Argentina and from the
Philippines to Porto Rico. Each of the members engages to contribute the
news of his immediate vicinage to the Associated Press.
"The annual revenues of the Associated Press, which are derived from
assessments levied upon its members, are approximately seven million dollars,
while the number of words daily received and transmitted at each of the more
important offices is over 75,000 or the equivalent of sixty columns of the
average newspaper."
I trust, young gentlemen and ladies, that you realize to some degree at
least the measure of your opportunity.
What the ultimate newspaper is to be I do not know, but I have confidence that the oncoming newspaper men and women will keep the faith
and will serve their generation wisely and well.
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Freedom of the Press
By

HARRY

B.

HAWES

Representative in Congress
Today journalism is a profession, just as much as is the law, medicine, or
engineering. It should have a stated code of ethics and be placed in a position
to punish infractions of that code.
The newspaper charlatan, the unscrupulous paid propagandist, injures
and lowers the standard of honorable and conscientious men of the profession,
and yet those who injure this great body of patriotic and intelligent men
cannot be reached as they can by the bar and medical societie'-s, in similar
circumstances.
The power of the press is greater than that of any of the professions.
When this power is questioned or its liberty endangered, it is usually because
some member has done a thing against which public opinion has revolted.
As usual in such cases, the public thoughtlessly seeks its remedy in drastic legislation affecting the en tire press.
Journalism, therefore, should be made a profession in some definite way
as it is in fact, and the honorable men and wome·n who enter into it should be
protected against those who lower its standard.
To make journalism a profession would not necessarily require a diploma,
or a certificate, but there should be created somewhere a general body in
which membership would carry ostensible responsibility, to fail to join which
would require explanation, and expulsion from which would have the same
relative effect as the disbarment of a lawyer or the disqualification of a doctor.
People demand to know the daily movements of public officials, the
proceedings of courts, and popular events.
They require a quick and accurate statement of world affairs. That there
is a demand for the news in the morning, at noon and at night is unquestioned,
and this demand will be satisfied by private enterprise.
The only question is the quality of the "goods for sale", and shall it be
controlled by a "national pure food act", a "truth-in-fabric law", embodying
the principles which relate to marking medicines, foods and raiment? Shall
news and editorial criticism be sold only with government brand of cens:irship?
The suggestion of a government publication has been made. Wh erever
it has been tried it has failed. It has ever proved to be the servant of a p olitical
group, is colored for partisan purpose, and written not in criticism but in
one-sided defense of a controlling political power.
Such publication is merely a political contribution of the party in power,
paid for by taxes levied upon every faction. Disguised as information, it
becorries an organ of explanation and "cover-up". It becomes a special and
propaganda organ of the "ins" against the "outs". It can never preserve
-e ither its independence or have real value as a critic or analyst.
We turn, then, for our daily news to papers published by private enterprise, with the knowledge that when they defame, they will be punished as an
individual who defames, but with the conviction that the public is discerning
and, when necessary, will apply its powerful remedy of non-support.
It is related that a man, who was ordinarily kind and just, had upon an
.-.c,-tsion circulated a false and injurious story about a neighbor. It was done
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throu g h intemperance, caused b y anger. Th e wicked s tory sp read. H e witnessed th e damage hi s s land e r had created. His ow n conscience was wou nckd
and rea li zin g th e inju stice he had don e, he so ug ht the ad vice of th e vil lage
clerg yma n in repe ntance.
Th e cl ergyman wa s a benevolent man, wise and experie nc ed . After a
lec ture upo n th e evil of gossip, sland er, a nd givin g wa y to an ge r, he suggested
that th e sland erer should do penance, an d thi s was his instructi o n: "You sha ll
kill the fin est and la rges t goose in yo ur fl oc k a nd, sta rtin g from vour farm,
commence to pluck the goose, dropping the fea th ers on the roadside."
Th e t as k was performed and th e penitent appeared at th e clergyman's
house with the plucked carcass.
"Now, wh a t nex t sh all J d o?" he asked.
"You sha ll return ho me and carefull y pick up each fea th er tak en from the
goose."
"But," he rep li ed, "the wind ha s blo wn th e fea th ers in a thousand directi ons. I ha ve the will to obey but I never can ga th er the fe at hers toget he r;
th ey ha ve been sca tt ered by th e wind ove r th e country."
" 1\il y so n," said the wise old man, " so it is with your li e. I t ha s hec n
carried on th e winds of gossip. The evil thing you said of your neigh hor
cannot be corrected by yo u in one single action. L o ng, patient effort ma y in
tim e und o th e wrong."
Thi s simpl e oft-repeated story illu st ra tes bo th the danger and th e in ad equacy of a remed y for both sland er and libel. There is little difference betw ee n
th e two, exce pt that in the libel th e injur y is magnified bv th e d ifferenc e bc:tw ee n th e action of one voi ce and th e printed voices of man y th ou sand sheets
o f pape r.
The individu a l, confined to priv a te expression a nd with hi s mind
rl evo ted to purely personal pursuits, find s no obligation t o criticise or re t a il
th e gossip of hi s neig hborhood.
But criticism becomes th e duty of the newspa per, and its fa ilure bra ve h ·
to assail corruption in government, ineffici enc y of administration, and to
point ou t any brea kin g down of the ba rriers of th e law or th e moral s of a
community, destroys at onc e bo th its business and influ ence.
Th e law has graduall y drawn a distinction in the matter of duty as well :,s
in the matter or privilege.
Th e m os t sac red of all rights is what is call ed th e "right of castle"- t he
protec tion of th e privacy o f th e hom e not onl y from gove rnment inv aswn
but fr o m th e in pertinent intru sion o f neigh hors and th e press in to th e in ti m ate, personal relations of th e family gro up .
There is a lin e drawn in th e consciences of th ose wh o love lib ert y a nd
freedo m betwee n the public or quasi-public conduct o f m e n and wome n, and
the perso nal, intimate affairs of th e individual a nd family.
Unfortunately, with the spread of libert y, th ere are those who confound
thi s with an ex treme licen se t o do meddl esome, mischievous and intol erant
thin gs .
In the narrowness of th eir minds, h av ing secured libert y for th emselves,
the y conclude it carries a lice nse to inter fe re with th e libe rt y of o th ers. Given
fr eedo m of thought and ex pression, th ey hav e th e mi staken conception that
thi s carries with it a n auth orit y t o force b y law their particular form of th oug ht
or conviction upo n others.
Having stressed th e "ri ght of castle" as a fundament al thing, the fore-
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fath ers left to the school the intellectual growth, a nd to the church the moral
growth, and th ey wrote into our constitution ex press con sti tutional prohibitions against an y interference with fr eedo m of speech, fr eedo m of th e press,
and fr eedo m of religion .
This libert y of speech and press in the matter o f both slander and libel was
given ver y serious consideration b y ea rl y political in stitutions.
Wi se men have known and expe ri ence has justified th e esta bl is hed belief
that the loss of rep utation is of much more se riou s consequence in th e matte r of
conte ntm ent and happiness th a n is the loss of physical property.
Comm encing with th e Ten Commandm ents, we find "Thou shalt not
bear false witness against th y neighbor."
In th e P sa lm s of D av id th ere are freq u ent references to this s ubj ect:
"His mouth is full of cursing, dec eit a nd fr a ud; und er his t ong ue ungodlin ess
and vanity."
"Th y tongue im agin e th wickedness and with li es thou cuttes t like a sharp
raz or. Thou has t lo ved to speak all words whi ch ma y do hurt; o h, thou false
tongue ; th erefo re, s hall God destroy th ee forever."
"Behold, th ey speak with th eir mouth s, and swords are in th eir lips."
The Athenian lawgiver, Solon, believed that the liberty of th e citizen
could not be ma intain ed unless his char.a cter was protected, and provided
penalties for the slanderers, even the libeling of th e dead, as it offended the
piety of the living and perp etuated hatreds among famil ies.
The Roman s felt the same way a bout it: "\Vhosoever slanders another
by word s or d efamatory verses, and injures his reputation, shall be bea ten
with a club."
Justinian found "an injury ma y be done not only by beating and wounding but also by slanderous language, by writing a defamator y libel, poem
or hi stor y ; or by maliciou sly causing another so to do."
H e cl ass ified libels and defamations among private injuries of th e hi g hest
degree .
So all throu gh histor y we find a denunciation of slander and libel.
These bri ef references could be reinforced with volumes, all conclusively
showing th a t d efama tion has been universall y condemned b y lawgivers and all
thoughtful people.
The basis of man y slanders and libels arises from the mi schi evous gossip
who takes a trivial incident, adds to it dish o nes t details, adorns it with some
untruths, and th en re t ai ls it to an a mused if not wholly approving audience.
Some news papers play upon this demand for gossip and will, in th e same
wa y as an indi vidual, distort and dress up so me simple fact to a point where it
becomes hurtful and defamator y.
The law draws a distinction, however, between the vocal gossip and the
printed gossip. It holds the latter to a stric ter accountability. This is d one upon two th eori es: First, that defamatory words or transitor y abuse may arise
from temporar y anger or excitement; and, second, that written words call for a
physical act requiring more d eliberation, and therefore carry with th em greater
respo nsibility .
Spoken words are not as damaging to the reputation as are written words
put in t ype and placed in circulation. The written word may work permanent mischief many years after the writing, as it is preserved or may be
preserved for all time. The spoken word dies with memor y.
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Greater latitude is permitted in the discussion of a candidate for office
or one holding office then in the discussion of the character or acts of a private
citizen. This is upon the theory that a man becoming a candidate for office,
to an extent puts his character in issue before the public.
The action of libel may generally be stated to be placed upon printed
words which impute the commission of a crime, injure a person in his office,
profession, calling or trade, or hold him up to scorn and ridicule, or impair
for him his enjoyment of general society or interfere with the rights of friendly
intercourse and mutual regard which men who are entitled to have from their
fellows.
Carried through the mail, the newspapers are subjected to postal regulations and Acts of Congress, which have placed limitations upon both the
character of publications and advertisements.
Under the commerce clause of the constitution, federal power is each year
creeping more and more into the affairs of the state and the local community.
A modern and much favored plan is what is called the 50-50 program, by which
some enterprising group creates a new bureau, sets aside a certain sum of
federal money and uses it as a bait to force the legislatures of states to follow
federal examples.
Through the postal regulations, the interstate commerce clause and the
50-50 plan, national regulation is reaching for new fields to cover, and am :rng
these is the press.
Certain forms of advertisements, lotteries, illegal schemes, and obscene
matter relating to sex, are now properly under the federal ban.
"Blue-sky laws" upon state statute books prevent schemes to defraud
in the speculative field. It is estimated that over $500,000,000 had in one
year been taken from the unsuspecting and gullible public, and a national law
covering this matter is under consideration.
To be effective, these measures must stop improper printed propaganda
and advertising, and reputable papers do not complain of these limitations.
The historical development of the freedom of the press is part of the
general struggle for free speech and personal liberty, but, like the law of libel,
it requires extended discussion.
The early con test for freedom was first for the liberty of the person; that is
unrestricted movements of the body and choice in the matter of raim~nt,
food and habitation.
The next contest came from a demand for freedom of expression; the right
of controversy, the privilege of verbal disagreement.
The soothsayer, the oracle, the orator, were our first chroniclers, and
theirs became the first fight for liberty of expression.
With the coming of the printed word, there came first complete prohibition; next, the prerogative of royal control; next, the limited license, then the
censorship by those in authority; next, broader but more liberal regulations;
and, finally, freedom, with its proper limitation with respect to abuse.
Slowly, step by step, as in the matter of free speec h, the freedom of the
press has mounted to its present high position of liberty accompanied by
responsibility.
Today it possesses the same freedom as the individual. The individual
may seek his happiness or his success in any avocation or pursuit which circumstances or his inclinations may direct, but the pursuit of either pleasure or
emolument has its limitations when he invades or interferes with the happiness
or welfare of his neighbor.
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When he selfishly reaches over that point, he creates damage; damage
creates turmoil; turmoil creates riot; and riot creates war; so the state steps
in and places i~s limitation at the place where one's own inclinations must be
controlled, under the great principle of "the greatest good for the largest
number."
Whenever we are in doubt or become uncertain regarding a fundamental
for the regulation of human conduct, we return to the forefathers. Crossing
the ocean in little ships, braving the tempest, the storm and an unknown
wilderness, they carried in one hand a rifle and in the other a Bible; and it
might be added a copy of Blackstone, for there were more copies of Blackstone
sold in America than in England.
The Bible has not changed nor have the fundamentals of law laid down by
Blackstone. The necessities of a changing civilization with its mechanical
improvements require more description and a changed phraseology, but the
basic though ts of Blackstone still prevail.
This is his philosophy:
The liberty of the press is indeed essential to the nature of a free state; but this
consists in laying no previous restraints upon publication, and not in freedom from
censure for criminal matter when published.
Every free man has an undoubted right to lay what sentiments he pleases before
the public; to forbid this is to destroy the freedom of the press; but if he publishes
what is improper, mischievous, or illegal, he mu st take the consequence of his own
temcri ty.
To subject the press to the restrictive power of licensor, as was formerly done,
both before and since the Revolution, is to subj ec t all freedom of sentiment to the
prejudices of one man, and make him the arbitrary and infallible judge of all controverted points in learning, religion, and government. * * * * *
Thus the will of the individual is still left free ; the abuse only of that free will
is the object of legal punishment. Neither is any restraint hereby laid upon freedom
of thought or of inquiry; Ii berty of private sen ti men t is still left; the dissemination, or
making public, of bad sentiments destructive to the ends of society, is a crime which
society corrects.
A man may be allowed to keep poisons in his closet, but not publicly to vend
them as cordials.

The Blackstone theory was adopted and approved by Madison, Hamilton,
and Jefferson.
Madison said:
The lreedom exercised hy the press, and protected by public op1n10n, far exceeds the limits prescribed by th e ordinary rules of law.
The theory of the Bri.tish Constitution is that the king can do no wrong and that
Parliament is omnipotent; the th eo ry of our constitution is that the people are omnipotent, that th e constitution may be changed by them, and that the government and
public officers are confined by the popular mandate within certain definite spheres of
action. It must, therefore, follow that the people may freel y discuss the advisability
of changes in the form of government, and the shortcomings of those in public office.

In Hamilton's works we find this:
The liberty of the press consists, in my idea, in publishing the truth, from good
motives and for justifiable ends, though it reflects upon the government, on magistrates, on individuals. If it be not allowed, it excludes the privileges of canvassing
men and our rule s.

And Jefferson saw the necessit y of a press unfettered by restrictive laws
or amenable to punitive statutes with respect to the rights of the freedom of
expression, and he stated his opinion at a time when he might reasonably have
been expected to have been incited to an altogether different conclusion.
However, supporting the theory of a free press, he argued eloquently upon
fundamentals as follows:
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During this course of administration, and in order to d is turb it, the a rti llery of
the press has been leveled against us, charged with whatsoever its licentiousn ess could
devise o r dare.****
They might, ind eed , have been corrected by the whol es ome puni s hm ents reserved to and provided by the laws of th e several st ates against fal se hoo d and defamation, but public d uti es more urgent press on the time of public serva nts, and the
offenders have therefore been left to find th eir puni s hm ent in th e public in d ig n at ion.
Since the truth and reaso n have maintained their ground against false op inions in
league with false facts, the press, confined to truth, needs no ot her leg al restraint;
the public judgment will correct false reasonings and opinions o n a full h earing of all
parti es; and no other de finite line can be drawn between th e inestimable lib erty of
the press and its demoralizing licenti o usn ess.
If th e re be still improprieties which this rul e would not re s train, its supplement
must be sought in the censorship of public opinion.

These three great Americans all suffered from crude and brutal attacks
made by bitterly partisan newspapers, but the y rested th eir case with the
public under the belief that the average citizen, while temporarily deceived, is
animated by a spirit of fairness and justice and can as quickly destroy a venal
newspaper as it can segregate, set apart or punish a venal citizen.
Primitive society recognized three ways in which an injured person might
obtain redress: First, by self-help; second, by the h elp of their gods or ministers; and third, by the help of the state or political organization.
To these I would acid a fourth~ publicit y.
Out of this fourth there comes a new remedy for the injured and distressed.
Let us hope the press is using this power, and, in taking on the characteristics of the individual, will not always be found too coldly calculating, too
nicely exact, and that they will permit a display of charity and some sympathy
with the shortcomings of men, just as does the kind-h earted and charitable
individual.
Brains and morals are the prime essentials of permanent journalistic
success. This places a limitation in the matter of control, because there would
be neither brains nor morals if they were subject to auction for price.
So, in the last analysis, the things that make for permanent journalistic
success are not the things mechanical; they are th e human, changeable
things, which are found in the intellect and conviction of honorable men,
which can neither be traded, bartered or sold.
A newspaper soon becomes a personality. It acquires a reputation, good
or bad. It wields an influence, weak or strong. It proves a force or a failure.
It is judged by its conduct, as is a man. It makes friends or loses them, as does
the individual.
It succeeds or fails because of its conduct; and in this, more than in all
else, lies the safety for its free expression.
A newspaper is not a mechanical thing: It is a human thing, built upon
human impulses, motives and ambitions. The character of these will bring
success or failure.
The majority of our people are generous. They are just. They are fair.
They are honest. They are patriotic.
From a determined public verdict of condemnation there is no appeal.
"Thumbs down" means destruction.
This is the only limitation that should be placed on the "freedom of the
press."
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The Editorial Page
Does a Fighting Editorial Policy Pay?
By

WALTER

M.

HARRISON

Managing Editor, Daily Oklahoman and Oklahoma City Times
"Does a Fighting Editorial Policy Pay?"
On reflection I find that a subject seized in the desperation of haste re-quires definition. Two words in the caption may be misunderstood. At the
outset I think we had better define "fight" and "pay."
By "fighting" I mean a fearless, true, continuing editorial presentation of
argument and facts against a constitutional, political or moral wrong inflicted
on an individual, a community or a nation by an individual, corporation,
party, or government.
Now, what do I mean by the word "pay"? Simply this-financial and
spiritual returns. The two go hand in hand.
No man fit to wear the honorable title of editor can dissemble, cheat, or
blackmail his way to a temporary money success and be proud of it. Financial
success follows virtue in the editorial page and news column.
Adolph Ochs, publisher of the New York Times, recently was quoted as
making the statement that the first duty of a newspaper is to make money. I
agree with him. You cannot be both owned and free. If you are not making
money, you owe money. If you are in debt, the bank, the gas company,
the cotton mills, the steel crowd or some other power rings a bell and you
answer. And so the first duty of a newspaper is to make money in order that it
may be absolutely free to champion the causes based on moral and principle,
on which everr enduring newspaper success is established.
Fighting for principle pays what Dr. Henry Van Dyke calls durable
satisfactions- an honored place in the community- the friendship of men,
women and children-sound sleep-conscious knowledge of one's best devoted
to the advancement of humanity.
Where would one be most likely to find the best answer to this question?
In the wrecks of journalism that strew the pages of the last century's
.history in the United States on the one hand, and on the other in the stories of
the outstanding successes in American journalism of today, through the judgments of the editors who guide these great institutions.
It would be uncharitable for me to disturb the turf over the last resting
place of any kept journal to carry my point. The mere suggestion of the cause
for the decadence of newspapers that have seemed great during your lifetime
and mine will recall to every auditor individual instances where newspapers in
prosperous fields sometimes have become moribund and consolidated to
death because of the cash register editors hip.
It is much more pleasant to take you on a trip with me to the desks of
the editorial executives of a few of today's outstanding ethical successes.
I want you to meet first Mr. George E. Miller, editor-in-chief of the
Detroit News, great in prestige, great in business success, who thinks a
·l ighting editorial policy is the best. Mr. Miller says:
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I would say we are for it. But behind it we have a fundamental upon which our
policy rests and of which every man on this staff is an advocate, if he is truly a
member of the staff. That is, always before we begin to fight, to search for the moral
issue involved. If we find a question which carries such an issue, then our course is
plain- find the right side of that issue and go to it.
On that basis the fighting editorial policy is an easy thing to carry out, for every
man fights best when he feels himself to be on the side ofrightopposed to wrong.
"Thrice armed is he who finds his quarrel just."
Note Mr. Miller's stress upon the moral issue as the basis for every fight.
Any newspaper that fixes its face forward on such a policy after an editoriaf
conference cannot go wrong often.
One of the most presumptuous of modern critics of the daily newspaper
has branded the Kansas City Star as the biggest Main Street, George Q.
Babbitt type of chamber-of-commerce newspaper in the country.
The tremendous financial success of the Star and its far-flung editorial
prestige are the best answers to th e cynic's conclusion. Here is the best
demonstration that I know of a newspaper which rolls along from year to·
year, gaining greater momentum without leadership of the fighting figure who
launched it, William R. Nelson.
Come in with me to visit with Ralph Stout, the Star's managing editor:
I am with you in advocating a fighting polic y for th e newspaper (Mr. Stout says).
To me that is the real life of a daily publication. An editorial page which has not
som ething of the militant spirit is to me, and I think to the great bulk of its readers,
deadly. My view is that a newspaper has a duty to the public to accomplish things
for the public good, and ifit fills its columns with mushy, sentimental stuff and spineless opinion, it is failing to perform its chief function. Look over the hi story of the
great journals which have been built up in this country, and, with scarcely an exception, you will find that their founders, the men who vitalized them, were constantly
fighting for the public good. The great criticism of many newspapers, and to my
mind a just criticism, is that many newspapers of the fighting typ e allow their
enthusiasm for the cause they are advocating to color their news. This is all wrong.
Of course, a newspaper is going to play up th e thing it is for more than the things on
which it is passive. Th e opinions, of course, belong to the editorial column. For my
part, I would rather read a newspaper I disagreed with occasionally than one which
had only flabby opinions.

Mr. Stout touches a most important point. If you want to gain a reputation for unfairness quickly, enter a fight and print the news developments of
one side only. Neglect the other side completely, and ignore its chief exponents.
But do not wonder when your men on the street come to you and tell you
that the public believes you are brutally unfair. The more interested a newspaper is in an individual candidate, the more I think it behooves that paper
to give the opponent a fair and generous news re port during the campaign.
There was a time when I thought I sensed a definite anti-public utility
bias in all Scripps-Howard newspapers. I am frank to say that I make no such
criticism of those Scripps-Howard papers which come to my attention today.
It may be that I am softened in my attitude toward this big chain of penny
papers by a close, personal friendship and great admiration for the general
editorial executive of this powerful and growing group, George B. Parker.
Let's drop in on Mr. Parker in his Cleveland office and see what he says
about our question. Here it is:
As I see itThere are two kinds of human personalities- positive and negative.
It is not a matter of argument as to which gets ahead in the world.
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So there are the same two kinds of newspaper personalities. The positive thrives.
The negative wanes.
The positive man lights on occasion-or he wouldn't be positive.
Likewise, the positive newspaper.
Few rewards await the dull, drab, mouse-colored, negative human being in this
life.
And equally few, that kind of a newspaper.

Parker at least practices what he preaches. None can accuse the ScrippsHoward papers of being drab and negative, although I do think that they
consistently pay entirely too much attention to mine-run murders, suicides
and cheap crimes.
On what kind of a policy has the Fort Worth Star Telegram, with more
than 100,000 circulation, become the biggest newspaper in the vast empire
known as Texas?
A few years ago Col. Louis Wortham left the desk he had manned so long
and gave the editorial direction of his paper to a man under forty years of
age, James M. North, whose opinion follows:
I imagine there are probably more newspapers following a more or less conservative editorial policy which have succeeded than there are which have succeeded
through sheer vigor of editorial attitude.
A newspaper, of course, must stand for som e thing. It must have a well-defined
policy, follow its policy and go to the front when the interests of its state, its people,
or anything affecting the public welfare is at stake. Not to do it is not to serve the
legitimate mission of a newspaper.
To my mind, however, there is quite a difference between a vigorous editorial
policy and that which often passes as such. I have no sympathy with the so-called
vigorous editorial policy that has no more sincerity behind it than the idea that it
may be popular with a certain class, a certain element, increase the street sales, or
result in some temporary circulation gain. Neither have I any sympathy with the
editorial policy that permits a constant nagging at everybody and everything. I
know the papers that follow these policies proclaim they are vigorous protectors of the
common welfare, but I have always taken their protestations with a whole cellar full
of salt. To me, more frequently they have appeared as champions of the public
interest chiefly, if not wholly, from purely selfish motives.
The real test of editorial leadership, to my min d , is not so much waging a campaign against a known and recognized evil, which cannot do other than bring approbation from a majority of th e citizens, as it is to fight for a cause you believe is right,
and which at the same time is unpopular and may be more or less costly, temporarily
at least.
A vigorous editorial policy, to my mind, does not mean necessarily a crusading
type of journalism. It means taking a definite stand and campaigning vigorously
when there is something to campaign for. It doesn't mean nagging, scolding, crusading against this, that and the other.

You will agree with North, I am sure, that the most difficult fight to make
is for a cause you know to be right, but which is unpopular and temporarily
expensive in loss of circulation and reaction on advertisers.
Think of the sacrifice Henry Watterson made in 1896 when he cabled from
abroad that famous message: "No compromise with dishonor," following
which the Courier-Journal bolted Bryan and drove many thousands of dollars
of financial support from the advertising columns of Kentucky's leading
newspaper. Here is a case where a fighting editor abandoned his retirement,
and from sheer financial necessity, in order to save his property, returned to
his editorial desk and worked like a boy of 20 for five years to re-establish
himself, postponing his retirement for over twenty years in order to defend
the principle for which he fought.
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In Iowa newspaperdom the Des Moines Register sticks out like a sore
thumb. Harvey Ingham, the editor of the Register, speaks with conviction
that carries beyond the borders of the two great rivers that define his state.
Listen to him:
If a new spaper will avoid shibboleths which align people in fighting groups, it can
advance any intelli ge nt policy without losing its support. Th e one thing l warn
every newspape r against is the editorial use of crowd shibboleths; thus, Catholic,
Protestant, D e mocrat, are words to b e used only when the writer has a very definite
purpose , and then with great circumspection.
Nine-tenths of all editorial difficulties are cause d by arousing crowd prejudice
when the purpose is to appeal to the common understanding. The t e nd e ncy in all
editorial writers is to stick in a word that stings. In that way quick e r than in any
other, an editorial loses its audience. A man can preach unitari a nism in any orrh odox
pulpit in Am erica if he does not tack on that name. But, spea king directly of an
editorial policy, I have yet to see a really successful newspaper without one.
The newspaper started in this country as a moulder of public opinion. I do not
believe it can ever escape its inheritanc e.

\Vhat is your first reac,'. ion of the name of Henry Allen?
Is it as an editor or as governor of Kansas that you remember him I If
it is as governor of Kansas, your recoUection is established by his industrial
court law which was an idea before it was a law. The idea was advanced and
campaigned for in the columns of his newspaper, the \Vichita Beacon, as an
element of his fighting editorial policy. Mr. Allen says:
A newspaper is something like an individual. If it is flabby, easy-going, timeserving, it will have ju s t about as much influ e nc e in th e community as a flabb y, easygoing, time-serving individual will have. lt is possible to make a business success out
of a characterless newspaper, but it isn't possible to give that newspaper any enduring
influence in th e communitv.
A fighting editorial p~licy does not pay returns at the business office, but it does
pay in a larger sense bec ause it gives to the newspaper a definite character. It builds
you up a list of enemies, but it also builds you up a list of friends. Som e times your
policy will be contrary to that of a majority of your readers, but they'll forgive you
because they know that it's a policy which expresses your honest and courageous
judgment. It does not demean your character to be on the wrong sid e. The thing
any editor who has a fighting editorial policy must keep in mind is that his fighting
must be worth while. It must not be made on caprice, or sudd e n impul se , or for the
mere purpose of fighting. The fighting editor must be careful to fight when he has a
cause, and when he's going to fight pick somebody of his size, or something that is
entitled to his attention by reason of its importance.

I cannot agree with Mr. Allen that a fighting editorial policy does not pay
returns to the business office. Of course, I can see it is possible for a newspaper
published in a small community to pitch a battle with some corporate interest,
some party or some individual strong enough to ruin it. But I believe the
percentage is all in favor of the fearless fight. Look what Carl Magc:e with
his little paper at Albuquerque, N. M., did to Mr. Fall.
Clark Howell of the Atlanta Constitution wants us to be sure to eliminate
personal journalism from our discussion. I ask unanimous consent, but we
should hear Mr. Howell in full:
Any newspaper should be willing to support its editorial opinion on any subject
by its outspoken advocacy of the side it takes.
If a newspaper thinks a thing is right, it should not content itself by simply
saying so, but it should go to the Ii mi t of legitimate argument in support of its position.
If by "fighting" you mean outspoken, unswerving and yet dignified advocacy of any
position taken by a newspaper, I think such a policy is better than a namby-pamby,
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sq uirmin g, hed ging and dodg ing position which carries with it the idea that a new spap er is afraid to take a position, or if taken is afraid to defend it s att itud e.
In my opinion the public lik es the newspaper which is not afraid to say what it
thinks nor to ba ck its position by reasonable, fair and dignified arguments.
T do not believe in personal journalism nor in vituperative disc ussion. The dav
·
for tha t is passed.

The Bennett and Greeley type of perso nal assault upon fellow mcm bers of
the profess ion is ridiculous in this day and age. Regardless of the opportuni ty
refrain from attacking your neighbor down th e street.
Someone h as said that an ed itor has a hundred opportunities a day to
make a mistake and generally takes advantage of most of them. Good as you
may be in your profession, you can be accurate, only in a certain percentage
of cases. The thing you are eager to jump on you r rival for today may be numbered among your own erro rs tomorrow.
Every atta ck on a newspaper's fairness or :ntegrity is simpl y a thoughtl ess
attack on the whole profession. Every such attack made to satisfy a personal
whim or an exaggerated idea of one's importance is reflected from the street in
offensive and untrue remarks about the integrity of the press. Your community is dry indeed if the rival accompli s hments of the community newspa pers
constitute your main claim to editorial aggressiveness.
If I were asked what one edi tor is doing more today than any other on e
to encourage the students o f journalism in the United States I would say that
man is Casper S. Yost, ed itor of the St. Louis Globe-Democrat and president
of the American Society of Newspaper Editors.
Mr. Yost could not be call ed a militant j ournalist, nor ye t an aggressi ve
editor. I think he belongs to the judicial school. He speaks with th e authority
ofl ong ex peri ence when he says:
Should editorial policy be based upon "pay" or upon "right"? The edi tor is
responsib le to a degree for the material welfare of hi s paper, but if he bases hi s polici es
so lely upon th e question of "pay" in the money sense, th ey will not pay in that or in
any other sense. But if by "pa y" is meant the attaining of that public r espec t an d
confidence which are the solid bases of the be s t newspaper property, then he should
e ndeavor with all his ability to make it pay in t hat sense, and b y so doing will make it
pay in every se nse .
As to a fi ghti ng poli cy , th e answer depe nd s upon defi nition . \Vhen there is
something worth while to fight for, then a fighting policy is demanded . Bu t the paper
which adopts a "fighting" polic y as a regular thing, which endeavors to keep a
fight going all the time, is certain to become a common scold and a public nuisance.
Frequent display o f th e fighting spirit is no more to be desired in a newspape r than
in a man. Th e two-gun press is an anachronism. The newspaper which disc uss es
public questions with conviction and sincerity, and betrays evidences of thought in
reaching its conclusion s, carries more weight than a score of tempe ram ental sheet s
always in a bad humor about something or other.

When I asked William Allen White to answer this question I, of cours e,
expected to get a vigorous and an imm ed iate " yes" with enough epigrammatic
embroidery to make an interesting paper, but read his answer:
I should say No. Militancy does not co nvince. A courageous policy pays but it
must be courage tempered with kindness and tolerance and a realization that th e
other fellow also has his side. Fighting ed itorial s are merely ye lling in a rain barrel;
t h ey seem to be making a bigger noise tha n they do. And a fighting ed itori al
never ge ts very far.

William Allen White was born fighting. Brilliant and militant, he has
been writing with short and ugly adjectives since he was old e nough to peck a
typewriter. Now, having passed the horizon of a successful life, today th e
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best-known small city editor in the United States, he says a fighting policy
does not pay.
Why, if William Allen White had not breathed the spirit of a crusader for
righteousness from the launching of his editorial career, he would be submerged
today in that great stratum of mediocrities which dares not lift an opinion against
the Main Street masses lest it endanger a subscriber or cause the Emporium
to cut its monthly lineage in two. I fancy he simply took the side of this question which is so unlike him in order to cause you to wonder about it.
I am disappointed in not being able to give you an expression from one of
the editors of the Pulitzer organization, which I consider the very highest type
of fighting journalism in the world today. Reflected in the New York World
and the St. Louis Post-Dispatch is found the living force of a man dead these
many years, Joseph Pulitzer, who made a more lasting mark on the journalism
of the United States than any other man whose name ever appeared on a masthead.
May I digress a moment to lay a verbal wreath on the tomb of the greatest
of all independents, the first gad-fly of party government, always in politics
up to the bridle, but never answerable to any politician•. I wish I could ask
the late Joseph Pulitzer to answer this question. I know what his answer
would be. The World and the Post-Distpach today are running on the momenum of the reputation built by this son of Austria, who became as violent an
American patriot as the Roosevelt he fought so bitterly.
I submit the Pulitzer platform from the masthead of the Post-Dispatch
as the best creed for a fighting newspaper today:
I know that my retirement will make no difference in its cardinal principles, that
it will always fight for progress and reform, never tolerate injustice or corruption,
always fight demagogues of all parties, never belong to any party, always oppose
privileged classes and public plunderers, never lack sympathy with the poor, always
remain devoted to the public welfare, never be satisfied with merely printing news,
always be drastically independent; never be afraid to attack wrong, whether by
predatory plutocracy or predatory poverty.

Again I say I am disappointed that I could not get a more colorful expression from the Pulitzer executive who permits me to say this for him:
Policy should be determined by other considerations than "pay." If the paper's
public policy is sound and its business management intelligent and capable the paper
is bound to pay its way. Whether it makes dividends depends upon the degree in
which popular confidence and esteem are capitalized by the business office.

Whenever newspaper men are gathered together I find considerable
praise for the Christian Science Monitor. The Monitor's policy of not printing
crime news of any character has had a great effect upon the newspapers
throughout the nation.
The various experiments throughout the country today in the segregating
of crime news on inside pages, the elimination of crime news altogether, and
the reduction of crime news to more reasonable bounds, is due largely to the
Monitor's kindly leadership.
I find the Monitor's editorial page on the top of many a pile of exchanges
in the newspaper offices of this country, and I find further a growing appreciation for the constructive kind of news this journal insists upon printing.
The Monitor is a great success. Whether it would be a great success in a
highly competitive field is a debatable question. Personally, I feel that no
such experiment could be successful nationally today without virtual endow-
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ment through its connection with a highly moral, intelligent, religious, movement. But that is another story and I digress at your expense.
Let us get back to the office of Mr. William J. Abbott, the editor of
the Monitor in Boston and listen to his remarks.
A newspaper which is always fighting is likely to be as unpopular and as much of
a nuisance as a man who is always fighting. It is perfectly prop er to stand for the
right and to urge righteous causes while still avoiding th e po sition of journalistic
trucul e nce. There used to be a time when it was r eg ard ed as very complimentary to
a man to say that he woul d fight at the drop of a hat. That tim e is past for men and
for ne wspapers. The right is not defended, either by individuals or in the press, by
the m e thods of persiste nt and violent combat. To my mind a ne wspa per gets further
by steady, mod erate, restrained pressure than it does by violent attacks or noisy
asseverations. Moreove r, a great deal d e pends on what is fought. I don't beli eve the
N e w York World profited nearl y so much by its fight on th e Ku Klux Klan as the
Klan did. I doubt whether the Chicago Tribun e finds pro/it in itspe rsistentfighton
prohibition. A man and a newspaper can have firm convictions, can impress them
upon the consciousness of others, and probably can exercise a wider influence in their
support, by avoiding what commonly is called a lighting poli cy and adopting one of
t o lerant good humor, accompanied by steady and undeviating advocacy of the convictions held.

You agree with Mr. Abbott that a man can fight an<l still smile. But I am
sure the Boston editor will pardon me for my insistence on hard-hitting,
double-fisted, brainy punching when the occasion demands.
The editors quoted constitute a fair cross-section of the great bod y of
forward-looking journalists of the United States. I think it fair to presume
that similar results would be obtained by inquiring among a hundred or a
thousand of our craft.
Have you observed how often these editors have cautioned against the
nagging, bullying type of newspapers?
Mr. Hughes, while secretary of state, used an expression that comes as
near to hitting the mark as anything I have read or heard: "Courage without
pugnacity ."
Be sure your foeman is worthy of your steel; be sure there is a moral issue
and a principle involved in your fight. Be sure you are on the side of right.
Be sure such fighting always will pay.
A fighting editorial policy does not pay if it is based on petty jealousy,
hypocrisy, an idea of selfish personal gain, an effort to eliminate a competitor
or a desire to get even with anything or anybody. Strike out the personal,
vituperative and evil elements from every policy-making discussion and
you are bound to lay the foundation for newspaper success.

Editorial Research
By BURT

P.

GARNETT

Editorial Research Reports, Washington, D. C.
The reporter gathers and writes facts for publication in the news columns.
The editorial research worker is not concerned with the preparation of facts
for publication. The reporter is limited as to time and space-time for gathering facts and space for their presentation. He deals with the facts at first
hand . The editorial research worker deals with the related facts.
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The purpose of ed itorial research is to put into th e hands of th e editor, the
editorial writer and perhaps "interpretive writers," all of the facts per ti nen t to
a reasonably thorough and clear und ers tanding of a given subject. The findings of the editorial research man are prepared for information and review.
His inves tigations are beyond and in addition to those of the reporter.
The news dispatches concerning th e recent fall of the Herriot government
in France do not, in themselves, provid e a basis for the expression of a sound
and enligh te n ing editorial opinion. All of the news dispatches concerning
Fren ch politics since the sign ing of the armistice might provide such a basis.
The editor with a perfect memon· or, be tter, a perfect filing svstem, might
ind eed have an understanding as thorough as is humanly possibl e of French
politics and French finance, obtain ed solely through the news dispatches,
studied collectively. Considering th e ev idence that French politics d eliberately
complicate the national fiscal affairs, however, th ere may be some doubt that
the news dispatches alone, no matter how carefully studied, would provide
entirely satisfactory referen ce material.
R esea rch, of course, must go hand-in-hand with reporting. The news
dispatch es provide the guide, just as the news dispatches determine to a
considerable degree the subjects for editorials. It is not always tru e that research is necessa ry because of lack of information . The reverse may be true,
that there may be too much information-so man y developments over a considerable period that it becomes difficult to sift and ev aluate them. As in the
case of the fall of the Herriot mini s tr y, there may be a tremend o us mass of
important details, all having a definite part in th e development of a news
event. Each of the details may have been covered thoroughly b y the reporter
as it arose. And yet men who read every line of th e valuable copy on the
subject may be exceedingly haz y in their impressions as to the fundam entals
involved.
The editorial research man cannot, however, confine his work to the library nor to simply rev iewing what th e reporter has clone. He is not merely a
person who goes through the files and current magazin es and makes a "digest"
of th e various news developments. There may be and often is a considerable
amount of original investigation involved before the resea rch man can lay
upon the editor's desk a clear statement of the important facts bearing upon
such a story as that of the downfall of the Herriot cabinet.
Naturally the research worker makes use of whate ver information may be
avaiiable and is auth e ntic. He interviews experts and, whenever possibl e, gets
them to do his work for him. H e is ever wary of the wily propagandist and
checks up, or should check up, the authenticity of all the fac ts and figur es
given to him, in so far as that may be possible.
There is one rule for him to follow, invariably: During working hours,
at least, he is to have no opinions. It is not his business to prove any theory,
nor to give undue attention to any particular set of facts or conditions. He
must be guided by th e news and what he knows from expe rience will be news.
His exercise of judgment is principally in connection with the selection of
subj ects for research. Sometimes he is helped by suggestions from th e editor
or editors he serves. In the main, however, he must plan his work, himself.
We once becam e somewhat apprehensive that we might exhaust the
field for research-work ourselves out of a job. We have no such fear now.
The unknown seems to be a h ydra-headed monster which grows two heads
for every one cut off. Recently we have been pursuing that particular un-
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known thing, the governing factor in gasoline prices. We got no less than
three subjects for further research from that exploration.
Still it is not a simple matter to d ec ide just what facts ma y be laid before
the editors who are our clients.
\V e recently made an investigation which may interest you, and it will
serve two other purposes: First, it will show what may not be done by an
editorial research service, and second, it will show what a particular branch of
the government is doing in the line of research- editorial rese:uch, if you like.
Early in March there came to \'1ashington a rumor that in some parts of
the country the econom y program of President Coolidge was not in favor .
The th eo ry was advanc ed that the psychological effect of the economy talk
was reflected in the practice of economy and thrift by a considerable number of
individuals and that this practice was exercising a braking influence upon trade.
Specifically, it was asserted that in three cities, Cleveland, Boston and Indianapolis, business men were complaining of hard times. A few Washington
correspondents made this rumor the subject of dispatches to their newspapers.
The tenor of the articles was to the effect that manufacturers and merchants, following the election, made plans for a period of prosperity, enlarged
production and consumption of commodities. Then , in January and February
and Ylarch, much to the chagrin of at least some of those who had ardently
supported the Republican ticket, the vision of considerable profits was dispelled. The explanation was that the idea of Yankee thrift had taken hold of
the people and that the y were saying to themselves, "Now that we are going to
have good times, reduced taxes and reduced expense of running the government, we ma y as well foll ow Mr. Coolidge's example and be thrifty ourselvessave our money, make last year's suit of clothes do, and stay at home and
listen to the radio program."
I do not know how man)' business men of Boston, Cleveland and Indianapolis, in interviews, or in confidential state ments, offered the opinions attributed
to them nor how familiar they were with the facts. However, I do know that
th e figures jul;tify the statement if they are considered as very mild statements.
The showing is considered healthy by many economists. But it may be
disappointing to those who expected 1025 to start off with a business boom.
The United States is quite familiar th ese da ys with that delightful
device of the economists, the index number. Th e war did for the index number
what it did for the airplane and the dirigible. As a matter of fact, it perhaps
did better by the index num her than by aircraft. It, at least, is largely used
comm ercially. The year 191;3 has practically been re-christened "100," and has
been surrounded with a glamor of normalcy that hardly anyone suspected during 1913. But now it is held up as an ideal sort of year when the ships of
commerce and of state were upon an even keel and the ocean was calm.
The nation measures rents, wages, the cost of living and of individual
i terns of living by 1913. Things now cost so much more- or in rare instances,
less- than in 1913.
The figures bearing upon the condition under discussion, however, are not
those of 1913. The statisticians of the Federal Reserve Board have shown a
disloyalty to 191:~, and a preference for 1919. The year 1919 represents the
magic 100 in their calculations.
Many of you are doubtless familiar with the press releases of the research
division of th e Federal Reserve Board. The particular release from which
the following was obtained was for morning newspapers of March 30, 1925.
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The department store sales in February, as reported to the Federal Board
by 359 department stores, are shown to be 100- that is, equal to the average
for 1919. In January, the month preceding, th e index number was 109. In
December it was 210-which is of course explained by the factor of Christmas
buying. February was a bttter month for the 5- and 10-cen t stores, for the
music stores and candy stores. Shoe s tores, drug stores and cigar stores sold
less of their wares than in January but they were still above the 1919 average.
In the Boston Federal Reserve District the index numbtr for F e bruary
was 94. In the city of Boston retail stores reported a decrease of 7.4 per cent
under February, 1924, and 5.7 per cent less business for January and February
than in the corresponding months of 192'1. In March, however, the Boston
stores reported an increase of3.5 per cent over March, 1924.
In Cleveland the decrease reported was 7.4 per cent, and a decrease of 3.4
per cent under the Januar y and F e bruary sales was reported . Cleveland, like
Boston, reported a 3.5 increase in March, 1!)25, over March, 192J.
In Indianapolis the decrease for February was 6.5 per cent and for January and February, 2.9 percent.
Th ese percentages are very small, and the Federal Reserve Board's
release points out that Fchruary, 1\l24, had an extra selling day--leap year
coming to the support of the economy program.
Another method used by the federal reserve statisticians in estimating
trade and business activity is that of studving the bank debits, on the theory
that people write checks for the purpose of buying or paying for what they
have purcha sed. However, an accounting of withdrawals from banks can only
show the total of money spent, not how it is spent. Nevertheless the debits of
individual accounts show how much money is changing hands, for all manner
of purposes, a'rtd give a rough index of business and trade activity.
Th e answer to the question seems to he that if spending habits of the
people have hcen influenced to th e example of economy and thrift the facts are
not yet apparent in the figures
Insofar as the material welfare uf the country is concerned the question
of whether the Coolidge administration's economy policy has or has not had a
slight effect upon business does not seem to be of very great importance.
Eclitorials approving the economy policy or editorials attacking the economy
policy would be set down as political editorials, having their basis not in a
d esire to set forth the truth but rather in a desire to praise or blame the administration for the sake of one political belief or another.
The important fact is to know that th ere are methods of fairly quickly
de termining the truth or falsity of such rumors and of getting at the facts
concerning this or that governmental policy.
Th ese are new things in American business life. Properly developed they
may be the means of greatly reducing the hazards of business, of stabilizing
trade, of making for orderly production of the basic necessities of life upon
which prosperity depends.
The Federal Reserve Board has been rendering this service to the newspapers-particularly the trade papers-for about a year and a half. The
board's material serves as the basis for definitely determining the business
policy of an increasing number of establishments. One very large concern has a
flexible advertising schedule so that, as sales fall off, advertising increases and
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salesmen are added; as sales increase, advertising is decreased and salesmen
are called in. That company's own sales do not alone determine the increase or
decrease in sales and advertising effort. Markets in general are carefully
watched and charted, and the Federal Reserve Board's data are examined
closely.
As I said, I think it may be interesting to you to know about this work ifit
has not already been brought to your attention. And, also, as I said, the
material just given indicates what an editorial research service organization
may not do, except upon request from its clients. If widespread publicity had
been given to the story and there were the demands fo r editorials upon the
subject, it would have been within our prov in ce to make a thorough study and
to issue a report upon it. Inasmuch as the story did not create a general interest, any presentation of the facts might hav e been considered premature,
gratuitous, and done for political effect .
A further question arises with reference to timeliness.
When the Dawes Plan was first published the New York World carried an
edito1;ial which has been cited, since, as an excellent examp le of good sense and
sound judgment. The World declined to express an opinion upon so complicated a plan unt,il the plan had been stu died . A number of ot her newspapers did.
Whatever subj ect is covered, the preparation of material for both immediate and future use should be taken into consideration, if practicab le. A
thorough study of a subject may be valuable for years.
In June, 1918, when the present cloture rul e of the Senate was und er
discussion, Senator Shafroth of Colorado expressed surprise that th ere had
been no mention in the debate of the practice of for eign parliaments with
reference to limitation of debate. He referred to what he said was a summary
of cloture rules. When Mr. Dawes made hi s famous inaugural address and we
made a study of cloture rules, we discovered that the summary prese nted by
Senator Shafroth was part of an art icle written by Gen. Bad en-Pow ell, published in London during the Gladstone fight for cloture in the House of Commons in 1882. There was nothing else on the subject. The work of Gen.
Baden-Powell, after forty years, was still of value. W e, of course, made a new
study of the subject .
Congress recognized the necessity for research about t en years ago when
the Legislative Reference Service of the Librarr of Congress was establish ed.
That service has made surveys of all mann er of subjects whic h may be the
subject oflegislatio n.
It is possible that some of the students here wou ld like an opinion as to
the field for them in this particular type of work. It seems to me to be quite
fertile in opportunity. To be a good research man is to be a good reporter, and
there is always opportunity for good reporters.
But I think this work will develop much further. From my limited experience I h ave corl'cluded that capacity for thorough in vest igation of facts
and clear, simple writing, is much better equipment for a career in journalism
than brilliancy of ideas and facility of expression .
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7'/ze Cartoon and the Newspaper
By Roy

HARRISON J AMES

Cartoonist, St. Louis Star
An author usually gets his idea, works out hi s situations and then writes
backward, the title being the last thing he decides upon. A cartoonist works
pretty much the same way. Snatching franticall y at an idea winging its way
elusively through the smoke rings from his pipe he finally gets his mental
fingers wrapped around its tail feathers and pulls it fluttering to earth. With a
few twisty pencil lines he ties it securely to his scratch pad and leans back
with a sigh of relief. The relief turn s to concern as he eyes the editor, wondering if that worthy will release the captive with a n ega tive shake of the editorial
head . If, as he fervently hopes, the editor approves of the capture, then
remains the easier and more interesting task of transferring the captive to his
drawing board and lastly-note this- deciding upon the caption or title.
Here we have the situation reversed. I have a perfectly good caption,
"The Cartoonist and the Newspaper," but what the accompanying picture
will be I haven't the remotest notion. If you are ex pecting a speech you will
be disappointed. For~as I asked last year and the question is even more
appropriate now-how can you expect a speech from one who is so inarticulate
that he must draw pictures to make himself understood?
Now if my caption had been "The Cartoonist IS the Newsp aper" I
might grow voluble in enthusiastic agreement.
First, what do we mean by "cartoon"? Th ere are as man y varieties of
cartoons as there are explanations of who won th e World War. There are, for
example, the daily comic strip, th e sport page cartoo:1, the Sunday page comic
-big brother of th e daily strip-,feature page cartoons, and a host of others
which are classified under the general heading "Cartoons."
These are again divided into general classifications such as human interes t,
pretty girl, family stuff, etc ., etc.
Lastly-and in this case the first shall be last- we have th e topical cartoon, or, as I prefer to call it for want of a more descriptive and less cumbersome name, the editorial page cartoon. This type of cartoon does not alwavs
appear on the editorial page. In m1rny papers it is given front page space. This
fact indicates the value placed on this feature and th e interest and wide
popular appeal it commands. Personally I prefer the plan under which I work.
M y cartoon is a daily feature of the editorial page except in rare instances.
Occasionally I may produce an especially strong cartoon on a loca l subject
in which every reader of the St. Louis Star is vitally interes ted. This will be
placed on the first page and will be far more effective since it departs from the
rule and attracts immediate attention.
I believe the editorial page the best place for the type of cartoon under
discussion. It is essentially editorial in form.
The modern tendency to· canned features in newspapers has affected to
some extent, not seriously I hope, the development of editorial cartoonists.
The lure of big pay in syndicate work has attracted many of the successful
cartoonists to the field of comic strips or into syndicated editorial page generalities. And the beginners are all blinded by the glitter of syndicate gold,
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it seems. As for the syndicated editorial page cartoon it has, with one or two
exceptions, no more "punch" than a paralyzed pugilist. A good simile that.
A cartoonist must have "punch." He must be able to d eal knockout hlows to
shams and false prophets. When he is paralyzed by the knowledge that his
cartoon may not appear for a week or more and must be syndicated to dozens
of papers with policies of various shades, he can't possibly put in the punch.
Hig big idea simmers down to an innocuous tap that offends nobody and
pleases nobody. Then too he must necessa rily limit himself to national and
international subjects which will remain timely while the mats are being
forwarded all over the United States. There is one man at least who has succeeded in turning out strong cartoons under this handicap because of his
ability to anticipate events- national and international. Of course the newspapers using his work are deprived of local cartoon comm ent.
The newspaper that possesses or develops a strong cartooni'st who studies
international, national and local affairs and can interpret them with thoughtful, forceful cartoons when the occasi on demands, has an invaluable asset.
As I look over the newspapers of the country I am surprised that many are
neglecting to cultivate this potentially productive field. My previous observation that many of the younger cartoonists and beginn ers are more concerned
over making fortunes from comic strips than in being successful follow ers of
Thomas Nast and Homer Davenport may have some bearing on this apparent
neglect. It may also explain why so few newcomers are developing in this particular field.
Perhaps some of you may be in the position of passing on a cartoonist's
work or his employment at some future day. Here are a few pointers which
may prove valuable.
Cartoonists all have a style or method . They develop along certain lin es
best fitted for themselves- t hey may start wrong but they will find their
proper line of development. Don't try to force a cartoonist to your idea of
doing things. Let him work in the way that interests and satisfies his own
personal urge. Tha,t does not mean, of course, that he may be allowed to
ignore polic y or flaunt your wishes. If he has the stuff to make a successful
cartoonist he will adjust himself and fit into the organization. Do not in sis t
that he draw in the manner of some other cartoonist whom you admire. Make
your suggestions helpful and in such form that he can mold them to his own
particular style. Don't insist on him drawing your ideas. If he hasn't any
ideas he will never make a cartoo nist anyway. You may have excellent editorial ideas and not be able to think in cartoon terms, and the other fell ow can't
see your visualization. If he shows initiative give him freedom with only
necessary restraint. Rememb er he is producing editorials and you wouldn't
think of telling an editorial writer how to phrase his editorials nor insist on
changing his writing style. When you want him to work out one of your ideas
give him all the information and let him work it out as nearly your conception
as his style will allow.
Editorial cartoons vary in styles and technique. All are good if they get
the message across. There are two larger classifications- the detailed, manylabeled, and ballooned type, and the simple direct expressi on of one idea with
few or no labels and balloons. Personally I prefer the simply drawn one-idea
cartoon with very few labels, if any. It is strong, arresting and effectiv e. It
delivers its message with one punch. The other type, to my notion, does too
much shadow boxing before registering.
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The pen and ink technique is the most widely used among American
cartoonists. Crayon or lithograph stick furnishes a medium for many of th e
leading cartoonists. This is often used in connection with ink and brush
allowing an interesting effective technique of broad handling and simpl e
design minus the detail and cross hatching of the pen style. It is the medium
I use. I like it for many reasons. In the language of the advertisement, "It
satisfies." Nevertheless it is at once a pleasure and a nuisance. Perfect cooperation on the part of the engraving room is necessary for its fullest success.
Under-etching or over-etch in g will kill completely your very best drawing.
• . No cartoonist turns out knockout cartoons every day- no more than the
editorial writer turns out knockout editorials. They both depend on the news.
The news must be interesting and deal with topics of wide public interest and
appeal and contain inspirational material for the men who produce editorials
in words or pictures. For days at a time there may be a dearth of news except
perhaps the sort of news that is not cartoon able. Other days finds the front
page containing half a dozen stories which are inspirational.
The most important ingredient of American cartoons is the idea. While
I am neither pro-nor anti-European I firmly believe that the cartoonists of the
United States are far ahead of their European contemporaries. The Europeans
go in for the grotesque, and almost always the drawing does not tell the stor y
without the captio n, which in most instances is so lengthy as to make the
finished result merely an illustrated paragraph. There are of course a number
of men in Europe who are such wonderful draftsmen that their work is Art
with a capital A. I think first of Forain the Frenchman, because his technique
interests me. Another might mention Bernard Partidge, the Englishman, or
any one of a number of others. Nevertheless we have in this country men
who are great draftsmen and can, on occasion, satisfy the demands of the
group which insists on Art with a capital A. The real art of the American
cartoon, however, is ideas. A man whom I consider one of the top-notch draftsmen of this country once told me that after spending years in the work he was
convinced that ideas were 90 per cent and drawing 10 per cent of cartoon
efficiency. I do not agree with his figures. I should place them at, say 70 per
cent and :30 per cent. But, then, I am not the draftsman he is.
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International Problems
International News Communications
By

WALTER STOWELL ROGERS

American M ember, World Conference on International Communications
Instead of tt"ying to pack into a few minutes a survey of international
electrical communications .o r to develop in detail a particular phase, I will end eavor to bring to your attention certain aspects that, to me at least, are
interesting and provocative of thought.
Early in the development of telegraphs, international questions arosethe exchange of messages and the connection of lines at frontiers. And ever
since two clashing tendencies have been at work. One has been toward working
out international communications relations along friendly co-op:e rative lines.
The other tendency has been toward developing international communications for selfish national or commercial advantages.
Under the first conce ption the great trunk lines of comrnunicaton are
viewed as forming part of an international network to be operated broadly in
the interest of the entire world. In the main, this conception underlies the
international telegraph convention, to which most of the countries of the world
are signatory, the outstanding exception being the United States .
.'\t the Paris Peace Conference, in an altruistic moment, the five allied and
associated powers agreed to the convening of an international communications conference, to consider all aspects of internatiopal communications
with a view to providing th e e ntire world with adequate facilities on a fair and
equitable basis.
This contemplated putting international communications on a basis
similar to that of international postal relations. You will recall that the basic
postal agreement is not called the International Postal Union - it is called the
Universal Postal Union. The word "universal" is used advisedly, for in an
early section of the agreement it is stated that the world shall constitute the
postal unit. Obviousl y, this goes clear beyo nd internationalism. In actual
practice postal relations are largely outside the realm of international politics
or controversies. Postmasters-general are operating officials and deal directly
with one another and not through their respective foreign offices.
The policy of the United States as to telegraphs is the main hindrance to
putting international communications generally on a postal basis. Every
other country entirely or in a large part owns and operates its telegraph system. Private ownership in the United States makes largely impossible the
world-wide organization of telegraphs on a non-profit, public service basis. I
an not arguing one way or another here as to public ownership of communication facilities. I am merely calling your attention to the fact that the policy
of the United States has stood in the way of a world-wide organization along
postal lines.
As against efforts toward putting communications broadly upon a basis
of public service, there have been continuous efforts upon the part of private
companies- principally American, British, and Danish-engaged in the
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communication businc~s, and by governm ents to secure monopolies, special
privileges, and preferential advantages. The motives animating the companies are apparent, being the ordin ary commercial desires for security of in vestment, maxim'um of profit, and freedom from competition. The interests of
the governments go deeper than a mere desire to help their nationals who are
engaged in th e communication business. It gets back to international rivalry
generally. It is a distinct commercial advantage to have better communication contacts and lower rates than one's trade competitors. Better facilities
and lower press rates further the distribution throughout the world of one's
news and further the collection of news of commercial and political usefulness.
Wide communication contacts, controlled by a government or its nationals,
are factors of great military and naval significance. That Great Britain largely
dominated the cable syste m of the world was a potent factor in the \Vorld \Var.
It is no mere chance that England led the world in finance, trade, shipping,
naval strength, and in communications , and was the news center of the world.
These supremacies are all interrelated and interdependent.
The efforts of comp anies and nations to control communications have
led to a number of serious international controversies. One of these, that
betwee n Great Britain and Germany, is covered by a book written by a
Frenchman named Lesage. I commend it to you as an interesting piece of
reading. As Germany d ev eloped a navy, a mercantile marine, and began to
build up a foreign t'rade and to acquite colonies, she beca me aware of a need
for a cable system indepen dent of British control. Despite British opposition
she built up an exten si ve cable system. Immediately after the outbreak of the
war, Great Britain cut th e principal German cables. During the course of the
war, many German cables were cut or taken up or diverted to other uses by
th e Allies . By the Treaty of Versailles, Germany renounced the cables in
favor of the five principal allied and associated powers. Even at this late date
those powers have been unable to come to an agreement with regard to the
ca hies. The prompt re-establishment after th e war of direct cabl e communication between the United States and Germany would have been of great political and commercial value to the United States. For this very reason, among
others, France and Great Britain stalled along and prevented' such re-establishm ent. It was a ll right for the United States to help win the war, but it was all
wrong for the United States to have direct cable communications with Germany.
I want to take a few minutes to outline another dispute because of its
general interest and because phases of it crop up in the news stories. In 1871 a
Danish company laid a cable from Vladivostok to Japan and thence to China,
and a British company laid a cable from Singapore to China. At first these
companies held no definite concession from the Chinese government. In time
the companies came to an understanding and sought to secure monopoly
concessions from the Chinese government. \Vhenever aware of their activities
the American government interposed an objection. I will not und ertake to
trace in detail the course of eve nts. But in August ana October, 1900, the
companies obtained concessions giving them a monopoly of communications
between China and other countries un ti! 1931. The concessions were obtained
secretly but with the support of the British and Danish governments.
This is what was happening when the concessions were obtained: In 1899
the Boxer rebellion broke out. In August, 1900, the Allied forces were moving
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on Peking. In October, 1900, the Allied forces were in occupation of Peking.
China was in chaos; there was no effective government. Yet it was at this
period that the companies acquired their monopoly grants.
Furthermore, du"'ring this period, the Allied Powers were exchanging notes
with regard to China and solemnly agreeing to th e open door policy.
Not only has the American government bitterly resented the doubledealing by British government but it has uniformly declined to recognize
the validity of the monopoly grants, considering them violative of American
treaty rights and of the principle of the open door.
But why the haste and what the particular interest of the British government?
The United States had but recently acquired the Philippines. In 1899
President McKinley called the attention of Congress to the need for a cable to
the Philippines. In the spring of 1900 one house of Congress had before it a
bill for a government owned cable and the other house for a privately owned
but government subsidized cable. Congress adjourned before an agreement
was reached, but it was evident that a cable across the North Pacific was inevitable. The mo,nopoly concessions were obtained in China to prevent a
cable being laid across the North Pacific tou ching Chinese soil except on
such terms as the concession-holding companies might lay down. Furthermore, only a few months before the outbreak of the Spanish-American War,
the British company had obtained at Madrid a cable monopoly covering the
Philippines.
The position o'f the Br_itish government is perfectly clear. With the
Philippines h'eld by the United States, the British government was anxious
as to the part America might play in the future of China. One way to minimize that influence would be to prevent or control communications between
the United States and China. And apparently this objective was deemed important enough to justify securing in secret from China monopoly grants at a
time when China was in chaos, when Great Britain, the United States and
other countries were invading China, and when the invading powers were
apparently acting in accord and above board with each other.
This is what subsequently happen ed. In 1902 a representative of an
American cable company told a committee of Congress that arrangements had
been completed for the la ying of a cable across the North Pacific and that no
subsidy would be asked for. Congress th erefore dropped the matter. It did
not becom e known until yea rs later that the company which laid the cable,
while nominally American, was foreign-owned, one-half of the stock being owned by a British cable company, one-quarter by a Danish cable company, and
only the remaining one-quarter by American interests. Furth ermore, in the
landing license granted the company by President Roosevelt, there is provision
under which the government can purchase the cable, but the promoters of the
cable issued to them selves millions of bonds in consideration of their doing
business with their own child, thus hopelessly overcapitalizing the undertaking.
I do not want to get into a discussion of the practical workings of the
trans-Pacific cable, but it is my opinion that the cable has been operated
mainly with an eye to protecting the interests of its for eign owners. I will
merel y cite two facts: During most, if not all, the life of the cable it has been
cheaper to cable from New York to London and then recable to Shanghai, for
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example, than to cable by way of the Pacific. China is nearer Europe than
Japan; so the rate to Japan is higher from London than the rate to China. By
the .Pacific cable, Japan is nea rer to th e United States than to China; neverth eless the rate is higher to Japan than to China by about the am0'1nt that
the European rate is higher.
One thing is certain- the failure to provide low rates on press messages
has resulted in' Great Britain and Japan largely controlling the news reaching
the Orient with regard to th.e United States and the news coming to the United
States from the Orient.
In Hl1 8 a Japanese company obtained from China a thirt y-yea r monopoly
of Chinei;e radio communication with other countries. In the same year a
British radio company secured a concession which amo.n g other things granted
it first opportunity in the furnishing of radio apparatus to the Chinese government.
In 1921 an American company entered into an agreement with the
Chinese government that provides for the erection and operation by the company of a high-powered radio station capable of communication with the
United States and for certain secondary feeder stations. At once the British,
Danish, and Japan ese governments protested in behalf of the'1r respective
nationals. The American government gave the American company the most
vigorous diplomatic support and roundly denounced the monopolis ti c claims
of the foreign companies, refusing to recognize any right Upon the part ot
China to grant them. The foreign interests have put every obstacle in the way
of the American company. The stations have not as yet been built and the
diplomatic storm still rages, and is probabl y one of the most serious difficulties
between this government and Great Britain and between this government and
Japan . These governments seem determined to block the development of
d'i rect, all-American-owned communication between the United States and
China.
The American government supports the idea of direct communications
between the United States and China, owned and operated by Americans or
Chinese or by an American-Chinese combination. In my judgment this is a
sound policy. I do not believe that any third party-Japanese or othershould strad,dle communications between this country and China. I have no
dotibt that th ere are people in Japan who would like to have Japan become an
intermediate point as respects communications between the United States and
China. Such a situation would be dangerous to American interests and would
prove to be a source of misunderstanding and suspicion . Nor do I believe
that British and Danish cable companies should own the only cable crossing
the North Pacific.
Having touched on radio with respect to China it may be well to call
attention to two or three basic radio questions. In the first place radio emanations are no respecters of man-made boundaries. The output of most radio
stations can be heard in one or more countries other than the one in which
the station is located. Do such emanations trespass upon the territory of the
other country? Has the other country any legitimate ground for protest?
Can two countries organize a radio servrce across an intermediate country in
disregard of that country? For example, can radio service be conducted between England and Italy without the consent of France, over whose territory
the messages would pass? I merely suggest the question; yet it is of great
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practical importance. Questions of this kind are leading to reconsideration
as to what constitutes sovreignty. Incidentally, as a property owner have
you anything to say as to wh;at radio emanations pass over your land? Or
as to aircraft?
Inasmuch as radio can be intercepted by anyone having suitable apparatus, radio messages are not secret. Is there any responsibility for the content
of a message if as a result of interception by third parties damage is caused?
Let me illustrate by a hypothetical case: Suppose a man in Swede n sends
a radio message to a friend in Constantinople in which he advises his friend
to dispose of his Dutch securities as things are drift ing into a bad wa y in Holland. The message is intercepted by a number of stations; a rumor is started,
with the result that a financial panic is precipitated in Holland. Who, if anyone,
can be held responsible? The sender of the message? The owner of the radio
station? If there is responsibility in such cases, the use of the radio will
certainly be greatly curtailed. If the owner of the station is to be held liable,
the owner will scrutinize every message and a censorship will result. If there is
no responsibility, the door is left open for the doing of an immense amount of
damag e.
Take anothn case- this tim e, an actual case: An American correspondent
after a vis it to Japan, filed at :\1anila for transmission by radio to the United
States a series of articles. The officer in charge of the naval radio station
declin ed to transmit th e m on the ground that their character was such that the
Japanese government would probably complain. As a matter of fact, transmission by the naval station would amount to broadcasting to the Far East,
the Dutch E as t Indies, and Australasia, for many stations listen in regularly for
news, weather reports, etc.
B o th cases I have cited-the hypothetical one and the actual one- are
cases of radio telegraphy, buit the question of responsibility likewise arises in
connection with radio broadcasts. Were I discussing our dom es tic radio
situation I should have much to say on this, hut I am discussing international
communications. Yet much of the broadcasting done in the United States is
international in the sense that the broadcasts are interceptable in Canada or
Mexico or Cuba. I quite foresee the possibility, even the probability, of some
American station broadcasting material offensive to Canadian sensibilities .
In Europe, practicall y every broadcasting station can be heard in other
countries. Moreove~, European countries exercise considerable control over
radio stations and over news and opinions. There is no question that brxdcasting will be used to influence, befuddle, and d eceive public opinion in
other countries. This obviously can increase international animosities and
perhaps become a contributory cause to war. There is seemingly no way of
preventing, even ifit s hould be deemed desirable, the interception by nationals
of one country of material broadcast in another.
Responsibility should be somewhere. But where? Not only is there a
question of responsibility in peace time, but there is the question of responsibility in war time. Belligerents, of course, will use broadcasting for propaganda purposes, with a view to breaking down the morale of enemy countries. The
question arises as to whether maintenance of neutrality will require neutral
powers to supervise radio broadcasting to prevent anything being broadcast
that would be of military advantage to any of the belligerents.
To take up another question. Who really owns the right to communicate
through space? Or to put it another way, where lies the ultimate right to use a
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given wave length? If the right can be acquired as private property, It 1s a
valuable right and can be capitalized and then is surrounded by all the legal
protection that is incident to private property. If the right to use a given
wave length is private property, then the regulation of that right is on e thing.
If the right resid es in the people as a whole, as represented by the government,
the conditions under which a wave length can be used become terms in a license
that can be revoked if the conditions are not lived up to.
If the right to use wave lengths resides in the government, th en the
government should allocate wave lengths for different purposes. Inasmuch as
radio emanations do not recognize international boundaries and interference
must be avoided, then th e governments must come to an agreem ent. This
leads to the idea that in the last analysis the right to use wave lengths is a s , rt
of universal right of such character that it should be dealt with, in certain
aspects at least, by the nati ons of the world acting together.
As nearly as I can make out, the principal radio interests of the world, by
some process analagous to squatter's rights, hope to acquire what amounts to
ownership of as many wave le ngths as possible. Just what the future hol ds in
the wav of technical development increasing the number and availabilitv of
wave lengths is of course not known. At the present, however, there are fairl v
definite limitations.
In the fie:ld of transoceanic and inter-continental radio certain great
interests are seemingly attempting to set up a world-wide monop oly based in
part on control of the most suitable wave lengths and in part uoon patents,
concessions and exclusive agreements among themselves for the i~-terchange of
traffic. It is apparent that if a combination of great radio concerns, operating
stations in many places in th,e world, refuses to do bu'siness with stations outside th -e comt,ination, it will be very difficult for an independent station to
become successfully established.
It is a fair presumption that the first great world-wide monopoly will be
in th e communicative field . And I leave with you the qu es tion as to how th':
world can deal with it. In the way of successful control through joint action
of the nations of the world stands the fact that th ere must be unani rn'.J~1s
agreement on the part of the nations. It would seem easy for any great inter ~st
to act so as to have the support of at least one or more important countries.
A "trustification" of international radio would be of great import t o the
newspaper world- and not alone as concerns press rates and services. The
directing head of one of the great radio companies had for years-perhaps his
successors still have-this vision o f a world radi o svstem near the great news
centers and engaging not only in the communication business but in the sale of
news. As the head of such an organization he foresaw himself becoming the
most influential pe rson in the world. The very idea of such a sc heme is now
poohooed, but- several of the great radio companies are furnishing news to
ships, and such services could be gradually eased into a general service for land
as well as sea.
I believe that no company furnishing commercial radio services or engag':d
in the manufacture and sale of radio apparatus should be permitted to distribute a single word of news on its own account.
A while back I referred to the exclusive traffic agreements. Let me now
call attention to a somewhat related subject. Some twenty and more years
ago Prince Henry of Prussia visited the United States. On his return hom e he
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undertooK to send a radio message through a Marconi station in England.
That station refused to handle the message because it came from a ship not
equipped with Marconi apparatus. Upon reaching Berlin the prince called the
attention of the kaiser to the matter, pointing out that if a shore station would
only operate with ships having apparatus of a type in which the owner
of the shore station was interested, either some one company would acquire
a world monopoly or a ship would be obliged to carry a variety of radio
equipment.
The kaiser thereu~on called the first international radio conference.
Other conferences followed. The present international radio agreement dates
from 1912 and is hopelessly out of date.
Stated meetings of the signatories to the telegraph convention and to the
radio conference were postponed on account of the war.
A communication conference, pursuant to an agreement reached at Paris
during the Peace Conference, met in Washington in 1920. That conference
drafted a convention covering all forms of electrical communications. Nothing
has ever come of the proposal.
A meeting of the signatories to the telegraph convention will be held in
Paris next September. A meeting of the signatories to the radio convention will
probably be held in Washington next year. The latter will be a particularly
important conference. It will deal with such fundamental questions as ownership of wave lengths, the allocation of wave lengths between countries and
services, and the compulsory interchange of messages.
The United States is confronted with the necessity of making a fundamental decision.
It will go into the radio conference animated either by a desire to further
the working out of a world-wide radio program in the general interest-such
attitude will involve a willingness to make American radio interests play the
game-or it will go into the conference with the intent of protecting and furthering the immediate schemes of American radio interests. As the principal
American radio company has close relations with certain foreign radio companies, to give full support to the American company will probably involve giving support to what amounts to an international radio combination.

Reporting for tlze United States in Foreign Lands
By J. H. FURAY
Vice-President in Charge of Foreign Services, United Press Associations, New
York City
Fundamentally, newspaper work is the same the world over. No matter
whether news be gathered in Missouri, in China, in Argentina, South Africa,
or Siberia, the work of collecting it is essentially the same thing. The great
editors and press association execu'tives of the future who today are getting
the news of Columbia and the University of Missouri for the Columbia
Missourian, and doing it well, too, are doing precisely the same thing as the
world-famous journalist whose "signed stuff" from London or Peking or
Buenos Aires appears in the great metropolitan dailies. The only ess.ential
difference lies in the field of activity.
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Before 1914 the American newspaper men who had had a chance to
represent American papers abroad were comparatively few. Those who stayed
at home were forever envying their more fortunate brethren and
wishing that the boss would send them across. I think we all rather exaggerated the lot of the fellow a'broad. So far as we could see him, looking from a
long distance and thi-dugh rose-tinted glasses, he certainly appeared to be
living a lordly life.
Then came the war, and during the years that have followed hundreds of
American newspaper men have had the opportunity to work abroad. And
they found that distance had lent enchantment to the view and that, as I said,
the foreign correspondents were doing in the foreign capitals precisely the
same sort of work that newspaper men in New York and Chicago and San
Francisco were doing. The foreign work looked bigger; that was the main
difference.
American news tastes differ in some degree from those of editors of foreign
journals, just as people of different counties have differing tastes in food.
A United Press executive visited the city room of a large Japanese
newspaper recently and among the first questions asked him were his opinion
of McGraw's chances of winning the World Series again and was Babe Ruth
losing his batting eye? We serve a large newspaper in Spain, and its original
instructions specifically stated that it did not care for any news about bullfights.
But there is a very important development in American journalism during
the past few years which, it seems to me, touches vitally many phases of
American life, socia'l, economic and political. That is the growth and spread
of news service by American press associations in all parts of the world. The
theory of America's splendid isolation went down with the Lusitania. It
became necessary during the war to focus our vision from an international as
well as a national viewpoint. A new responsibility then fell on the press
associations. It became necessary to cover great centers of world news interest
abroad wherein American domestic interests were involved, with almost the
same thoroughness as domestic news was covered.
More than that,it became necessary to cover these events with American
reporters, seeing things from the American viewpoint and writing in a fashion
understandable to American readers.
But this change in interest was not confined to the United States. The
world abroad immediately revealed a surpassing new interest in news about
America as well as in American news enterprise. Not only news of America
but the American viewpoint, American reaction to political and other situations in foreign lands, because intensely interesting to the people of those
foreign lands.
To meet the demand which that interest has created, forward-looking
American press associations and news agencies in recent years have organized
and developed what hhs been aptly described as a "foreign news export department." That is precisely what it is- the exportation of news of the United
States and the world to other countries of the world.
There is scarcely anything in modern journalism, national and international, so unexampled and so far-reaching as the growth of American news
service abroad. To illustrate, it is only necessary to say that during the last
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year the United Press world news service- direct service to newspapers and
not through th e medium of local or national news agencies-has been inaugurated in Germany, Austria, Hungary, Czecho-Slovakia, the free city of
Danzig, Switzerland, Spain, and San to Domingo, none of which h 1ad previously
received a regular news report direct from an American news agency; and
during the past nine years that world report ha:s gone into twenty-one countries outside of the United States and Canada.
Thus the newspaper readers of twenty-one countries, whose numbers run
far into the millions, are daily receiving their world news from this organization.
It must not be understood that "American propaganda" does or ever
can flavor any of these news dispatches distributed in foreign countries.
Propaganda in news in the sense in which the word is generally understood is a
vicious thing, especially national or international propaganda. No news
service could long survive which circulated the political opinion of only one
side of any controversy in its news report.
Every man is entitled to his own honest op-i nions, political or otherwise;
every man is entitled to his own patriotic enthusiasms. But the man who
labors in the field of news transmission to any country must be true to one
thing- the facts . His mind must be an international mind and he must never
hesitate to transmit to th e world the news of any event, even if it runs counter
to his own personal opinions, or offends his own patriotic enthusiasms, so long
as it is true. Facts, facts, the truth must be his only standard.
I mentioned a moment ago the growth of American influence in world
affairs. This is a great privilege which Americans enjoy, but it is also a great
responsibility. This applies in the field of news no less than in any other
fields. The responsibilit y comes in see ing to it that th e news distributed is as
true, as accurate and as comprehensive as human frailty makes possible.
Accuracy and truth are the keystones on which any news service must be
built.
The young men and women who are preparing themselves for journalistic
careers in this great school undoubtedl y realize that of all the things Dean
\Villiams and his associates have taught them about newspaper work, none
compares in importance with the emphasis which they placed on the need of a
constant and unflagging search for accuracy and truth,.
This does not mean in an y sense that news stories need to be stripped of
interesting touch es and made deadly dull. It does mea n that when they feel
the urge to go just a bit beyond the facts, that urge will be resisted and suppressed at once. And if they feel the temptation to manufacture a story
because it will make a "live, pepp)·, interesting yarn" which will not harm
anyone, they will not do it. It may not harm anyone else, but it will certainly
harm them, and will violate the first principle on which the whole newspaper
profession is founded.
\Ve are all human beings and prone to error. Everybody makes mistakes
and we have all, at one time or another, done stupid and senseless things in our
newspaper work. So far as I know, there is no absolute cure-all for news errors,
no pan acea for occasional lapses from news perfection, except perfect intelligence and perfect understanding. That is unattainable. Even Babe Ruth
bats only .38.5.
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So wh e n th e coming newspaper men make errors, as they will, let th e m be
hon es t errors that com e in spite of th eir best efforts.
This matter of accuracy can scarcely be overemphasized. J can speak
from perso nal kn o wledge of the care with which the accuracy of news is
investigated in the United Press offices and I fee l p erfec tly certain that the
same meticulous care is exercised by all of our contemporaries.
It is often necessary in covering world news for the world to tran smit to
newspa pers abroad not only what is called "spot news" of a given eve nt but
also to interpre t it- to explain its sig nificance, its effect, the background which
illumin a tes and makes it clearer. This does not mean th e writer's personal
opinion regarding the situation, but a statement of the facts which have
preceded the event itself and which have a bea ring on the event. The election
of Marshal von Hindenburg to the presidency of G e rmany wa s an intensely
interes ting and important news evrnt but the significance of it was made
clearer wh en the comments of French, British, Itali a n, Ru ssian and Am erican
statesmen upon it were reveal ed to the newspaper reader.
To get the most authoritative possible interpre tative material o n events
hav ing a political bearing, our organization makes it a practice whenever
possible to go to the heads of governments. R ecently a bomb was exploded on
the roof of the cathedral at Sofia and many p ersons were kill ed . Events which
follow ed se r ved to bring confusion to the public mind rega rding the causes
which led up to the ex plosion and the respon sibility for it. We cabled Premier
Zankoff of Bulgaria requesting a s tatement and he replied with the charge that
th e explosion had been inspired and directed b y soviet represe ntatives. True
to its custom of observing strict impartiality in its news dispatches, our organiza tion then cabled F oreign Minister Tchitcherin, of th e sov iet government,
whose reply was a sweeping and complete d enial of the charge and a sweeping
countercharge against Prem ier /ankoff's government. 'vVe do not venture to
judge as to the accuracy of th e charges and counter-charges of the Bulgarian
premier a nd Mr. Tchitch erin, but we believe that each side of a controversy is
en ti tied to a chance in the court of public opinion, and in that spirit approached
these two men.
Men in our foreign d ep ar tment are often asked, What are the personal
qualifications of an international correspondent? Everybody seems to harbor
a n inn er desire at some time or other to be such a correspondent. I am not going
to attempt to answer that qu es tion in detail because it would take too long.
But I do want to refer to one important specification. That is the possession of
a broad general experience and viewpoint.
Although many people say the countries of th e world are politically
farther apart today than th ey were before th e Grea t War, th e p eo ple of the
world ne ver were, in fact, in such close and co mparatively easy contact with
each other. Th e great network o f world communications , the cables, telegraphs, t elephon es, wireless plants were never in such active use as toda y in
communicating ne ws of eac h country to the other countri es .
P o tentially at least, this ne twork of communications furni shes m a rvelous
opportunities for much clos er contacts be twee n nations. Whether th ese contacts are ultimately to be for better or for worse depends to a great extent
up on the general character and intelligence of th e correspondents abroad and
in this country who are responsible for th e news services. There are many
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reasons for this, but the chief one is that a dispatch appearing in a distant
country encounters readers whose general background of information and
processes of thought may be, and in many cases probably are, vastly different
from those of the readers in the country where the dispatch originated.
lt is just there that the interpretative factor sooner or later must enter
into all international correspondence, and this tends to put a high premium
on men of broad experience, good judgment and intelligent viewpoint. All of
this does not mean that foreign correspondents should be of the type someone
has described as "statesmen journalists." Statesman and journalists are entirely different things. Shaping the destinies of nations may be the function of
a statesman but it certainly is not the function of a journalist. His job is to
get the news and, if necessary, to interpret it, and that is his onl y job as a
newspaper man.
Some facts come to the correspondents in what the \Vashington newspaper
men call hand-outs, statements of fact or opinion gratuitously distributed, but
very many of the most important news items are not obtained in that way.
They gradually crystalize from miscellaneous conversations and contacts
with persons of many types, many stations in life and many nationalities.
Consequently, a certain zest for contact with all nationalities and types is
practically essential in a foreign correspondent, and it is next to impossible
to utilize such a faculty with success or even enjoyment without a general
broad ba:ckground of information.
During the arms conference in \Vashington four years ago, for example,
many of the biggest and most important news items which appeared in the
dispatches did not result merely from asking one or two men "What's doing?"
and then sitting down to a typewriter and writing what they said. On the
contrary, they emerged from slow, painstaking, careful conversation with
many men, noting something here and something there, putting two and two
together, applying intelligence and background and previously acquired information, studying the situation carefully from all its angles until it finally
crystalized into a news story, and then getting that story confirmed at an
authoritative source.
Many American editors believe that their readers do not care for foreign
news excepting only the barest outline. It has been said that, as a rule, most
Americans do not read news from abroad because they do not understand it.
I am unable to agree entirely with that viewpoint. Foreign countries, especially European countries, are certainly closer to America than they were
before the war, and what goes on in Europe undoubtedly has a more direct
bearing on American life than it did in past ye ars. Europe looks to America
not ,only for leadership, but for finance, trade, and many other things.
Foreign lands are turning to American world news services, I believe,
for the same reasons they turned to American shoes, automobiles, typewriters
- because the workmanship is good and the product sound and honestly
conceived. The soundness of that product and the honesty of that conception
are merely reflections of the fundamental journalistic ideals which are the
foundations of the present prosperity and power of the American press-the
greatest newspaper industry in the world today.
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'I'he News of the World
By CHESTER R. HoPE

Editor, Universal Service, New York City
Thi s is not to be an oration in rounded periods. It is a talk about th e news
of the world, and that presupposes th e use of the cables. In cable dispatches
we don't u se periods, but substitute the word "stop". Modern machine
telegraphy u ses the "start and stop" cod e. So I will adopt that code in telling
you about various phases of being city editor, not of one city, but of the world.
And that is all that it amounts to- just a regular every-day job of citv
editing. Th ere is no mystery about it, and it doesn't require a special brand
of ge nius . The greatest European correspondent com es from I owa, a nd he
broke into the newspaper business b y a telegraph operator's key at a way
station in Arizona or New Mexico. I refer to Karl N. von Wiegand, who has
received more citations than any other American war correspondent.
Covering the world is essentially like covering Columbia, or Kansa s City
or St. Louis. A newspaper man who has learned th e fundamentals, really
learned th em, can fit into any newsp a.per organization and can cover any
story here or abroad. You can learn those fundamentals here as well or perhaps better than any place else, so don't let foolish yearnings to show off in a
big city obsess you.
But covering the wo rld has its complications. \Vhen you sit as city editor
in New York, and your reporters are in London, which is five hours earlier,
and in Paris and Berlin and Moscow and Rome, which are earlier still, you are
apt to find that your reporter has gone home to bed about the time you want
him most. For 8 p. m. New York tim e is 2 a. 111. in Pari s, and even in Parisor especially in Paris- it is difficult for a reporter to find his quarry at 2 a. m.
However, th e reporter in Paris wouldn't get the assignment at 2 a. m. because
there are cable delays to add to the troubles. Only an "urgent" message,
which cos ts at least 75 cents per word, would go through with celerity. A
full-r ate message at 2;"i cents a word will average four or five hours in transmission and an ordinar y message eight or ten hours.
So you see most assignments sent from America to Europe aren't covered
until th e next day. \Ve can't obviate the fact that every fifteen degrees of
longitude m ean s an hour of time. So manifestly the only way to beat that
game is to send to Europe only highl y trained men- men of managing editor
caliber-who seldom need instructions and infrequentl y receive assignm ents.
Such assignments when they are sent are in the briefes t possible formthere is no chance for the city editor to discuss the probl em with his reporter.
For instance, our instructi,,ns to our Berlin correspondent the day before the
recent German election read something lik e this:

"UNIVERS BERLIN EARLY COLORFUL LEAD UNLATERN
SEVEN BERLIN THEREAFTER BULLETINI NG HOURLY BOTH
RADIO AND CABLE STOP NIGHT LEAD ELEVEN UPPICKING
PREVIOUS AVAILABLE."
And when thp foreign correspond ent sends his story it is gener::dly in the
briefest possible form - that is, the bull etin may consist of only a word or two,
but these so significant that th e cable ed itor on this side can supply the com-
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plete text. For instance, the two words "Caillaux finance" would of course
mean that the leader forming the Cabinet in France had decided tc ask th e
man who had been hooted out of office as a traitor to come back to a position
of prominence . The cable t:ditor would have been so immersed in knowl edge of
the situation that he would be able to dash off a story of several hundred
words and then add a "shirttail" of another hundred or so.
The news of the world after all is the news of the world-you-live-in. The
newspa per editor's task, therefo re, becomes one of seli:cting the stories th;it
will appeal to his imm ed iate clien tele. If it were possible for a press asso ciation
to lay down in a newspaper office a complete chrcnicling of every event th a t
occurred the world over, the newspaper editor would cull only the stories he
judged to be of interest to his own community. Even that selection would have
to compete with the local news for its place in the paper. A complete account
of the wedding in Columbia today i, a far more important news story here than
the overthrowing of a ministry in France, regardless of what some might say
to the contrary. By that I mean that if your local newspapers by som e chance
had less than a column of space for the two stories, the wedding should take
the top head and two-thirds of the space, while a stick would do for the Paris
dispatch . More people in Columbia will be tallking about the wedding tomorrow a nd for ,some time_; to come than , about French politics,
On the other hand, if some French scientist discovered a process of forcing
crops under exac tly the conditions obtain ing in this part of Missouri, that cable
dispatch should be played up more conspicuously than any local social item
because it would me;in more to the communit y.
It sounds very selfish, and instin c tive uplifters ma y d eplore it, but the
fact remains th a t the importance of a n : ws story is to be appraised entirely by
the interes t it will arouse in th e community in which it is to be printed. Therefore, th e most successful administering of a press association is th e traffic
directing which will send to each community that part of the da y's n ews which
will be most interestin g to it. Datelin es d o not mean a thing any more.
There was a tim e when some ed itors see med to judge the value of a story by
the remoteness of its place of origin. But now the appraisal is based on wh a t
self-interest value, what conversational value, and what informative value it
has for th e read ers. Editors a re frequ ently told "You ought to print this. It is
for the good of the public." Profound reviews, trade papers, textbooks and
encyclopedias print the things that "the people ought to know ,"
Universal Service is primarily a news interpretati ve organization and a
feature news organization. W e maintain th e highest salaried foreign staff of
any orga nization in th e world . We have a large staff at the nation al capital
and staff correspondents in state capitals wh ere thin gs of interest to the country at la rge are likely to happen, and we have bureaus in all of the larger cities.
Th e chief reason wh y it is necess a ry for us to have our staff men at the
important world capitals, more partic ularl y those in Europe, is to insure
honest and unbiased dispatches written for America.
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Book and Magazine
Literary Reviewing
By

LLEWELLYN JONES

Literary Editor, Chicago Evening Post
The first thing to be considered is the matter of your qualifications.
You should examine them carefully; if you think you are too old ·or too slow
to be a police reporter; if you have not a very good news sense; if you cannot
stand the late hours of a dramatic critic, then you can console yourself by
becoming a literary critic.
Often the literary critic on a paper is the Cinderella of the office who sits in
a corner and is grudgingly given what space in the paper is left after all the
other departments have taken what they need. But lately a number of papers
have started separate literary supplements, so the literary critic is no longer a
Cinderella in these offices but has a definite and unvarying amount of space to
fill. The mechanism of his job is very simple. The publishers send in their
books-I think the Post receives about four thousand books a year. We
place them on shelves, after listing them as "Books Received"-and of course
it is impossible to review every book- and let the reviewers pick out the books
that interest them or that they can handle competently. The reviewer on
most papers get the books in return for the review. In New York the reviewers
are also paid a small space rate, usually about a cent a word.
One of the annoyances of being a literary critic is that when you go out
into society facetious people are always saying: "Well, I don't suppose you
ever read the books you review." As a matter of fact, every reviewer who is at
all honest or competent always reads the book carefully-to fake a review is a
dangerous proceeding; sooner or later the reviewer so doing will give himself
away.
What are the principles involved in serious literary criticism? They are
very simple. In the first place we should remember that there is no such thing
as a book-considered as a thing in itself-or we might even say there is no
such thing as a literary supplement as a thing in itself. It is the function that
counts; and books have more than one function. And literary supplements
have more than one function.
The first function of a book and of the review of the book is that of an
aid to what we may call practical life. Such books are simply tools and not
literature. All books dealing with public affairs, discussions of scientific
questions as well as what we call practical books in the narrower sense of the
word, some under this head. There is a right and a wrong way of reviewing
these books. Many young reviewers do not review the book but simply
the ideas which the book embodies. Thus they will take a book on socialism
and instead of telling whether it is a good or a bad presentation of socialism
they will review socialism itself, and tell us what a terrible thing- possiblysocialism is. But after all, the readers of a literary review probably have their
own ideas as to whether socialism is good or bad. When they read what
purports to be a review of a book on socialism all they want to know is whether
the book;., accurate in its presentation of socialism and logical in its criticism
of socialism.
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So you should always make this distinction between reviewing the book
itself and reviewing the ideas which the book presents. And if you are not
only reviewing books but giving books to other people to revi ew it seems u
me a very necessary thing that you have in your mind a sort of general scheme
of knowledge, so that, not knowing perhaps any subject very deeply, you m:ff
vet know what ideas ar e living and important and what are not. For you have
always to be on the look-out for half-baked theories masquerading as real
knowledge, and such a background as I have indicated is necessary if you are
to keep sanel y balanced. In the Medill School of Journalism of Northwestern
University they have a round table and lecture course that aims to supply this
background. It begins with the physical world, the structure of the atom,
and goes through chemistry, biology, the social sciences, through esthetics
to philosophy and religion. Of course it is a mere sketch, but it does give
you a general outline of all knowledge. Ry reading the right books you can
map out such a course for yourself. To show an instance of its value, you mav
not know enough mathematics to understand Einstein, but if you know in a
general way where he fits in and what he has done, then you will not he
deceived when certain occultists and new thought apostles talk about the
fourth dimension and after pretending that Einstein has proved that there is
a fourth dimension, proceed to populate it with the creatures of their own
imagination.
So much then for books which dea! with ideas and are a part of practical
life. Remember they are tools, and in reviewing them, ask if they are trustworthy tools or not.
But books are also written which are not tools for living but which are
direct expressions of life, works of art. Here we are in an altogether different
realm. Too many people in America think that these books too are tools,
and refuse to admire a work of art unless they can see a moral lesson in it,
as if poetry existed only in order to teach morals. But to think in that fashion
is to be too utilitarian. After all most of us are fairly moral most of the time,
and we are entitled to enjoy works of art for their own sake. And usually the
novel which only exists to convey a moral usually conveys a very commonplace
and platitudinous one that we knew all along without the necessity for this
added lesson. This does not mean, however, that the poet or novelist cannot
deal with moral questions-as some of the younger generation have held,their view being an extreme, a protest against the extreme of the moralistic
view. What all artists do is to give us a vision of life as life is actually felt by
living human beings, not a criticism of life as we examine it and analyze it.
And of course moral situations are a part of life, and a very important and
interesting part, and so the serious artist cannot help dealing with them.
But he must deal with th em not as a propagandist but as an artist. In our dailv
life all our experiences are mixed and confused. Surrounding the interesting
core of the experience that moves us, that thrills us, is a mass of contingent
details, or small things that do not matter, of chance. An artist is a man
who sees the really interesting thing and separates it from all this mass of
things that surrounds it- and then gives us in his work of art just th e spiritual
experiences, the thing that counts, free from all that in life usually accompanies it. Therefor e art is life-like, if based on life, and yet in our experiencing
of it is more in tense th an the life of every clay usu al I y is.
So the criterion for revi ewing imaginative literature is simply the artist's
skill in reproducing and fidelity to the spirit of real life. If you read a novel
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by a man who has not observed things but merely thought about them you
are reading a weak no vel. And among good novels one will differ from another
in depth-that is the second criterion. A good novel may deal with the mere
surface of life, and yet be good because it handles its subject honestly. But a
novel which goes into the depths of life, which makes you see and accept as
inevitabl e those aspects of life which are called tragic as well as the more
sympathetic aspects, is a great work of art. It is great simply because it
shows in their inevitability, and so leads us to accept, those sterner aspec ts of
life which, as living people, we often try to avoid facing.
Let me give you one example of the application of these principles. About
two years ago two novels were published, each of which dealt with the situation of a girl faced with the al tern a ti ves of marriage, domesticity, bringing up a
family, on th e one hand, and a life of so called "self-expression" on th e other
hand. One of these was a ver y bad novel and the other a good novel. They are
"This Freedom" by A. S. M. Hutchinson and "Maria Chapdelaine" by
Louis Hemon. The difference betwee n th em is simply that Hutchinson
had an a priori notion that woman's place was the home and wrote his book to
prove that when woman craved for a career as again st submerging herself
in her family, disaster would follow. Hemon on the other hand came to his
work with no preconceptions but wrote honestly aft er observing life. The
reason I chose these two novels is that in both, the woman ultimately decides
that for her, motherhood is the one p ::>ssible career. And so in criticizing
Hutchinson I cannot be accused of being on the side of th e radicals. It is
not his conclusion I am quarreling with but his method of arriving at it.
He takes his heroine, has her show unusual ability in business and then fall
in love with a successful lawyer. She tells her husband she does not want to
sacrifice her career to marriage. So she keeps up her business, and when
children come, she gives them very little of her time. So Mr. Hutchinson has
these children all turn out bad and all meet with disgrace and death. A grandchild is left, and with this salvage, the woman starts all over again-to bring up
that grandchild as she ought to have brought up her children. Not only is
the whole framework of the story artificial but it docs not prove what it set
out to prove, because it is only-like any other work of art- a single instance .
Innumerable other instances would prove the contrary thesis. Often a woman
has to have an outside career in order to support children left fatherless .
On the other hand, in Louis Hemon's book we have the story of a young
woman born and brought up in a French Canadian pioneering district wh ere
her father and mother win a hard and meager livelihood by the most incessant
toil. The boy she would have married dies, and then two other men propose
marriage to h er. One of them offers to take her to the United States where he
has already made good; he can offer her city life and what is called "a good
time ." The other frankly tells her that, as a farmer, he can offer her only
the life she has already known. And before she has decided her mother dies
-dies worn our at a comparatively early age by her toilsome life. Her father is
a silent, inarticulate man. All that he can say when his wife dies is just a single
expression-I am quoting or paraphrasing from memory-"She was a good
woman." A life of heart-brea king toil for that one little phrase-that is
how the girl sees it. But knowing what is behind that phrase, she makes her
own choice-and marries the man who can offer her nothing but a life like
that of her mother.
But what a difference in the two books: the one an argument; the other
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a direc t presentation of life, so faithfully done that we can instantly see not
only Maria Chapdelaine making that decision but can see how in evitable her
decision was: because it was part of her character. And the author not
gesticulating in front of his characters and threatening his readers as Hutchinson does, but keeping out of the picture and letting it make its own impression.
Those then are the criteria in literary reviewing. They are also the
criteria for literature in poetic form, but in criticizing poetry you have questions of t echnique to take into account, and you must allow also for th e greater
subjectivity of poetry. When poetry simply exploits what you mi ght call
standardized ideas: the heaven, home, and mother type of verse which gives
you, for example, merely the conventional idea of the mother and never a
really individual mother, do not hesitate to call it bad. But wh en you read
poetry which does not make a clear impression remember that this is not necessarily because it is poor poetry. It may be because it is dealing with some sort
of spiritual ex perience known and felt by th e poet but alien to you. \Ve all have
blind spots, and poetry as an art is very individualistic; so that what is
crystal clear and very moving to a poet m ay hit yo u on a blind spot. Thus,
we often find that certain people who like Keats very much can get nothing out
,of Shelley; that does not mean that they do not "understand" Shelley's
words and sentences but simply that his words do not move them e motionally.
And those people would be very unwise to criticize Shelley-indeed, they
could not do it at all.
In fact, in the criticism of works of art you must feel an emotional response, for that is the sign that you see what the artist has seen. And so
-criticism in general may be said to res t on two things: using common sense and
having a fresh sensibility to emotional impressions.

The Author and the Public
By

JOSEPH

S.

DERAMUS

Associate Editor, Rock Island Magazine
I was reading an article the other day in Outdoor America, the subject of
which was "Spring Poets." The author of this article openly and deliberately
accused all of us human beings of being poets. He said that in the spring of the
year, when we took out our fishing rods, polished up our golf clubs, or swept
the cobwebs off our tennis rackets, we were expressing a poetic emotion. He
even went farther than human beings and contended that in the spring of the
year all plant life expressed a poetic emotion by its leaves and blossoms.
But I am going to go this bold author one better and state that I don't
believe there is a normal human being who, at some time, has not attempted
to write a poem. It may have been a comic jingle or a "mushy" love ditty, but
nevertheless, it was something which, by a broad application of the term,
.could be called poetry.
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Since we are all fundamentally poets, why is there so little interest in
verse among the mass of readers? \'7hy is verse such an outcast in the Ii terary
world? \Vhy do most of the popular magazines use verse chiefly because it
affords a flexible make-up? Why do they use it merely to break up a solid
page of type and not because of the desire to publish verse?
I have given this condition considerable thought and have come to the
conclusion that the lack of interest in verse is not the fault of the reading public. It is the fault of the m'odern poet.
Novelists and short story writers cater to public taste in their writings.
They must do that in order to be successful, and I mean successful in a commercial sense. This group of writers has given the readers what they want. If
the public demands love stories, that is what it gets. Now please keep in
mind that I am speaking of writing for pelf and not for posterity, for this is a
commercial age, and with the high cost of living, we are all diligently pursuing
the elusive E. Pluribus Unum.
I have given you my explanation of the success of the modern novelist and
short story writer. But what about the modern poet-what does he do?'
Too often he has an eruption like a volcano-and what is the result? The
readers whom he expects to buy his "Chinese Tapestries," or "The Soul of a
Spineless Cucumber", etc., are running the other way with their hands over
their nasal organs. The modern poet gives too much time and thought to
forms and patterns-and not enough to the idea or sentiment he is trying to
express. Too much of his "stuff" is a lot of so-called "fantastic impressions"
which don't mean anything to anyone but himself-and possibly a few selfadmitted and opinionated literary critics.
As I see it, most of our modern poetry constitutes the fanaticisms of some
individual. This is a very material world in which we are living, peopled with
millions of practical, red-blooded human beings. Time changes a great many
things- but we overlook one fundamental fact, and that is, human nature
never changes. It is the same today as it was a thousand years ago. People
today are swayed by the same emotions and passions by which they were
swayed at the beginning of time.
Therefore, if we are writing for pelf, which means for the widest market,
why not write something that will have an appeal to the average human being?
I maintain that as brevity is the soul of wit, so is simplicity the soul of beauty.
There is no excuse for a poet writing a poem which will not appeal to the finer
sentiment in the hearts of men.
Beethoven's "Minuet" and Dvorak's "Humoresque" are simple musical
compositions; anyone can understand them, yet they contain a wealth of
beauty. They will appeal to the most highly educated and to the ignorant alike.
The modern poet is too apt to forget that the heart is the most vital part of
n1an.

So the point I want to make this afternoon with those who write verse or
have an ambition to write verse is, that you must aim at the heart of the people
for whom you are writing. \Vrite for the heart first and the mind second.
Shakespeare was a great philosopher, playwright and poet, and will alwa)·s
live among scholars and students of literature, but Shakespeare does not live
every day in the hearts of the masses. I would rather have written Joyce
Kilmer's "Trees" than any one thing Shakespeare ever wrote. That simple,
little poem, like the "Minuet" and "Humoresque", will live forever in the
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hearts of men. It is full of sentiment- that fine delicate sentiment that reaches
clear to the heart of all of us. To make people see the beauty in the common
every-day things of life, is to my mind, the test of real artistry.
The poem I am going to read does not rank high from a literary standpoint.
I am going to read it to you to illustrate the point I have tried to make todaythat is, injecting a little sentiment into the common things of life. I was asked
by the manager of a shoe store in Chicago to write a poem on shoes for advertising purposes. I wondered what could be said about such an uninspiring
thing. So I tried to humanize an old shoe. This may be regarded as cheap
sentiment by some of my opinionated critics, but nevertheless, it was received
as something that could be understood by the common, ordinary individualwhich is encouraging.
Now has it ever 'curred to you,
There's somethin' human 'bout a shoe;
That in its structure an' its plan
It has the attributes of man?
Most folks think shoes are just plain leather
That guard against all kinds of weather;
But somehow I consider shoes,
As somethin' human that we use.
We slip them on at break of day
An' know they'll take us on our way
To all the daily tasks that wait,
An' stick to us through any fate.
The words of men have often stung,
But shoes are friends who have a tongue
An' know the rule of keepin' still,
Who only serve an' do our will.
An' shoes have eyes but do not see
The countless faults in you an' me;
An' what is more, they have a soul
As humans do to keep them whole;
An' somehow,.when they've served their day,
I hate to see them thrown away,
For I can't help but feel that shoes
Are some thin' human that we use.

'I'he Author and the Public
By

JAY WILLIAM HUDSON

Author of "Abbe Pierre"
Mr. DeRamus' th eo ry about writing poetry with an eye on the market is
a mistaken one. Did Tennyson do that when he wrote the immortal "In
Memoriam"? Was he not, rather, finding in his own soul a great song, not
caring too much whether the public ever read it or not? Mr. DeRamus himself, when he is writing poetry, is writing out of his heart, and because he feels
it. Imagine the nightingale asking: "Now I wonder what kind of a song the
world would like tonight!" The bird sings without any thought of an audience,
with the everlasting joy of life. So does the great poet.
Never write about anything you have not experienced or felt yourself.
If the poet or novelist writes only what he feels keenly, it does not matter so
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much in what form he writes; the world will listen. What the world wants is
not so much the unfolding of a plot, as the unfolding of a life. Beneath the
story, the world is looking for a real man or a real woman . Anatole France
said that when he reviewed an author, he was really writing about himse lf
through talking about another.
Democracy in fiction expresses itself through the apotheosis of the common man and the common life. It is an interpretation of life in its depth. It is
a new realism that interprets men and women in th eir priceless value.
The theory of the old school is tha1: the average man, the ordinary man
is not worth writing about. But the average man does not even exist! Do you
consider yourself an average man? Nobody ever saw an average man, because what we mean by an average man is that in which people are alike.
But people are wholly different in other respects. Every man is an extraordinary man. Every man is unlike every other man. He has his own unique
desires, hopes and sorrows; an d th e great genius among writers is the m a n
who sees this. Jam es Whitcomb Riley could look down into the hearts of
ordinary men and see that none of them were average men. Great fiction will
exalt the man in the street, the man that you love, you yourself, into something that is measurel ess in capacity, with possibilities no individual can limit.
There is uniqueness, drama and romance on the streets of every city.
Still, democracy in fiction means also that you are to depict not only what
we call the common run of people, but what we call the super-men, who are
merely pictures of what common men shall yet be. When I look upon Jesus of
Nazareth, do I find that he is so exceptional that he makes me look down on the
rest of the race, and think that th ey are not worth noticing? No! H e, and
Socrates and all the great are the glorifications of common men. They show
me what John Jones and Bill Smith really have within them!
Great fiction has surging through it a n interpretative view of life. It
reveals the average man as he was never revealed before. And that average
man is always yourself! It is your own throbbing life that thrills through
your sentences and paragraphs, so that whe n someone ope ns the pages of
your book, he realizes in th e words of Walt Whitman: "He who touches this
book touches a man!"

c_fhe Free-Lance Writer and His Opportunities
By

EDWARD

B.

GARNETT

Sunday and Magazine Editor, Kan sas City Star
Not long since, I was talking with an Englishman, who writes a good deal,
about certain supplies a writing man uses.
"Where do you buy your typewriter ribbons?" I asked him.
"Oh," he return ed, in all his innocence, "I don't buy her ribbons, at all!
She prefers candy!"
In Kansas City, to get our supplies-material for the Star's magazinewe buy both candy and ribbons because we want the magazine to be as attractive as possible to the ladies. Yet both the sweetmeats and the frills of the
sort that are put into magazines are scarce and hard to get. And we must
have also the bread and meat of life-practical articles on how to succeed-
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stories of interesting, successful people (and I wonder whether successful
people aren't always the more interesting)-articles on good looks, that is to say
health-stories about books and plays and art-styles, history, poetry (in
a limited degree) and humor.
These are the general topics that editors always must have in their
larders to supply their hungry readers.
.
Answering a question frequently asked: "Do editors actually read all the
manuscripts sent to them, even by writers they do not know!" The general
answer is "No." But, generally speaking, I think editors read everything they
possibly can read-everything that they are physically able to read, I meanifit is presented in readable, attractive form.
The best-looking manuscripts, and those accompanied by attractive
pictures, naturally will be read first-no matter by whom they are sent.
Manuscripts that come in looking as if they have been to New York and back
eight or ten times usually will be passed along to the assisting editors, who
have instructions not to recommend anything unless it is highly worth whileand different.
I think everyone who writes is entitled to a reading. I don't believe the
ordinary trustworthy publisher will permit or tolerate any other sort of editing.
Naturally, the editor cannot read everything that comes in, but he will read all
that he possibly can and then let others whom he can trust read the rest of it.
There is one thing that few editors will do. They won't read your story
while you are in the office looking over their shoulder. I think it is certain
that they do not want the writers to be there while they are examing th~ manuscript. When a man enters the office with a huge manuscript, the editor is
usually "not in" or is "in conference."
The opportunity for the young free lance writer may at first be a little bit
discouraging. Everybody is writing, it seems. The outcome seems black,
and the writer loses heart. It takes more than one year to make a succ ~ssful
story writer, and if he is not sure at the first that he is going to devote a large
part of his life to writing apprentice's stories, then he had better not write at
all.
But never before has the worth of a good story been appreciated as much
as it is today. The librarians tell us that people are reading more good books
than ever before and the Ji terary market is expanding. Hundreds of thousands
of copies of books are being sold today in place of tens of thousand of CJp:es a
short time ago, and competition has tended to raise the standard of writing.
Magazines are continually looking for new writers, and it is not long befor e
the once smaller ones become as well paid as the big ones. The well-known
men of worth practically state their own price . If the editors find some story
by a new writer that will attract at once, they can pay him a smaller price,
until by repeatedly using his name they make him famous-and then his
pnce goes up.
The chance the writer takes may be reduced to a minimum if he will study
carefully every publication that he is submitting manuscripts to. I think every
rejection slip to a beginner means that he either has not grasped the full
possibilities of his own idea, or that he hasn't taken pains to find out whether
it is the sort of thing likely to strike the fancy of the editors to whom he has
submitted it.
Yet whether the story is accepted or rejected depends of course on the
editor's viewpoint, after all. We often wonder why what we have deemed our
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best story is returned, while another that in our estimation isn't half so gaod
is accepted. The one merely happened to interest the editor and fitted in v.ith
other ideas that he had outlined for his magazine. The other didn't. And
the best editors seem to have only this one rule in buying manuscripts"border-line" material (the thing they have any doubt about) is returned.
There are ways to meet competition. 1\fake your article more in teres, ing
and attractive than anything else the tired editor will see that day. How?
Have you ever thought of the appeal of pictures?
What makes you want to read the advertisements? The pictures, isn't i '.?
The same thing is true of the editor's part of the magazine. The illustrati Jns
accompanying the story usually "sell" it to the reader, before he has read
a word of the text. The lure of the movies has meant that in the wri•ingworld we must visualize our thoughts immediately. No fooling around or
sparring for an opening.
If the picture will tell the entire story-good enough-just send the
editor the picture-and he will bless you for it!
Or perhaps there's a good story behind the picture-or maybe the pictur~
suggests a clever title- something bright and brief and different- that's what
the average editor is looking for!
Successful fre e-lancing means not only finding and rec:ignizing opp:.irtunities, but actually creating them. Be a producer of ideas for an editor,
and you become his most valued ally. Soon you will be getting his choices t
assignments . Particularly is this true if you have developed as an authoritv
along some special line so that an editor may begin to depend on you.
Frequently articles are bought and paid for at good rates for no o t her
reason than that they are timely. And they don't just happen to be timel y.
How do you suppose, for example, that Pictorial Review and some o : h~r
magazines early last fall began stories respecting the prince of Wales sim JI taneously with his trip to America? To put it into the parlance of our professi in,
where did the editors get their "hunch?" Probably from watching the Lond :m
newspapers or keeping in close touch with their London correspond ~nts.
And so the free-lance-if he knows his publications-soon will learn how
far ahead they plan their magazines. He will know just what time in th e week
or month a certain issue closes-and when the big special numbers for Ch:·is tmas or other holidays are made up.
For example, there are certain issu es of the Star's magazine that are
planned seven weeks in advance. The writer who has had little or no experience on a newspaper or magazine will ask, \Vhy is it nec essary to send in the
copy so far ahead? Copy sent to a magazine must pass through many stages
and mechanical processes. First, if it is an article or story worthy of decoration
or illustration, it is "scheduled" or given the earliest tentative date when it
may appear in the magazine. Then it is passed over to the art editor who reads
it usually with just one thought in mind: How can we make them read t h is ?
For the art editor sees the article or story or poem only in relation to the pictur es it will afford. More and more, this thought is taking th e dominant
place in editorial offices: Put up yo ur feature in such shape as to make people
want to read them.
And that is why the magazine must have its manuscript at the earliest
possible moment. The art editor must make his research for pictures and in
turn pass it over to the artists- who always, it seems to the editor, demand
twice as much time as should be necessary; then the page is "laid-out" or
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sketched in actua l size for the editor's dummy. The drawings or photographs
are approved by the editors and this selection of what is called "art copy"
then is delivered to the photo-engravers- another set of very agreeable but
usually very tard y gentlemen.
The engravings then are given to the printer who sets the type around the
pictures .
It is a long and complicated task when a maga zine prints illustrations in
colors- and it requires careful attention to schedu les , some as rigid as timetables.
Now permit me to depart from the main subject of writing for a magazine
or a newspaper, to an entirely new and different field that may open untold
opportunities to the free-lance writer.
I refer to the radio.
Who knows what the radio will bring forth? My speech had to be revised
three times since I sta rted it, because of the rapid changes which are being
made in the radio. One of the lates t inventions is sending pictures by telegraph.
Then we learned last week that it is going to be practical and feasible to send
movies by radio. We all know that the coming of moving pictures has robbed
the lite rary art of some of its charm, but now it seems possible that the radio
is going to offset that.
Mr. Cosmo Hamilton, a ver y successfu l playwright, suggests that the
day of the radio drama is at hand! Now this may make the motion picture
people stop and liste n as earg erly as th e\' have looked . Mr. Hamilton beli eves that in writing for the radio an even more condensed style will be necessary than in writing for the movies, but- and here's the happy thought- he
feels that the radio will stimulate the imagination even as the movies have
stifled it!
And so an entirely new technique in writing is likely to be develop ed.
The playwright who has been accustomed to writing a play in three acts will
have to condense it into one act, Mr. Hamilton beli e ves. Everything for the
radio will have to be boiled down to th e minimum. And wh ere the average
play now is told in 2.'i,000 words, requiring ab out two hours and a half for
prese ntation, on the radio it must be condensed so all th e action and description can be given in thirty minutes or less .
Mr. Hamilton thinks that in certain characte rs no desc ription will be
necessary- it can be imagined from their dialogue. Th e playwright can merely
say: "John and Mar y are in love. They are sitting in the music room in
Mary's home on Park Avenue." Now you picture for yourself their ages and
general appearance. Th e fact that Mary has a ho me on Park Avenue causes
you to guess that she is a daughter of wea lth. Now: "Enter an irate father
wearing buff-colored sp a ts. H e •is a \Vall Street broker who takes little exe rcise." That's a ll for the irate father. You picture him in yo ur mind's eye as
the radio drama moves on in dialogue.
Such technique will kee p the listen ers guess ing and stimulate their imag in ations, Mr. Hamilton says. It will give th e audi e nc e a c hanc e to play a
part in th e drama, too. Th ere will be no background, no sce nery, to help to
establ ish th e illusion. Everything will d epend on th e spoken word.
The idea, th erefore, that radio will des troy th e fi eld of th e writer need no
longer worry us. Instead it opens up a new field. So if you have an idea for the
radio write it down and get it copyrighted. The day is approaching when
somebody will want to broadcast it-and you will be rewarded.
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Another day may come when it will be cheaper to dispatch your manuscript by radio than over the telegraph wires. Think of that! Not only can
your contributio n to the radio audience be broadcast through the air to those
listening in, but it may come to pass that it can be made into photostat sheets
from your manuscript and transported by wireless photograph y exactly as
you have put it down on the typewriter- all your funny, little diacritical
marks and everything -to millions of people everywhere sitting confortably
in their own homes and reading off the radio-screen ! Assuredly opportuniti es
yet unborn lie ahead for the free-lance writer.

Stories and Verse Children Like Best
By Mrss MARJORIE BARROWS
Assistant Editor, Child Life, C/iicago
"I think," observed a famous writer condescend ingly to the editor of a
children's magazine, "I think I'll try my hand at a story for children on:: of
these days."
Mary Mapes Dodge looked up quickly. "Are you sure you are equal to it/"
she retorted. "Can you write something good enough for children/"
History does not record that famous writer's reply. Perhaps it was unfit
for publication . But at any rat e we know that he went home and wrote s'.ime
of the very best stories he had ever written, and in this way made glad the
hearts of thousands and thousands of children who from that day to this have
lovingly thumbed the pages of Kipling's "Jungle Books."
One has only to wade through the manv stories for children that pour
into an editor's basket each morning to realize how few writers today pay
much attention to Anatole France's dictum: "When writing for children
do not assum e a style for the occasion. Think your best and write your b~st.
Let the whole thing live." Nor do they all pay much attention to the one
real yardstick b y which we all measure any book or story: It is interesting /
Is it true- true or significant in a real or a fairy tale sense/ It is well writr ~n /
Suppose we take a dip into this editorial basket of children's stories.
What do we find there/
First, here is a story called "Bobby and Betty's Visit to Moonland. "
No editorial day is quire complete without at least one story about a Bobby
and Betty, who have an indescribab le penchant for visiting Moon land or Fairyland or Cloudland or Rainbowlan d. Th e story is nearly alwa ys written by
some fond parent who means well, but who simply cannot write at all, and
therefore tortures the English language without rebuke, while she spends three
single-spac ed pages taking littl e Bobby and Betty to th e mo on and landing
them there in the last paragraph just before Mamma wakes them up with a
"Good morning, dear." Parents who write this story bob up all over the
United States and Canada, and have been known to send Betty and Bobby to
us all the way from the Philippines and the Canal Zone. And they nearly
always send a note along with it, explaining that they never wrote a story
before, but their little ones liked this and they felt sure other little ones would.
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And, by the way, this Bobby-Betty-moon plot is often sent in to us by
7- and 8-year-old children. The only difference is that their stories are a lot
more direct and interesting, their plot interest never lags, and their details
are usually worth reading.
Well, after tacking a sunburnt rejection slip on our Bobby and Betty
story, we turn to a second tale. This is about a little Billy who rescues the
kittens or little sister's doll from the cruel flames or something else that comes
along to consume them. Dear little Billy is a literary great-great-grandson of
the Boy Who Stood on the Burning Deck, and his story is told in the most
gushing, babyish condescending style you can imagine. Every day we get
several of these determinedly childish stories, written clown to the child's
level by people who, as Kate Douglas Wiggin once said, "Could not possibly
write up to it if they tried."
Perhaps next we pick up a harmless moral tale written fairly well, but
with neat little uplift labels pasted all over it. This is always the story of the
naughty child who drops off to sleep and dreams of extraordinarily apt punishments, and who, after the nightmare goblin gets through with him, resolves
to live a Bigger and Better life for ever and ever.
Next we pull out of our basket a fact story. You know that story-no
plot interest- just a little Rollo eager for encyclopedic facts about how a
shoestring or a rock or a worm is made. And some kind teacher or uncle or
maiden aunt always pops up at that instant and by means of concise question
and answer tells little Rollo all about it. And little Rollo registers gratitude,
wonder, and three exclamation points.
The human interest animal story comes next. Often this is good but
sometimes it is such a mixture of fact and fancy that it will bewilder children of
all ages. If you are writing a nonsensical fanciful story avoid facts; if you are
dealing with facts don't pervert them.
There is no need to pause long over the next story from our basket for it
has a moss-covered, hackneyed plot.
What comes next? Gentle groans- it is a retold classic! Usually its
original charm is carefully extracted in the telling.
Let us hurry past this nonsense story whose author is trying hard to be
funny but lacks spontaneity. \Ve're always looking for good humorous
stories, but even famous writers can't always write them.
The title and first paragraph of this next story show it to be full of love
making and adult experiences and big words- and therefore not for children.
Now we bring forth some pleasant little bedtime tales, guaranteed to
give the least imaginative child a nightmare. Why writers try to translate
thrills of Poe, De Maupassant and Hairbreadth Harry into terms of a child's
story is a mystery. We do not let our heroes or even our villains boil in the
witch's oil- it is not being done this season. We do not let our dog hero
commit suicide ilt the end of our story- even if it is a case of puppy love!
And. we do not favor stories picturing hideous transformations, brutal thugs,
terrifying ogres or horribly deformed creatures who endure terrible sufferings.
Thank goodness the dark age of juvenile literature has passed!
And let me say right here while I'm emphasizing the type of story
children's magazines cannot use, that good stories come in every day that we
have to reject. Sometimes they are stories of a type we are already oversupplied with. Sometimes th e y touch upon some religious or political controversy
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that of course we could not publish. Sometimes there is a very unusual
reason why they cannot be accepted. Often they are merely five times too
long.
Now let us find what stories children really like best. Children have a
habit of letting you know about them and in variably the stories they pick out
emphasize at least two or three requirements of every good story-to be
interesting, true, well written.
There are all sorts of ways of checking up on the stories children like
best. The writer of juveniles that hasn't a group of children to try his stories
out on is to be pitied. And the writer whose memory won't stretch back to
his own childhood and let him thrill again with these milestones on the road
to his own Bookland- shouldn't try to write at all.
As a child I couldn't go to school; so I read omnivorously-g ood, bad and
indifferent books. Aside from gulping down Dickens, Scott, Thackeray,
Hawthorne, George Elliot and a great deal of Plato and Emerson by the
time I was entering my teens, I think that I read almost every juvenile that
had been written up to the year UllO. Like most of us, I can still remember
the books I liked best. After I had passed the fairy tale age I alwa ys wanted
stories about very real boys and girls doing the things I wanted to do, acting
during a given stimulation as I would have acted, meeting interesting people
and visiting interesting places, and receiving the detailed gifts I, too, wanted
most of all. Anyone that can write this type of story for boys and girls, has,
as Dr. Robinson put it, won the writer's old-age pension; the book will sell
and will continue to sell for generations.
And that is why children today still love the stories I loved best. First,
there is "Little Women"- 1 wonder how many women who are writing today
pretended to be Jo during their childhood, just the way I did? Dozens have
told me that they did and also that they read "Little Women" just as I did- at
least six times a year for seven years- and got just as big a thrill as I did years
ago, when I visited the author's home in Concord and stood up in Jo's garrett!
It would probably only bore you if J should talk as much as I'd like to about
your own Huck Finn, Peggy Montford, Sarah Crew, Teddy, The Little
Colonel, Rebecca, Betty Wales, Leather Stocking, Robin Hood, Hans Brinker,
and Alice; so I'll merely say howdy to them in passing.
But what about the children of today and their book fri ends? In a rather
recent "Bookman" contest we found children voting heartily for "Little
Women," "Treasure Island," "Huckleberry Finn," "Tom Sawyer," "Pollyanna," the "Campfire Girls" series, "Little Men," "Penrod," "Robinson
Crusoe," "Anne of Green Gables," "Freckles," "The Little Colonel" series,
"Five Little Peppers," and "The Last of the Mahicans."
But these are simply book lists of boys and girls who do not state their
reasons why. How are we going to find out what makes a book worth reading,
say, from a boy's point of view? Usually when we ask Bobby or Ted why he
spurns the list of books recommended by his teacher and reads his Altshuler's
adventure books, he will just say "'Cause it's exciting." As a matter of fact,
Altshuler is the most popular writer for boys in the past twenty years, because
he picked out the humanly interesting points in history, because he genuinely
loved nature, and because he appealed to a boy's sense of justice and fair
play. Our Bobby won't know how to say all that, though,- he'll just say
xciting and let it go at that.
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Some boys, however, can analyze the "why" of a popular book, as we see
b y an interesting experiment made not long ago by a Hubert Coryell, who
asked two groups of hon es t-to-goodness 12-year-old boys their frank opinions
as to just what makes a book worth reading. Both groups of boys were chums
.of Mr. Coryell and gave him their honest opinions, which translated into
more or less grown-up term s were as follows:
First, they liked a book that could hold th eir interes t, with strong
rapid action, fascinating settings, and characters that were themselves
thrilling.
Second, they thought they liked a book for its informational value,
a book that told about some interesting place, about some interesting
group of people, some aspect of wild nature, some wonder of modern
science.
In the third place, they explained, in blunt boy fashion, that they
liked a book that inspired them to be better; to do bigger things. The
book could do this by its character drawing, by its character development, by picturing some moral issue that was convincingly decided, by
stirring the imagination to thrilling flights.
In the fourth place, the boys decided that the least important reason
for a book being good was its literary excellence-its clear simple English,

its good choice of words and its artistic description.
By the method of questionnaires in many schools and libraries, Arthur
Jordan of Columbia University found that the interests of boys and girls in
reading are ver y dissimilar, that the bo ys like best the books about war,
scouting, school, sports, B oy Scouts, strenuous adventure-by Altshuler,
Barber, Burton, and Mark Twain. He even found that boys stand in line in
some libraries for an hour or more in order to get the books of Altshuler, who
is twice as popular as any other author. He found that girls like best stories
about home and school written by Alcott, Wiggin, Sidney, and Richards,
while a small percentage like fairy tales and stories with a historical background
by such writters as Lewis Carrol and Knipes.
Perhaps I may just mention briefly- if you can stand a few more statistics-that Dr. Jordan found that the chief satisfiers for boys from 10 to 13
years of age were physical strength and aptitude, self control, particularly in
critical situations, independence, making a team at the expense of an unjust
rival, saving a person's life, gaining the master y in a physical combat when
the opponent is hateful, being loyal, going somewhere, having new experiences
•o f almost any kind, gaining the praise of his fellows, being honest, straightforward, open, and trustworthy, and winning admiration even of an enemy in
these things. And Dr. Jordan found the chief satisfiers of girls from 10 to 13
were kindliness to others, unselfishness, a heroine who holds her position
socially as high as anyone, who is clean minded and honorable, who is useful
in the home and honest in school, and gains the esteem of those worth while,
who occasionally pla ys pranks at school, and who is admired and loved for
herself, who is open and not deceitful, who protects the weak, who is
successful in dramatics, gets boxes from home, enjoys feasts at late hours and
telling stories, who has things happen to her-this is just as important to
girls as to boys- , who goes to the city, if brought up in the country, and last,
but not least wears beautifully tailored clothes!
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From rhese various sources then we find the stories children like best,
but whether we get it from our own friends, from our own memori es of childhood hooks, or from the statistics of teachers and librarians or magazine
editors, or perhaps from two very good boo ks which you are probabl y familiar
with- Mable Robinson's "Juvenile Story Writing," and Grace Hazza rd
Conkling's " Imagination in Children's R ead ing"- whatever our source, we
learn that all authors whose work has survived, wrote first and foremost to•
be interesting, to give bo ys and girls a good time, and we are pretty sure th ese
authors had an enormou s amount of fun in writing. Stories whose freshness,.
reality and significance have given children what Hazlett calls, "the greatest
pleasure in life- the love of reading when we are young."
Sto ri es come first with most children, but th ey like the right sort o f
p oe try too, and they should have plenty ofit. "Ifwe wish to widen the spiritual hori zo n of our children, let us not close up the windows on the emotional
and imaginative side, by neglecting poetry," Kate Douglas Wiggin tells us.
And how important this reall y is- to "keep alive the poe t in each of us by
fe ed ing youthful ardor, strengthening insight, guarding sensitiveness of early
impressio ns, and cherishing fanci es that are indeed th e trailing cloud of glory a
child brings from "God who is his ho me." But what poems s hall we give our
children-what ones do th ey like best? Of course they detest rhymed anecdotes, grown-up verse about children, or tragic odes to the dead pupp y. But
if you expose th e m to the best verse they are prett y sure to love it.

What Women Readers Want
By

MRs.

Io A

M1GLIARIO

Editor, H ousehold Magazine, T opeka, Kan.
The chairman of th e program committee took a big chance when he
ask ed me to und er tak e to tell what women want, for a woman, according to
public op inion, never know s what she wants-mere man does alwa ys? I am led
to beli eve that is th e reaso n wh y so man y editors have had difficulty in obtaining read in g matter for wome n. They have ass um ed that women do not
kn ow what the y want to read unl ess it is something to cry about.
It has bee n m y oppo rtunit y to work with wom e n and to try to find out
wh at they want to read. I am connected with a publishing hou se that believes
th e only way to solve th e question is to ge t out in the fi eld. "You can't
inclose yourself in th e four walls of an office and find out what yo ur readers
want," Mr. Ca pper said.
Since I hav e had the direction of t he ed itin g of a magazine which has a
circulati on o f ove r 1,600,000, I have felt that res ponsibilit y . I s tarted out to
gather into th e offic e some inkling of things that I might wish to use in later
yea rs. I decid ed th at we s hou ld like t o have some pictures of the famili es of
our readers. Upo n request, we rece ived over tw o th ou sand o f them-blackeyed babies, blue-eyed babies, big-eyed babi es, little-eyed babies, fat babi es,
slim babies, high-ch ec ked babi es, round-faced babies, but cuddly- every o ne.
Every picture told u s a s tor y of the kind of ho me from which it came, and
immed iate ly we mad e a notati on o f some of th e things that the babies were
begging us to do for th e m.
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For your information, we are building permanently and definitely a
magazine for the women living in small towns. \Ve feel this is a large field for
us, and one that has not been developed to a great extent.
We are studying the development of the town of 2,500 and under. What
do we find in towns of that size? We wanted to work on facts, so again we
asked for pictures and received several thousand of them. But that was not
enough. What is in these homes? What are these women doing? What are
they thinking? We then printed 107 questions in our magazine, asking every
question we could think of about the home We received over 31,000 answers
giving us a very clear picture of the homes in these smaller towns- the number of children, number of home owners and renters, women as club members,
etc. The questionnaires were analyzed, every one of them. Still that was not
quite enough. What did these people want to read? Were they interested in
the recreational type of reading, or did they seek education? Again we
sought the columns.
But the field was so fertile and the women were so keen and alert that the
written letter was not sufficient in guiding my actions; so in 192,:i-26, I am
doing as much as possible by personal contacts. I won't get into the 1,600,000
homes, but I am going eastward and am visiting from three to four towns in
every st<lte. I have been out on this campaign about eight weeks, and it has
been a great eye-o pener.
We, the reader and I, just sit and talk. There is no need of being afraid of
an editor- after all we are very human-so we sit in th e yard or in the garden,
or go out in the poutry yard and talk the thing over while we feed th e chickens. My reader is my friend, and she has a right to tell me what she wants to
read in the magazine I am building for her.
So with that as a background for what I want to say, I wish you would
forget me and place yourself before 1,600,000 women living in small towns in
America- 1,600,000 clear-minded, clear-thinking, earnest, attractive women.
If you wish to, you may add to the group a few men, for about 11 per cent
of our readers are men; but we are appealing to the mass of women. Then as
you hold those women before you, let me tell you this- vou cannot have before you a more analytical group of people-a group that will go farth er down
into the depths of matters for their information- than the small-town women
because they read for information. Th e citv woman reads for entertainment as
well as information but she generally goes down to the shops for her ideas
about clothes and household furnishings. The small-town woman depends on
the magazine for her information about such matters-she has no shops.
Our study led us to believe that in general the editors of magazines considered
the city woman and forgot th e small-town woman.
\Vomen want well-balanced reading matter; so we as editors have to
consider that in planning the editorial polic y of the magazine. 1t is an old
saying that th e home is the hub of th e universe, and I hope I can visualize
to you just what that means, because it has formed the basi s of an editorial
policy upon which we are basing our magazine. Ev er y young girl who gets
married takes upon herself a profession that deals with every science known
to man. Her home is connected with the world in gen eral hy the six spokes of
the wheel-food, clothing, shelter, hea lth, recrea tion, and education. If our
American home is to run smoothly, we c2.nnot have a flat wheel. One side
must be developed as much as the other.
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For instance, take the food spoke. Does it mean just eating three times a
day? No. It concerns feed production, manufacrnre, where the products were
raised, how they were marketed, etc. Readers want to know something of
buying habits, ideas about the serving of food, and food preservation.
Then we go into the clothing section. Those who are artistically inclined
have an opportunity for dress design, and those who are of a mechanical
mind can study sewing machine attachments. If sewing work is to be well
balanced in the magazine you have to consider laundering, which includes
washing machines and the small power plant.
Then there is the shelter spoke . Who should plan the homes in America?
Do you men think that you have the right to say where the range will be or
the kitchen cabinet/ You may know the technique of home building, but
nevertheless, the women are becoming more and more eager to plan their
own homes. You have more than that-the decoration of the home, the upkeep, the cleaning, the management of household expense, and installation
oflabor-sa ving devices.
This is just as important a part of our magazine as the recreational department which includes all sorts of entertainment for the community. We
find recreational reading plays an important part in the life of the smalltown woman. Add to this health and education and your spokes are complete.
From the point of view of informational matter, the field is absolutely
unlimited. If you are interested in doing this kind of work you will find the
women are anxious to receive it. The women who are interested in informational matter do not care so much for fiction, though they read it. It is disappointing to an editor to find that a magazine is not read from cover to
cover, hut few people have time to do this. \Ve have to build our magazine
to catch the variety of interests, and it is necessary to keep a broad field in
order to accomplish this. We believe more and more that it is necessary to
pay attention to the variety in each issue.
For those who are now in the early stages of journalistic work, I should
like to say that we insist that our writers know their subject matter. Some
fiction writers think they do not have to pay any attention to facts, but facts
enter into fiction as much as they do into educational matter. It is not a
compliment to either the magazine or the writer to have readers write back
and criticize some of the facts.
The woman reader wants short, snappy material, and she wants informational matter easily read. She wants something to file, something to take to
her cluh, something to use in answering roll call, or something that she can
give on a club program as well as something to help her with homemaking.
The need of brevity complicates the editor's work. To condense the matter of
an article into a few words is difficult, but essential.
I find that the average woman reads fiction because she wants to be
taken out of the realm in which she lives, into the realm in which she thinks
she would like to be, and in which she believes she will never he able to live.
If she is a woman living out on th e plains in western Kansas, she likes to read
an ocean story. If she is used to the range and knows cattle and sheep, she
would like to be taken into the department store, and feel the hustle and hustle
of the metropolis. For a while, she would like to be one of those shop girls.
\Ve have just been running a serial story which has taken our readers into
a New York department store, and it is remarkable the way in which that
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story has gone over when one thinks that our magazine is serving the women
of towns of 2,500 and under.
Another interesting thing has been the development of the animal stor y.
The small town and rural women are eager for the animal stories.
Again, we stand for the short story. Our women readers are not interested
in a story longer than a four-part serial. More and more we hope that fiction
writers will give us the short story.
The American woman is interested in that type of matter which will help
her build a better home life. She wants a magazine that will be all right for he r
boy and girl to pick up and read whether from the fiction angle or from th ~
information angle.
Manuscripts are handled by the basketsful usually. It probablv would be
surprising to you to sit on the editor's side of the d esk and see the baskets of
mail that come up to us. If you could see us sometimes in our bedrooms with
a light at the head of the bed and a pile of manuscripts around us, you would
wonder that answers are mailed as quickly as they are. Manuscripts are
classified into a possible and an impossible group, and sometimes a semipossible. In some cases a sple ndid story may be turned back because it is
not suitable for our magazine. You can see that a story suitable for Vogue or
Vanity Fair would not do for our magazine.
You will save your feelings and our time if you will observe our field before
submitting articles and stories. You should gather before you the type of
persons to whom you wish to appeal before you attempt to write. Limit
yourself to one type. Perhaps then your ardor will not be dampened so quickly. It is a good plan for the writer to send a letter to the editor and give a brief
outline. We will appreciate it and you will very soon receive a letter which will
tell you whether or not there is an opportunity for you in that field.

Doing Special Features
By ARTHUR FREDERICK KILLICK ("FATTY LEw1s")
Kansas City Star

I have tried to find something of unusual interest to do, and have tried to
do it in an unusual way. I looked over the want ad columns every day to find
something of human interest. That was on e of the one or two original ideas
that I ever had in my life. One day I found an advertisement for a bulldog
vicious enough to bite a man's leg off. I went to see the man and told him
that I had a dog so vicious that we had to keep him locked up and had to
feed him from the end of a forked stick. He thought that I had just the dog
he wanted, and so I left. Later I called him up, telling him that I was
a reporter for the Star, and asked if he had had any good replies from his
advertisement. He told me that he had had several applicants, but none of
them was worth anything except one that sounded like a cross between a
lion and tiger. I used the story. Several weeks later he came into the office
to ask for the reporter who had put in the story of the dog. At first I was scared
but I found that he only came to tell that he had had offers from every state
in the Union.
I used to have what was termed the "cub run," which among other things
included the justice courts. The justice court is the poor man's court. It is the
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kind of a court where some woman will be taken who has cut down some other
woman's clothes line, dragging the clothes in the mud.
One interesting story was of the man whose girl refused him. He didn't
want it to be a total loss; so he issued a replevin to recover the ring he gave
her. Scarcely a day would pass when some interesting story did not turn up.
I made friends with the court clerks. I would use their names in the story
casually, and that did not make the clerks angry. In a way, I had eight clerks
on my staff. They would call me if something interesting turned up, and I
could go down and write it up. Those clerks began to know what was suitable
and were continually looking for stories for me.

Writing the Western Story
By

HUGH

F.

GRINSTEAD

Short Story Writer, Columbia
F.verybody reads western stories . There's a reason. Ever y body likes the
great outdoors. We are all pioneers under the skin. We have only to go back
one generation, most of us, to find pioneers.
The elemental appeals to people- love, hate, cold, hunger, fighting, and
war. Everybody likes a good fight. The West is not a matter of geography;
it is a state of mind. The westerner is supposed to be broad-minded , but people
are somewhat different. There are as many villains and heroes in the West as
in the East, but the character for the western story should be liberal and generous hearted.
Now a western story m•Jst be interesting. Some editors are sticklers for
plot, but I just sit down and write a story. I don't know how much technique
counts, or even what it is. Ifit is a good plot, it is not necessary that it be the
blood and thunder kind. There are a good many western stories that are right
tame. However, it's easy to kill them off when you learn how. You may lose a
few nights of sleep after you have killed the first one, but you will get over that.
I remember an editor of a certain magazine who wanted stories that would
make people want to live in the ,\lest. I sent in a story with three characters in
it, and all three people were killed in the story. He accepted that story.
The trouble with a great many writers rn writing western stories is the
dial ect problem and distorted spelling. I will cite you to 0. Henry, and you
won't find many words misspelled, and you won't find many elisions. You may
find "ain't" and "don't," but I say those myself.
I read a story not long ago which used this old-time dialect. Now I was
.reared in the South and Southwest, and have lived among southern people all
my life, and I have yet to find a person who uses "you all" for a single person.
However, a boy came over to our house the other day to borrow our lawnmower. He said, "you all," but he evidently understood that there is more
than one person at the head of our house.
If you do not know the West, of course you will have difficulty in writing
stories about the West. One of Mary Mapes Dodge's best books, "Hans
Brinker," is written entirely about Holland. Mary Mapes Dodge was never in
Holland, but she had read enough about Holland to give her a background.
Some magazines want the love element. It is always desirable, but some
want it subordinated to the main theme of the story.
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The Value of an Outing With Writers
By MRS. AMY BARRON LEONARD

Short Story Writer, Kansas City
I want to talk for a few minutes, about the annual outing of the Missouri
Writers' Guild sometime during September. Members of the Guild, along
with editors and invited guests, assemble at some rural point in 1\1issouri for a
week of play and recreation. The reading public may imagin e, and I belie ve it
does, that it is mere play for writers to turn out manuscripts, and for editors to
edit publications, but we know that it is work.
While we may be able writers, we are not always abl e to write, and we
are unable to live on manuscripts unless we sell them; and in order to sell
them, we mu st do good work. To be able to do the bes t work, we must not
work all the time.
A change from the hum and roar of city streets to green fields or wooded
hills, where th e only sounds are birds' voices, or water gurgling over stones in
hidden streams, soon clears the tired brain. The result is spontaneous and
bantering wit when congenial companions are near. Old Mother Nature lures
the most seri ous minds to relaxation and play. This is what the Missouri \Vrite rs have an outing for-a pla y time-with informal shop talk sandwiched in,
for literary lights never quite go dark. Here in Columbia, we derive much
benefit from Journalism Week- the real getting together of literary folk.
The outing next fall is for th e same purpose, to get acquainted, in play as well
as in work . It is not a business meeting.
Last year Roar ing River, in the Ozarks of southern Missouri, was the
pl ace of meeting. This was a delightfully rural place that afford ed all sorts of
fun. There was boating, fishing, dancing; long tramps over the rocky hills
and motor rides over mountain roads.
\Ve had pleasant evenings around the open fire with songs and gam es and
.shop talk-always a little shop talk. You can imagine how the spirit of pl a y
crept in after hours of such surroundings and how refreshing it all was.
We eve n put on one-act plays-some of our number are artists in dramatics too. One evening a near-by farm house opened its doors to us for an oldfashioned dance. The family were all musicians-ev:en the mother shook the
bones, while father and the boys were artists on fiddle and guitar.
I wonder if we realize the great value of such wholesome play. Much has
been said and written along that line and many of us say "Oh yes, that's fine,
but I have no time to waste in play." But time isn't wasted that is spent in
play-the right sort of play. We waste our energy when we force work too
long without play.
The informal getting together of writers and editors does something else.
Writers, especially new writers, are afraid of editors. No wonder when their
<:orrespondence ends often in rejection slips with only an occasional sale of a
manuscript. But meeting editors when away from their desks, knowing them
personally, reveals them as interestingly kind and human, and disproves the
occasion for fear. Tips from their side of the literary field are a big help to
the writer and he is able to get their paint of view.
Perhaps the editor in turn sees the ability of a new writer that he meets,
by chance, while casting a line and telling stories on the bank of some stream.
Perhaps he finds there the very material he has been looking for.
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The Small-Town Newspaper
Making 50 Per Cent Return on Country Newspaper
Investment
By

CLAYTON

T.

RAND

Editor, Neshoba Democrat, Philadelphia, Miss.
This year I have sought to increase my business at my Philadelphia
(Miss.) plant 50 per cent more than that of last year. So far I have developed
it 100 per cent . The figur es for the total amount of business for the first four
months of 1925 are $8,923.67. Gross profits by months were:
January _________ ___ __________ ______ ___ ___ __ ____ ____ _
___ __ $1339.67
February··-· ----------------------- __ ____ ________ _
-· --- 1105.59
March __ __________ _________ ______ ______ _
738.27
April ___ __ ______________ ______ ___ __________ ____________ __ -------- _------- 1410.64
The total gross profits for the four months were $4,594.17.
I had difficulty in figuring the proper salary to deduct from this. Mrs.
Rand is also interested in the newspaper office, and whenever we get to talking
about salaries the question arises, which of us is worth more to the paper.
However, I figure my salary at $300 a month. Insurance, taxes and deterioration amount to $200 a month. This leaves a net profit for the four months of
$2,594.17.
As it is going, my net profit for this year would be at the rate of three
times $2,594.17 (the net profit for the first four months), or $7,782.51. Eight
thousand dollars a year is not a bad income from an investment of $15,000.
If I were to go on and develop my business I am confident I could make a net
profit of $12,000 for this year. In the fall business increases immensely over
what it is in the spring. I believe the total business could be made to reach
over $30,000. Anyway, these figur es speak for themselves.
Profit in a country plant is largely created by keeping business volume at
a maximum. You have to be constantly on the alert. One reason for the inf
creased profits in April this year was the publication of a county fair catalog o72 pages. I obtained a fair price for the advertising and netted about $500
profit from this catalog.
I am planning to make May the biggest month. I am publishing a county
directory, which is something I have not done before.
I have planned for the last few months the publication of a farmers'
edition. This will be a pictorial and editorial story of farming in Neshoba
County. It will contain interviews with farmers and give their ideas as to
just what it takes to make farming profitable in Neshoba Count y.
About every other month I find that we can increase our volume by
resourcefulness and promotion.
I believe that the whole secret of financial success in the country field is
a matter of salesmanship. You can take the example of my community when I
began. There were only three regular advertisers that ran weekly advertisements in my paper. In the last few weeks I have run over twelve pages a week.
The rate was 15 cents per inch. Now I get 30 cents an inch and more.
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I wrote all but two of my ads last week. Ninety per cent of my advertisers don't know what their ads are going to be until they read the paper.
The country editor must develop a technique for writing ads that will sell
the goods. The news and locals and all are easy, but it is more important that
the editor know how to write and sell advertising.
If you expect to succeed in country journalism you have to be able to
express yourself in the editorial column and to get news. You have to be a good
salesman . If there are two of you going into it, you may combine your abilities,
each having ability along one line. If you are energetic and capable, go in
alone. You have got to be able to give your paper character. Character is a
diamond that cuts all other stones. You have to love the work. If you really
love the thing and you go into it with the feeling that you can do something
really constructive, there are thousands of places for you, for journalism
teaches life from so many angles .

'l'he Equipment of the Rural Office
By A. H.

STEINBECK

Editor, Union Republican-Tribune
We are not living in the age of the Washington hand press; neither do we
expect to get out job work by foot power. These were all good in their days;
but today are obsolete so far as practical working conditions are concerned.
Some twenty years ago, I went into the rural printing business with a
Prouty news press, a 10 x 15 jobber, a 32-inch paper cutter, a Boston wire
stapler, some type cases and a small engine for power. At that time that was
about the best-equipped office in the county.
Today the rural office cannot get along and make good with equipment
such as we have just named. A better paper gets more subscribers and more
advertising. A well-equipped job plant seldom stands idle. Hand composition
no longer pays in the rural office.
I ran with my poor equipment until near the close of the World War.
About the time of the beginning of the World War, I bought a typesetting
machine, a real honest-to-goodness machine. It paid for itself. In fact, it
had to.
At the close of the war when the boys came home from service, we,
father and sons, bought out our competitor. This made one paper and one
job office for the Ii ttle city of Union. That is enough.
It was then that we commenced building up a modern rural office such as
had been the ambition of my life for all these years. We have not the best rural
office in Missouri but we have one that no one need be ashamed of anywh~re.
It has cost us money, worry, toil and hardships, but it is worth it all and then
some.
We have a large Miehle press for news and job work. From the press we
issue an eight-page seven~column all-home-print paper, printing between
4000 and 5000 copies per week. It is a rather slow press for this number of
papers but it does the work and does it well. We have a folder to fold these
papers. Hand folding would be some real job.
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We have two linotypes, an eight and a fourteen, and these are kept busy
with local and outsid e work. Three jobbers keep up the job work, and tbe
largest of these, 12 x 18, has a Miller feeder attachment. There are also a
Miller saw trimmer with router and jig saw attachment, a No. 7 power Boston
stitcher, a p ower cutter, casting boxes, large job stone, 48 x 72 inches, with
seventy-two trays underneath for storing and setting away jobs that remain
standing.
Our typ e cases are the latest in design. We have four double cases and all
dust proof. These cases we keep up with the newest and best in job type.
This costs money, but it pays when we can show jobs such as no other office
can produce in our trade t erritory.
Before closing, I might state that I am firmly convinced that for any
city up to three thousand inhabitants or better, one printing and newspaper
office is enough. Th ere is no sense in newspaper men and job printers living
on starvation wages and cutting prices on job work and advertising space.
The time is past when newspaper men dig each other for the edification of the
community. M erchants do not do this, neither do bankers or men in any
other stable busin ess.
As office equipment I might add that proper filing cases, good desks,
two good typewriters and an adding machine are essential to the well-equipped
rural office.

County Organization Work
By

WILLIAM

E.

ARTHUR

Pub/islzer, Crystal City Press
County organization is a big thing for the cowntry printer and will repay
a hundred-fold all of the time and expense you put into it. We in Jefferson
County have proved it. In our co unty we have eight printing offices and e ight
members of the org,anization, with onl y one that is a little lukewarm. 'vVith
the help and counsel of the executive secretary, Mr. J. S. Hubbard, we organized a little over a year ago. We hold meetings once a month, have a supper
and talk shop. If an yone has a difficult matter or does not exactly understand
some of the things that come up in a printing office, perhaps some other member can hdp him out and cheerfully does so.
Last July the organization in a body app eared before the County Court
to find out why the county printing was being sent out of the county; we felt
that there are as good printers within Jefferson County, all of whom pay taxes
to maintain the county, as there are anywhere. We so stated to the Court and
as a consequence the court issued an order that the county printing was to be
done by the county printers. Although we have some few officials in the Courthouse that do not live up to the order, more of the work is being done in the
county than ever before.
Before the association was formed bank statements were being published
at almost any price from $3 up to $5; now $5 is being paid without question.
Administrators' notices were the same way-any price. The price has been
standardized at $6.,50 for the notice and $!.50 for the final. All legal printing
is charged at the legal rate. There is no peddling or rate cutting.
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For years it has been th e custom for all candid a tes to have the union
label on all th ei r cards and other printing, although there is not a labor union
in the county and very few union m en. During the primary and ea rly days
of the campaign last year not less than !i\1500 was sent to St. Louis printers for
union label cards. The St. Louis printers mad e the money. The a ssoc iation
adopted a county label, passed a resolution that no m ember would thereafter
order union label printing for anybody and resolved that if J elfers :m County
printing was not good en ough for candidates in Jefferson Countyw= w,rnld in
no way s upp ort them for office. \¥e did not have a candidate refuse printing
with our label on it- in fact, toward the end of the campaign th ey insisted
on having it.
I could go on and en um erate man y cases wh ere th e organization has been
a benefit financially and in many oth er ways, but will just cite a cas e wl1ere it
enabled us to get our money. A music store opened in one of our towns and
advertised largely in four pap =rs in th e county. Wh en the first of th e m onth
came around and bills were presented, the manager was always out, but the
man in the store woLilcl see that checks were sent; but none eve r cam e. Three
of the publish ers got th eir h eads tog et her and turn ed their accounts over to
the c onstable and th e checks came right al ong. The a ccount of the fourth
publisher, wh o was in the hospital, was alsci taken care of.
W e hav e a printed price list on job printing: while some of our prices ma y
be wrong, we stick to the list. If a man com 1es in to my office and asks a price
on a job I n..f~r to the list a11d quote t hat price. Should he go out (which has
never happened to me), I know that he is paying th e same price to some other
J elfer~on County printer if he gets the work d~ne in the county-and we are
fast educating our pe op le into the idea that home printers are of more b~nelit
to the community than th ,ise of St. L ouis or some other place. \Ve find patrons
do not ohject to yo ur referring to a price li st-in fact they seem to favor it.
In a social way we hav e also been helped . Our monthly meetings hav e
brought us closer toget her and there is a spirit of fri endliness among the m embers. It is "John," "Harry," "Fred," and "Bill" when we meet.
This in a small measure is what we have accomplished in a little over a
year, and I am sure that we all feel th e sam~ as one of th e boys who said to m e
the other <lay: "Bill, we are a ll making more m :rn ey easier than we ever did
and we have the resp ect of the people who deal with us; and I for one w:i:1U
hate to go hack to the old ways."

The 1-Waking of a Country Newspaper
Ry
Editor,

ELMO

ScoTT WATSON

Publislzers' Auxiliary, Chicago

You are all familiar with William Allen White's fam ous editorial, "A
Letter to a Troubled Friend." Sometime I am going to write a letter to a
troubled friend of mine. This friend is greatl y conc erned about th e cou'ntry
weekly. He wonders if the country weekly is d:iom ed and if the moi ern
conditions of transportation, the radi o, th e wireless, the airplane, the automobile, are all combining to aid the metropolitan pap er in driving th e CJuntry
newspaper out of existence.
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Except for the year of 1917, the number of towns having newspapers
has decreased steadily until in the past year when there was a slight up-turn.
But so long as the American race remains predominantly rural there will
always remain a place for the small town and the rural paper.
The metropolitan paper has greatly extended its scope. The farm er at 9
o'clock in the morning can take from his box on the rural route the s:1me paper
that the city dweller is reading on the train. But that does not mean that the
small newspaper is doomed. For instance, right in the cities th ems elves
we have community newspapers published- the community papers that give
the intimate gossip of the small community.
Every person likes to see his name in print. The average citizen does not
see his name in the big metropolitan paper once a year, but he does have a
chance to see it in the smaller paper; and it is that one factor, the interest that
all people have in community affairs, that will keep the small-town paper from
being doomed.
Now about this decline in newspapers during the last fifteen years, and
the decline in the number of towns having newspapers. I don't think that th ~
decline is an unfortunate one. It means the working out of th e old law of the
survival of the fittest. The papers that have been driven out were tins~ that
either had no reason for existence in the first place or else failed to live up to
the needs of the community. So, even though there is a smaller number of
country papers today, I believe the existing papers are better papers.
There are three principles that I should suggest be kept in mind in regard
to the country weekly:
(1) The publisher needs more respect for his profession and for himself.
He needs to believe that his is a profession and that he is a publisher rather
than a printer. He should talk prosperity and not belittle his profession.
He should command support by giving a product that will demand supp::irt.
(2) The weekly newspaper is an institution of public service. It is
interesting to see that the country publishers of today who have made the
most outstanding success are those that have had in mind their service tu the
community. When I mention the duty of public service I do not mean that the
country publisher has to be more interested in other people's affairs than.in his
own. He must realize that the newspaper that can be of great service is the
newspaper that is prosperous. The starved newspaper can never be the instrument of public service that the well-fed paper can.
(3) In conducting his paper he should keep in mind that it is a business
institution. It needs as much to have business methods applied to it as any
other business in town. He does not need to fear that if he raises his subscription rates his circulation will fall off. It is not the price that counts; it is what
is in the paper, and a raise in subscription rates does not necessarily mean a loss
in customers. Those who are accustomed to pay 2 cents for a paper are just
as willing to pay 3 cents if they want the paper. If you are giving a real service
in advertising and not merely giving your customers white space, that advertising will be more productive. That sort of advertising-the kind with service
attached-will command any reasonable price that the newspaper man will ask
for it.
The new type of publisher is making his success in the country field and
this new type of publisher is the man who is coming out of the schools of
journalism.
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'l'lze Near-City Daily
By

CHARLES

H.

Editor, Clinton

WHITAKER

Democrat

In a city such as Clinton, or its neighbor, Williamsburg, we have to
cultivate our own green fields and leave the outside world alone. We know
personally practically every on e of our subscribers, and we are concerned just
with them. Every Main Street has its own peculiarities-every Broadway.
Every man that goes into one of these places must accustom himself to the
way the p eo ple there think. It is no t as it is in th e big city, where the editor
knows hardly any subscribers.
We know our neighbors' sorrows and joys. I never send out an edition
of th e paper but what I think of the people that will be made glad and those
that will be sadden ed by the news in that issue.
I never want to put anything into the paper that I think does not belong
there. I never put anything into the paper that would make a blush come
to a daughter's cheek. In the large city, it seems to be different. Th e rul e there
is that all that is news should be printed. But it is different in the small city .
I ha ve had numerous p eople approach me and tell of their disappointment
at not seeing a certain piece of news in the paper. But I make no discriminations, and I treat rich and poor alike in this respect.

'l'lze Making of a Newspaper
B y C. P.

DoRSEY

Editor, the Sun, Cameron, Mo.
Journalism is both a busin ess and a profession. As such it is a complex of
no mean sort. Tim e was wh en the professional overbalanced the bus· ness,
with poverty and instability in newspaper making as a r es ult. Shall we admit
that time is when busin ess overbalances the professional? At any rate, the
commercial element has come to be a powerful factor.
A newspaper, should, and of necessity must, make money. But its first
high calling is to give th e news, with the single aim of the public weal and
interpreted by an hon est, frank and sincere editorial page.
Relatively, th ere is as big news in the home field of the humbles t small
weekly as in the field of the most pretentious big city daily. A tactful newspaper man can develop in th e most provincial localit y a farm and stock
column that for hi s readers will outshin e the mos t brilliant product of any
metropolitan columnist. In m y ow n paper just now, more time and thought are
given to our wee kly calendar of coming events than to any other single fea ture.
Embracing as it does datings for social functi ons, church services, sc hool and
college events, lodge meetings, et cetera, et cetera, all sorts and conditions of
men, women and children refer to it. It se rves as a guide for them during the
current wee k, and then our local editor uses it herself for a recheck of those
events for subsequent m ention. A li vely interes t in people and eve nts will
point the way to news that will grip any community.
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In a manner similar to the check on news sources, the advertising field
of a newspaper should be charted and checked regularly in a canvass prior
to every issue. That canvass should be more than perfunctory. The studv of
the advertising field should be made not simply with th e idea of selling space,
but far more with the idea of increasing the service of the business men of the
place in which the newspaper is publi shed and of extending the scope and
influence of its commercial interests. The newspaper man who sells advertising
without purposed return is a grafter, pure and simple. The interests of the
advertiser must come before the interests of the paper, and through him the
interests of the public must be conserved. A newspaper has no right to
interest itself in helping a firm effect sales simply to unload some undesirable
merchandise.
There is at the present time an unprecedented effort on the part of smaller
papers to assist advertisers with special illustrated advertising services.
Some of these efforts have resulted in some very indifferent illustrations, but
they will improve, and I regard the move as commendable . Let me drop this
suggestion: no ready-made advertising service fits as it comes from the can.
Every piece of it should be rewritten more or less to give it local color and tune
it to the local advertiser.
Last, but by no means least, in the making of a newspaper, is the editorial
page and the editorial polic y .
I am aware that a great many papers carry no editorial page or no editorial column. Personallr I am convinced that a newspaper loses in ton e and
character thereby, and in s tanding and influence. Said an ahle New York cd·.1cator to m e recently, "A newspaper without an editorial page is like a ch arch
without a pulpit." Assuredl y the editorial department gives tone to th e entire
sheet. Fven an indifferently edited page, provided it expresses the trend and
tone of the editor's thinking, is far better than none.
Perfecting presses and multiple magazine t)'pesetting machines do not
make newspapers. Character and vision alone can do that.
Furth ermore, no newspaper ever became great by drifting with the tid e.
The newspap er man who has never had a storm break about his head beca .1s~
he has gone counter to popular opinion has missed much of the zest of the
game, and the man who has never made financial sacrifice fur editorial principles has not acquired the thew that should be his.
In his book, "The Americanization of Edward Bok," the former editor u(
the Ladies' Horne Journal t ells of its early struggles. H e and Mr. Curtis were
one morning going through the mail wh e n from one letter the latter drew
forth a check of relatively large proportions. Mone y was much needed, and
the sum would have relieved their pressing demands. "Of course we can't
use that," said Mr. Curtis, and without further comment laid the check aside
to be returned to the would-be advertiser- one of the proprietarv medicine
concerns on whom the Ladies ' Home Journal w:1s waging warfare . It was that
sort of moral courage and editorial stability that built a great magazine. An
airplane arises against the wind, not with it. So, oftentimes does a ne wspaper.
I well remember wh en one hr one the higher class of larger newspapers
dropped liquor advertisements. I cannot now recall a single one but what was
strengthened instead of weakened thereby. May I just add, that because I cb
not want my bors or my neighbor's bo ys to smoke cigarettes, I hav e persis tently refused to advertise them . I hav e yet to see n;:wspapers in mr cla ss wh'.>
have appreciably profited by accepting them.
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At the State Capitol
The Press and the General Assembly
By

EDWARD HENRY vV1 N TER

Publisher, Warrenton Banner; State Representative From Warren County.
For years I have heard the advice to newspaper me n that they must
remain out of politics, and that it does not behoove them to be members of the
General Assembly and thus beco me contaminated with the ill influences that
sometimes surround that body. After the experience of several terms, I
doubt very seriously th e correctness of that advice.
Serving a term in that body is an exceptionally valuable experience.
There you mee t and cope with a number of God's nobl e men, the finest Missouri can afford, and also some of the keenest minds of th e state. From this
classification, of course, I cheerfully omit the representative ofvVarren County.
ft is true there are a liberal number of memb ers of th e House, and possibly a
few of the Senate, who would serve th eir constituency much better if they
remain ed at hom e and did work on our good roads system, or some other
helpful work. Howeve r, there is always a fair proportion of outstanding menmen who are able in debate, apt at retort, valuable in organization and committee work, and generally exceptionallv well informed. Therefore, it can be
seen that serving a term in th e General Assembl y is a valuable experience, one
that any newspaper man might well covet.
Had I not served in the Assembly for several sessions, one might read ily
make the statement that no newsp a per man, especially th e rural man, has any
business leaving his paper to serve th e dear people in that capacity. Even at
$5 per day it is not an attractive proposition, and when one is asked to serve
:ilmost a month at the fabulous sum of!iiil perdav, it becomes just a bit monotonous. The greatest loss, of course, is that sustained by absence from your
business. However, this loss is sustained not on ly b y the newspaper men who
ma y be the members of the Assembly, but likewise bv all other professional and
business men who serve. M e n of some professions, and probably of all
professions, must make the sacrifice, and to me it has been a matter of reg ret
that more men of th e press do not give of their time and talent in enacting the
laws of the state. At various times th e Missouri Press Association has attempted legislation in its interes t, but usually with disastrous res ults. This is exactly what one might expect, since there are few rep resentatives of the press
to fost er such mea sures. The lega l profession is alwavs well represented, and
by some of the a blest men in the House and Senate. If yo u will take the time
and the inins to investigate a bit, you will find that Missouri statutes take
care of the lawyers admirabl y. The men who have their places of business
on the best corner in town, and who delight in notifying the editor that his
account is overdrawn, are generally represe nted by a goodly numb er of keen
busin ess men, and if th ere is a busin ess in Missouri that is better protec ted
and served by laws than the bankers, I should like to know what it is. I have
no complaint to make because of the legislation in the interest of th e bankers
and the lawyers, and the doctors; rather I regard th em for showing sufficient
interest in their own business to look after such legislation well.
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I am sure it will be conceded that there is no other profession or business
in Missouri that is quite so important and helpful and needed as the press. It
is dignified, honorable, helpful, and powerful when its influence is properly
used. The rural and metropolitan press preaches the th,,,usand advantages of
Missouri; its varied industries; its natural resources; its scenic beauty in hills
and valleys and streams; its gigantic agricultural and horticultural possibilities
and opportunities; its schools and churches; its good roads; its beautiful
women and honorable men, and a hundred other assets of the state. Except
for the thousands of columns Missouri newspapers gave to the cause of good
roads, we would still be groveling in the mud, and our system of firie hardsurfaced roads would still be only a dream. Except for the press, half of the
banks and merchants might be obliged to close their doors, and the state would
still be in its infancy as an industrial state. Why then should an industry
such as ours not be represented i'n the law-making body of our state? And
when we have a fair representation in that body so far as numbers are concerned, why should we nbt ask for such legislation as is fair and just and
needed to make our business the success it should be? With the membership
of the House made up very largely of lawyers and doctors and farmers, it is
quite natural that there should not be an abundance of interest in the welfare of
Missouri newspapers, and not infrequently there is a decided antipathy to
measures our profession might propose. The best we have been able to do has
been to hold what few advantages the statutes already give us.
Except for a trio of our profession, the revenue of Missouri newspapers
would have been cut a million dollars or more a year. One measure attempted to
cut in half the rate for all legal advertising, including election publications. As
nearly as I have been able to estimate, this would have cut into the coffers of
papers for the election publications alone to the extent of a quarter-million
dollars for each election. \Vhat the other legal business amounts to yearly
it would be difficult to estimate, but I am sure it is an enormous amount for the
entire state. When you return to your office, it might be well to sum up your
legal business for just one year; divide that by two, and then thank a pair
of newspaper men in the House for making rou a yearly present of that sum by
preserving the present square rate. Can Missouri newspaper men afford to go
to the Legislature? At first thought you would sar, No. And then upon a
second and serious thought, we would say, Yes, and decidedly so. When lack of
interest in the enactment of laws by which I am to conduct my business,
would cut one source of my revenue from $1000 to $2000 each year, then I can
afford to go to the General Assembly, and if my service was entirely gratis, it
would still serve me handsomely. These observations only lead us to several
conclusions:
First, that more newspaper men should volunteer their services in the
General Assembly. The experience will be found valuable and helpful, and
you will have the opportunity to serve your fellow publishers in a helpful
capacity, and the people of the state in general equally. If editors cannot
represent their counties in the Assembly, then they should take some interest
in the selection of the men who do. If the leading business and professional
men in the various counties would pay just a bit of attention to the men who
are sent to the Assembly, I am sure the quality of the membership would be
materially bettered. In many counties, only a suggestion to some outstanding
man would be all that would be necessary.
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Then, I am rather firmly convinced that the Missouri Press Association
should maintain several of their ablest members at Jefferson City at each
session of the Assembly. Should the profession not be represented by members
in the House and Senate, these representatives of the association could be
of invaluable service to the fraternity.
It might also be well to remind the newswriters that legislation is not an
easy matter. At each session there is a liberal amount of criticism because of
the small amount of work done. However, when you know the nerve-racking
task required to father a measure througn the Assembly, then you would
wonder that as much was accomplished as was really done.

Reporting at the State Capital
By R. E.

HOLLIWAY

Jefferson City Correspondent, Kansas City Journal-Post
The state capital at Jefferson City is becoming a more important news
center each year. The development and growth of Missouri continually
bring new activities to the capital, resulting in a great increase in news of
state-wide importance.
All of the metropolitan newspapers of the state and the news services now
maintain bureaus at the capital. It is our aim to cover the news of all executive offices, the General Assembly, bureaus and commissions, the Supreme
Court and all developments affecting the state government.
The most important news center is the governor's office. During the
recent session of the Legislature Governor Baker held two conferences daily
with the newspaper correspond en ts. At these conferences the governor would
announce his appointments, make known his attitude toward pending legislation, and answer questions propounded by the reporters. It is not necessary
to submit questions in writing to the governor, and his answers can be quoted
directly. The practice of seeing the governor is continued after the adjournment of the Legislature.
The daily routine of the governor's office includes the issuance of requisition papers, but few of these are of news value.
In covering a sess·ion of the Legislature it is our purpose to follow the
course of all important bills from the time they are introduced until they are
sent to the governor and receive his approval or veto.
Proposed measures with a far-reaching effect are given much publicity
even before their introduction in the Assembly. For instance, the workmen's
compensation act was reported in the daily press during its various stages.
Stories were written and carried about the proposed compensation acts before
and at the time of their introduction; hearings before the House committee,
where arguments were presented for and against certain features of the bills;
the report of the committee, which submitted a substitute measure; the
engrossment of the bill in the House and its passage by the body. The public
was kept advised of the status of the bill as it progressed through the various
stages.
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The measure was followed to the Senate where more hearings before the
Senate committee were covered . The bill was reported out of committee and
an effort was made to amend it. There was a lengthy debate and several amendmen ts were adopted. It then passed the upper bod y and was returned to th e
House for concurrence in the amendm ents. The y were accepted by the House
and the measure again passed th e body as amended. Th ese various developments were reported and th en the bill was sent to the governor for his approval.
The action of the governor last week in signing the bill was reported
in the dail y press. N ex t in order will be speculative s tori es of th e probable
personnel of the Workmen's Compensation Commi ssion. Another chapter will
be covered when the governor announces th e appointment of the commissioners.
This is on th e assumption that th e refere ndum will not be invoked against th e
act.
Th e Public Service Commi ssion is important from a ne ws sta ndpoint.
The co mmi ssion is of especial interest to the large cities beca u se it controls the
r a tes of all public utiliti es .
Special attention is a lso given to the activities of the State Highway Department, with its road building program, and th e offices of the secretary of
state, state auditor, state treasu rer, attorney-general, and superintendent of
school s.
The unusual number of bank failures in rec ent years has mad e the State
Finance Departm e nt an important news center.
Th e Supreme Court is a good news sou rc e. About 450 opinions are handed
down by the court each year and man y of them are of far-reaching effect.
During the last few yea rs there has been a steady increase in th e applications
for various kinds of writs in the court.
The capital is th e hub of politics for th e s tate. There are more politicians
and would-be politici a ns to th e square foot in J efferso n Cit y than in an y
other place in Mi ssouri. Th e politicians are alread y pic king candidates for
United States senator in Hl26. There are candidates for supreme judge and
superintendent of schools who are to be elected next year. Th e politici a ns
are looking s till farth er into the futur e and are grooming candidates for govern or in 1928.
The capital is equipped with good facilities for handling news . Both
tel egrap hs and t elephon e se rvices are available, and during the Legislature's
session there are direct wires from th e Capitol Building to the metropolitan
newspapers. An effort is made to give th e reader of our newspapers accurate
accounts of d evelopm ents at the cap ital as soo n as possible.
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Women in Journalism
Some Opport~mities Presented to Women in a Newspaper
Office
By MRs. Lms K. MAYES

Former Editor and Publisher, Pensacola (Fla.) Journal
During the eight years that I owned the Pensacola Journal there were
from four to six women on the staff all of the time.
I like to work with women. They know, or can see, th e advantages of
being systematic. Their intuitions are dependable, their perceptions keen.
Their loyalty to me and to the paper was never questioned, and I have
alwavs cherished the hope that some day I might publish a paper with a force
exclusivel y feminine. During those trying war clays we did everything on the
paper except run the press and linotypes.
Some publishers accuse us of being flightv, inaccurate and general trouble
makers. But a trainee! newspaper woman learns first of all to keep her employer, as well as herself, out of trouble. Sometimes we have our hitnds full,
but usually there is a way out. A frequent cause of trouble is the failure to
grasp the dollar and cents value not only to the newspaper business office, but
also to the man that gives you a story.
If one is to thoroughly enjoy a newspaper's business office one must be
on the inside and grasp the full meaning of contracts and collections. If one
is particularly interested in newspaper costs, think in the terms of ratio and
percentage. The opposition paper may carry so many inches more live news,
but how much more local or foreign ads did we have? And oh the joy of
knowing just where you are each day. To print it paper averaging from
eight to twenty-four pages on Sunday during war times cost us 61 cents per
day for ink. And how I did work to reduce my composing room costs per page,
and to do away with overtime.
The labor · problem never had the terrors for me that it had for many
publishers. The litl)(lr problem is coming more and more to be the human
problem. I found it only natural as a mother to place the interests ofmy family
before that of my business; so why not show the same human interest in the
families of those working for you.
The opportunity for women to handle labor is one the y may not .;are to
tackle, but why not? Men have certainly made a mess ofit. A reall\' serious
studv of human relationships, coupled with women's quick insight into true
living conditions, could not help but bring about a better understanding
of industrial problems. An\' level-heilded women will find it a worth-while
opportunity to make this a subject for intensive study. Study all who work
with you, study how to win them with a heart full of genuine love and sym pathy. They will be quick to detect any false note; so ring true, and be genuinely in sympathy with them, or else not at all. This was the secret of Napoleon's success as a general. They will give you their best efforts if you in
turn can touch their hearts. All other things will be easy.
In the days gone by, the demand when looking for executives usually
for strong-arm men, for drivers. The demand in the future will be for
been
has
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leaders. All women do not aspire to emulate the Susan B. Anthonys or vie with
the Mary Roberts Rineharts of the literary world, or to follow the leads of the
Ma Fergusons of political fame or the Hetty Greens of finance, but every
woman has in her heart the courage, if not the prowess, of Joan of Arc, when
properly aroused. Every departmen t of a newspaper is open to her today,
and the best of it is that she is proving herself equal to every trust.
Woman with dignity and propriety take her place in the business and
professiona l world today side by side with men, so long as she remembers that
she is a woman, and compels a recognition of that fact by those around her. It
was Lady Henry Somerset, I think, who defined in a single expression the
Alpha and Omega of woman's position and privilege when she said; "Womanliness first; afterward what you will."
The thoughts of the average woman are clean and wholesome, her purpose and intent, uninfluence d by rude environmen t and harsh necessity,
is noble and uplifting. Then why not take our courage for the right with us
into our newspaper work, not only in the thoughts we give to others in our
written page, but into our daily contact with our fellow workers.
Not all of us may be able to accomplish the great things of life. Our
limitations are bounded by inherent qualities on the one hand, and circumstances on the other; but no woman lives who is not able to make herself an
active, potent, purposeful force in her own immediate circle or community .
The race is not always to the swift nor the battle to the strong.
A few don'ts from one who has been through it all:
Do not mix business with pleasure. If you are able to secure a position in
any capacity on a paper, remember that as many hours as you have agreed
upon ~o work do not belong to you but to the paper that gives you your pay
envelope. After hours I am as much in favor of a good time as anyone. I
think relaxation absolutely necessary so that you may keep physically fit
and ready for your next day's work. But leave your work when you leave the
office. If you have an appointme nt to get a story make it during your hours on
duty; do not meet "him" at his hotel and go joy riding to get some story that
he forgets to give you.
Knowing how to meet the public and how to keep their confidence in you
and your integrity, is half the battle.
If I could exchange places with you at this time, I would take anything
I could get to do inside a newspaper office, put just as much brains and enthusiasm into that job, whatever it is, as though vou intended to make it
your life work, and then work with reasonable business intelligence and industry, and you will not be obliged to look for something better; the better
position will be looking for you.
If I might add to whatever purpose you may have in the business world
one thought, it would be this: If you go to solicit advertisers , to collect money
due, to write a story, do it for the paper. Make it a strictly business affair.
To the advertiser, enumerate all of the strong points in favor of your paper,
and make your salesmansh ip count for something. If it is your duty to collect
do it because they owe it to you, and if the account is correct, go get it, because it rightfully belongs to your paper, which you represent. If it is a story
you are sent to get, get it because it is your business to get it, but never, never
get it because you are a woman. If you cannot secure the advertisem ent,
collect the money, get the subscriber, or write the story as a strictly business
proposition , there is something wrong.
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How to Get a Job in Journalism
By SusAN SHAFFER DrnELKA
Manager, Woman's National 'Journalistic Register, In c. , Chicago
The best way to get a job in journalism, just the same as anywhere else,
is to go out and get it. But a hint on what employers want will not come amiss.
H e nce I have prepared a cross section of some of the correspondence that has
come in to the Register office. That is, a cross section of the le tters from employers. Temporarily at least, I shall spare the blushes of th e undergraduates
who write to me in all the glory of one year's course in journalism, saying that
they wish to be placed on a paper of 50,000 circulation and would not consider less than $35 a week. As many of th em do.
My attention at prese nt is directed to excerpts from letters of employers
who are seeking reporters . This one for a society reporter reads : "We want a
girl who is really interested in society news, and who will be satisfied with that
branch." Ano ther one says: "I own a country weekly in a town of 1,000 and
am looking for a girl who is capable of handling both the news and the business
ends. This is splendid training for a girl who has a little nerve and ambition,
and it is not too hard work, as the paper is only a weekly." Still another one
reads: "We are seeking the services of a trained and experienced newspaper
reporter capable of handling all the local news for a six-eight page afternoon
daily in a city of five thousand population. We prefer a woman with an in clination for social items. She must be able to establish contacts with news
sources in various sections of the city and among all elements and writ e
readily." Occasionally we get one that says: "I want someone who has had
experience, who has initiative, who knows the needs of a community of this
size and who will jump into the game to build a real woman's page. I don't
know what such a reporter would cost but the sky is the limit for the right
kind."
A resume of these shows that the personal qualification most employers
of newswriters specify is energy, vitality, pep, initiative, enthusiasm. It is
the same with all employers. Ability to write is rather seldom mentioned, as
it is more or less taken for granted. When a man does mention writing ability,
I take pains to send him a good writer.
Personal appearance is of the utmost importance. This does not mean
that a pretty girl has a better chance than a plain one. There are some times
when plainness is a distinct advantage; as it is in the case of a certain type of
man who thinks that a pretty girl is sure to ma-rry and leave him. Neatness,
style, personality all help out the less pulchritudinous. And in justice to the
employer who does demand beauty, he is not insisting on the fair looks for his
own delectation, but in consideration of the effect a girl 's appearance will
have on his clients or patrons. An example of this is the case of a girl who works
on a society paper or a sho'pper's magazine. Here the attractive personal
appearance of his woman reporter is a part of the owner's business equipment,
just as the attractive clerk or model in a gown selling establishment is part of
the business equipment. The time is past when a reporter was chosen because
she was a freak.
Not every job nor every employer is looking for bouncing vitality and
Publishing houses which handle highly technical
enthusiasm, however.
material, in which labor turnover means loss in time and money spent in
training another, do not emphasize the need for the roving, restless, enthus-
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iastic, highly vitalized type. And inasmuch as these places want people who
will be permanent, th e y do not require ravishing beauty. Like many other
emplo ye rs, the techinical publishe r feels that the beautiful young lady does
not keep her beauty shining onlr for herself, and that some nice man, after
the frailty of his kind, is going to pick her off and marr y her. So wh en an
e mployer says he wants someone who will be permanent, if he is the kind of
man who wouldn't use a woman in his organization after she is married, I
try to send him one of the frank!)· unmarr ying tq)e.
While I am on the subject of married women in journalism I might
-e laborate it jus t a little. Married women are more and more going on with
their journalistic work. Five years ago a married woman had to apologize
for being married when sh e went for a job. I remember my first experience
applying for a job after I was married. The empl oyer looked me over and I
seemed to answer his d escription of th e kind of p erson that he had in mind,
but wh en I handed him my card and he saw the fatal "Mrs. ", he said, "Oh,
you're married!" And that was the end of that. Se veral years ago married
women in Chicago had to throw th eir wedding rings into th e well and take
their maid en names to get a job. Now, however, the attitud e of the publishers
is more liberal. The magazine with which I am connected at present, Tiu
Nation's Health, has an editorial force of 100 per cent married women . Tiu
Chicago Tribune has a reportorial force of women almost exclusivel y marri ed.
An interesting sidelight on the Tribun e policy toward married women is
shown in the rule of their employe's benefit plan which guarantees to any
woman employe who is absent to become a mother, six weeks pay and an
extended leave of absence . That is, th e Tribun e holds th e woman's job for he r
and pays her for six weeks of the time she is out. Dr. W. A. Evans of the
Tribune "How to Keep Well" column was largely responsible for the adoption
of this arrangement.
But to return to my journalism students who are looking for jobs. Th ere
are some 'certain very definite obstacles in the mental attitude of students
which make it diffi~ult for them to adjust themse lves to obtaining jobs.
From se veral sources I have gathered the following three points as the greates t
obstacles raised b v the student herself. Thev are:
(I) Impossibly high salary standard- beginners asking $30 to $40 a
week.
(2) Notion to do "literary" work- "feature" writing, etc.
(3) Failure to reali ze that they must serve an apprenticeship period .
One of our editor-employers has summed the thing up in a statement
which reads: "The difficulty with the average college graduates is that they
seek positions at the top immediately after graduation. I am refe rring of
course to those who enter journalism. Those who take up medicine, den tis try,
law, architecture, or other professions are willing after graduation, to serve
several years in practical work before entering upon their life's work."
Mr. E. S. Fernald, president of the Fernald Exchange, the oldest journalistic employment agency in the country, writes: "Generally we receive
more applications from women than we are able to handle successfully. Few
of those who make application to us really are qualified. The most of them
have exaggerated notions as to the salaries likely to be paid at the start.
They are jealous of salaries usually paid to men in similar positions. We are
glad to receive applications from young women of first-rate equipment and
reasonable expectation."
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This brings us to the question of who is to blame for the students hav ing
these unfavorable attitudes.
I point my finger straight at the schools of journalism and say "You are!"
This does not mean the particular school o f journalism which has given me the
pleasure of speaking to you this afternoon, but schools of j ou rnalism in general.
The schools do not e mphasi ze that the students must St:'rve this apprenticeship
period, t hat the first )'t:'ilr out of school should in most c ases be regard t d by the
s tudent as merely another yea r of school, a sort of Journalistic in tern es hip.
Another criticism of the sc hools of journalism is that they are not teaching
people, or rath er, preparing them, for the jobs that actuall y exist. If anyone
will look at th e average school of journalism curriculum he will notice that the
great emphasis is put on newspaper writin g. The only rea l preparation g iven
is in newspaper work. Does anybody kn ow whcthf:'r any school of journ a lism
ever made a sur vey o f j obs as they actuall y are to be found? If the y did they
would find that half of their women students can more profitably go into
magazin e and publicity work than they can into newspaper work. The y would
find that women are extremely valuabl e to the small magazine editor. Of
course it is her newspaper training in th e sc hool ofjournalism that gives her her
start, but magazine writin g and make-up courses would fit her far bet ter for
the job she is to get. Newspaper repo rtin g, headline writing a nd copy readi ng
are fine training for magazine work, but they are not a ll that is needed .
Some schools of journalism and some universities give a course in mag az ine
article writing which doesn't come near being a journalism course in th e mind
of the faculty. Yet in th e mind of someone who is trying to get the girl a job,
they are strictly journalism courses.
In some schools this course in magazin e article writing is called "featu re
writing", which is another story, and shall be mention ed later. I t ook one
such at the University of Illinois and it was o ne of th e most valuable courses
that I ever had , in spite of the fact that we spent most of our time writing
articles for the Atlantic Monthly and editori a ls for the Saturday Evening Post.
The point is that we studied the magazine and learned magazine general
o utl ines ver~,- thoroughly.
The course in feature writing which is given by many schools is one of the
worst crimes perpetrated b y the school of journalism against the young novice.
Not because of what it teac hes hut because it gives th e s'tudent a wrong impression of the kind of thing she is going to be asked to do wh en she gets out of
college. I have had hundred s of girls come to me telling me they are prepared
to write "feature stories" and that they want jobs writing "features." I
have never had an employer ask me for a girl to write feature stories. He
wants a beginner to be willing to do what she is told; perhaps to edit a little
copy; to h elp with proof-reading; to write a book review now and th en; to
rewrite news items or to boil down or pep up an impossible article that has
been acc ep t ed and has to be used. Perhaps when she is there several m ont hs
s he will do feature writing.
The courses in journalism which I personally found most helpful in my
first job, and which I am always delighted to see as part of the equipment
,o f beginners registered with us are news writing, copy editing, head writing,
make-up and lay-out, research and library training, mag az ine article writing.
Courses out of journalism which contribute to the young journalist's equipment are sociology, economics, political science, entomology, bacteriology,
etc., for health publications and medical journals; home economics for farm
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papers and food and home publications. Some employers emphasize the background information more strongly than they do the journalistic training.
For instance, if a girl aspires to work on a food journal, her editor will consider
her home economics training of more importance than her make-up training.
I do not want to give the impression that the schools of journalism are
to blame totally for the difficulty some students have in getting located. Part
of the trouble is due to the fact that employers do not reali ze how well trained
a journalism student can be, and how ready for action her courses make her.
But they are learning. In the last five years I have observed a growing demand
for journalism graduates on the part of employers. Not so long ago we almost
had to apologize for sending out a journalism graduate. Not so, now. The
reason for this is that journalism students are making good.
Referring back to the statement of Mr. Fernald which brings up the
question of women's jealousy of men's salaries, I feel that I ought to discuss
this here, but I do not feel, personally, very well qualified to do so. Certainly
justice demands that equal work should rec eive equal pay. But there are few
women who do get the same salaries that men get for similar jobs. I don't see
how we are going to change the situation, and I don't see that there is much
use in our getting excited about it.
There are a number of reasons why women get less pay than men, aside
from the traditional feeling that a man has dependents and thus requires more
salary than a woman. One of these reasons is that women are frankly temporary workers.
Another reason for lower salaries for women workers is that employers
look on their employes as their future executives. Women are not ideal
executives in the firms where men are employed. This has been explained to
me by various business owners who can be trusted to make fair statements.
They say that they have seldom seen a woman given an executive position
in a business that she did not begin __ immediately to assume prerogatives that
were not hers. Woman, who has had the traditional post of queen of her domain at home, seems to carry that tradition over to her business relations.
She fights for her rights in her office, and generally, if given an opportunity,
tries to boss the entire business, say these men.
This is not a formal paper and need not have a formal conclusion. I
personally think that a magazine job is the best thing that a woman can get
because it gives her a chance to develop a market in her own publication, and
to plan free lance opportunities built around her experience if she becomes ncapacitated for permanent work by matrimony, a home, and a family. Women
are extremely valuable on magazines because they are more adaptable than
men. They can handle the files and other routine items creditably, as well as
write articles and take care of make-up.
However, I am not saying that the newspaper field does not offer pleasant
and profitable employment. It does, and gives invaluable training. But the
positions which are filled today in largest numbers by women are the magazine
sections of the newspapers, the special pages and departments, publicity work,
advertising copy writing, and on magazines. All these offer more in the way of
opportunity and real return for the effort than does the straight newspaper
reporting which most of us go out from college thinking is the only thing for a
journalist to do.
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